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INTRODUCTION
Dance sport historically evolved from the ballroom dance [1, pp. 1–5]. The impact
of sport dancing is enhanced by wonderful music and gorgeous costumes, which are
prerequisites of any dance sport competition [2]. Dancing is a joy, pleasure to move
elegantly and passionate [3, pp. 4–5]. Dance is one of the oldest languages, which can be
applied to each of us. Dance is the most natural and most universal form of self -expression
[4, p. 4]. Dance brings benefits. It is a sport [5], and like most of the sports it has its certain
benefits for improving health and well-being [6], [7, pp. 144, 236–237], [8], [9, pp. 131–
132]. It helps to forget problems and relieve stress, because people have to focus on
movements to be accomplished. Thus, dancing can give the freedom to create. It is a
method of how to get rid of insecurity. It helps to get over common difficulties. It does not
necessarily have to be professional in order to start moving with variety of musical sounds.
It must be admitted that at a first glance a dance performance of a high-level couple
might look rather simple, but it is generally not warranted. It takes a long period of time for
a dancing couple to reach such a high level of performance. In order to achieve some minor
results, the couple has to have a colossal patience, determination and to overcome many
hours of tireless training sessions [3].
Dance sport became very popular only in recent years, and this can explain the lack
of scientific studies on this sport [2], while on the other side many studies exist in the fields
of classical dance and in other forms of dance, e.g. [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16],
[17], [18]. Nowadays, dance sport is rapidly increasing its popularity and it becomes to be
considered as a real sport [2], [19]. For example, in 1997 International Olympic Committee
accepted the Dance sport as a potential Olympic sport [20]. Furthermore, Dance sport has
more athletes worldwide comparing with ballet and modern dance [21]. The physical
demands of the Dance sport have been the subject of scientific research [22], [23], [24],
[25].
Sport dance training is a long process of physical, technical and physiological
preparation, often beginning in childhood and continuing until retirement. Sport dance
choreography is becoming complex [16] with more sophisticated level of coordination
required. It is important to note that dance performance is characterized by specific dexterity,
harmony in movements and synchronizations with the partner. To define dance sport actions
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and movements is not particularly easy, because it can be made in an endless number of
directions and often involve several parts of the partners’ bodies [26].
One of the most difficult parts in the training process is learning to synchronize and
to coordinate dancing movements in a couple, from which the dancing lightness and
harmony visually arises. During this process it is important to create a proper partners’
body contact for maintaining a proper posture and lines. It is technically not possible to
maintain a correct Standard dance performance without these conditions.
Partnering, which requires a dancing couple to keep a close body contact and posture
in Standard sport dances, are the main judging criteria to achieve top results, based on
International Dance Sport Federation (IDSF) Judging System [27], [28]. Proper posture is
indicative of the quality of dance and aesthetic perception. When a dancer is in contact with a
partner, source of partners’ interaction comes into force. Interaction forces between partners
are controlled by two different minds, each with its own motivation, interpretation, timing,
and strength. A partnered dancer now experiences forces that are no longer totally under his
or her control, or even predictable, unlike interactions with the floor or gravity. This
uncertainty in partnering adds an extra difficulty for the dancers, but it can also add a sense of
spontaneity, which is very appealing to an audience. Depending on the professional dancing
skills of the couple, ability to continuously keep contact changes [24].
Dance movement can be broken down into categories that involve different
characteristic techniques for analysis. Some movements involve primarily vertical or
horizontal motions of the body as a whole, in which rotations can be ignored. The analysis
resulting from the use of simple equations of linear motion in three dimensions leads to a
recognition and understanding of some interesting illusions and techniques. Rotational
motions require different approaches, involving the way the body's mass is distributed,
different axes of rotation for different types of movement, and varied sources of forces that
produce the turning motion [29, pp. 4–17].
It is widely accepted that physiological characteristics are the basic requirements for
learning and performing a sport and technical skills are built upon them. While this is a
commonly accepted concept for sport with heavy muscular effort, there are controversial
opinions about the “athletization” of arts performers [30], [31].
During competitions, each couple has to perform five dances in front of a panel of five
judges and audience members [32]. In Standard sport dancing, which is a major discipline of
the Dance sport (apart from Latin dancing), the performance includes Slow Waltz, Tango,
Viennese Waltz, Slow Foxtrot, and Quickstep. The quality of each couple’s dancing is
evaluated in relation to the other participating couples. The World DanceSport Federation
(formally called as International Dance Sport Federation) [33] holds a world rank for this
discipline. Despite the high number of athletes taking part in international competitions of
Standard sport dances, few studies in the world are available about their biomechanical
[22,24,26,34,35] and physiological characteristics [2,5,16,19,36–38]; moreover, recent
changes in the official rules make it mandatory to revise our knowledge about the specific
physiological and biomechanical demands during competition. Albeit many studies on the
physiological and biomechanical characteristics of classical dancers exist [10], very few
studies exist on Standard sport dancing [26], [39].
The sport dance model of performance is characterised by “a dexterous activity with
great muscular involvement” [40], thus posing the accent on the “dexterity” aspects and with
an emphasis on muscular aspects of the performance. Astrand [41, pp. 305–307] classified
sport dance as “extremely heavy” especially for female athletes. Due to the fact that it is a
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sport performed in a couple, the knowledge of aerobic and anaerobic parameters of each
component of the couple is necessary for a proper physical matching.
A certain mix of strength, flexibility, and endurance together with the capacity to stay
focused on the aesthetic side of the performance are necessary to be successful in this sport
[32]. Endurance seems to be a basic motor capacity albeit obviously not so important as in
endurance sport: the long competition sessions, poses a certain load on the cardio-respiratory
apparatus of the dancers, and the oxygen consumption and lactate production/sustainability
capacities seem to be important supportive factors of the performance [10]. Despite the fact
that a correct partners’ body contact and physical preparation of dancers are the substantial
factors for a successful Standard dance sport performance, an appropriate teaching
methodology is not yet fully developed. Available literature sources describe different dance
sport techniques and aspects of the dance character and style [42, pp. 11–131], however they
do not address specific exercises on how to achieve the correct posture and partners’ body
contact. There is a lack of research on the physiological engagement of each Standard dance
and how it affects the quality of the partners’ body contact. Consequently, the aim of this
research thesis was to create partners’ body contact model in Standard sport dances, as well as
to develop and evaluate the practical recommendations for achieving this model.
Therefore, this work processed and analysed the biomechanical and physiological data
simultaneously from the World’s top-level dance couples. As a result, the World’s top-level
dance couple’s prototype based on these data was created. Subsequently, the novel practical
recommendations were presented and approbated, which are focused on the improvement of
partners’ body contact and optimization of physiological engagement in “A” class Standard
sports dancers. It was showed that the proposed partners’ body contact model and practical
recommendations increases the quality of Standard sports dance performance and reduces the
preparation time for high-level athletes.
Scientific novelty of the research


This research reveals new scientific knowledge about the relationship between
selected physiological and biomechanical parameters of World’s top-level dancers
during competitions. For example, new scientific evidence [38] was created through
the experiments that maximal oxygen consumption has a positive correlation with hip
rotation speed in some standard sport dance styles, specifically in Slow Waltz, Tango
and Slow Foxtrot, but not in Viennese Waltz and Quickstep. The explanation for this
finding is that aerobic capacities influence more Slow Waltz, Tango and Slow Foxtrot
and not the Viennese Waltz and Quickstep. By knowing this, from the correlation
between aforementioned parameters (maximal oxygen consumption and hip rotational
speed), it is possible to identify, which dance styles for each couple require an
improvement of the aerobic capacity that is necessary for further improvement of the
dance performance.



The data of hip rotation angular velocities and momentum between horizontal hip
rotation velocities during turns were provided. The research findings show that it is
possible to select the best couples based on their capacity to coordinate hip horizontal
angular velocities during turns. It was revealed that best couples, according to World
ranking, show the better alignment (followed by more synchronous movement)
between hip rotation velocities during turns.



The world top level dance couple’s body contact model was created and approbated
based on these data and the special set of exercises, which is focused on the
improvement of the partners’ body contact and physiological engagement optimization
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in “A” class Standard sport dancers. It increases the performance quality of Standard
sports dance and reduces the high-level athlete preparation time.


A new approach for the "Anthropometric difference parameter reduction" was
proposed, which aims to analysing only contextually valid parameters when dealing
with a dance couple performing in a closed body contact.

Theoretical novelty of the research


This research reveals the theoretical knowledge and research collection of emergence
and development of posture and position in partnered dance, of dance sport training
process characteristics and of the biomechanical and physiological parameters in a
dance couple.



The results of this research confirm previous findings in the physiological
characteristics of the dancers [26], which described heart rate and energy consumption
in each Standard sport dance style. Differently from the other investigations, where
lower rank dancers were involved, our study included top-level Standard sport dancers
(including seven-time World champions), which revealed the possibility for creation
of the body contact model that describes the parameters of interest beneficial for Sport
dance pedagogical process development.

Practical importance of the research


This scientific research data (the fusion of anthropometrical, physical,
psychophysiological, biomechanical, and World ratings) can help standard sport
dancers and trainers to address their training schedule more effectively, by addressing
the improvement of the most significant parameters that were identified and selected
throughout the research. This can be achieved by improving aerobic capacities only
for the dance styles, which mostly require it. For example, the scientific findings
reveal that from the correlation between maximal oxygen consumption and hip
rotational speed, it is possible to identify, which dance styles for each couple require
an improvement of the aerobic capacity that can initiate a practical action for
improving aerobic capacity of both partners in a couple, which is necessary for further
improvement of the dance performance.



Each dance style was characterised by its specific biomechanical and physiological
requirements, as the acquired data showed that each dance style is different
biomechanically and physiologically from the other styles, for example the differences
in partners’ hip momentum angular velocities and mutual hip angles in horizontal
plane were lower in dancers with higher World ranking. Such information can be
useful for developing sport dancing training techniques and methodologies, for
instance by focusing on minimization of mutual hip angles (differences between hip
orientations in the couple) and on synchronization of the starts of turns of Standard
sport dancers in the couple; it is possible to significantly improve the performance.



The effectiveness of the newly created practical recommendations for training process
improvement of „A” class Standard sport dancers was tested. The presented data can
be helpful for understanding the body contact model and customizing physical training
programs for matching the couples and monitoring their physical and technical
progresses.
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Methodological grounds of the research


About training process characterization in Sport dances: Iacoboni M. (2008)[43];
Bläsing B., Puttke M., Schack T. (2010)[44]; Noe R.A. (2006)[45]; Blanchard P.N.,
Thacker J. (2013)[46]; Kaplan R. (2002)[47].



About physiological characteristics in Standard sport dancers: Koutedakis Y.,
Jamurtas A. (2004)[10]; Bria S., Bianco M., Galvani C., Palmieri V., Zeppilli P., Faina
M. (2011); Blanksby B.A., Reidy PW (1988)[2]; Chatfield SJ, (1990)[12]; Dalla
Vedova D., Besi M., Cacciari D., Bria S., Faina M. (2006)[48].



About biomechanical parameters in standard sport dancers: Cluss M. (2006)[49];
Ivancevic V.G., Ivancevic T.T. (2006)[50]; Miura T., Mitobe K., Kaiga T., Yukawa
T., Taniguchi T., Tamamoto H., Yoshimura N. (2010)[51]; Clippinger-Robertson K
(1987)[52].



About physical effort in standard sport dance training and competition process: Wyon
M. (2013)[53]; Sugano A., Laws K. (2002)[54]; Dahlström M. (1997)[55]; Dahlström
M., Inasio J., Jansson E., Kaijser L. [56]; Koutedakis Y, Pacy PJ, Carson RJ, Dick F.
(1997)[57].



About body build and body composition in dance: Dolgener FA, Spasoff TC, St. John
WE. (1980)[58]; Potter AB, Lavery ES, Bell RA. (1996)[59]; Puretz SL: (1983)[60];



About technique and teaching analysis in Standard sport dances: Филатов С.В.
(1993)[61]; Howard G. (1998)[42]; Jarmolow D., Kozak K., Selck B. (2011)[62];

The object of the research: the process of training and competitions in Standard sport
dances.
The subject of the research: partners’ physiological engagement, physical and technical
preparation for body contact improvement in Standard sport dances.
Research base: the highest and “A” class Standard sport dancers with age limits of 20-29
years old.
The aim of the research: based on the prior knowledge about dance development, and the
combined knowledge on training process, biomechanics and physiological engagement of the
partnered dance, to develop partners’ body contact model in Standard sport dances, as well as
to develop and evaluate the practical recommendations for achieving this model.
The hypothesis: if a Standard sport dancing couple follows the thematic plan specifically
designed to achieve the body contact model, the biomechanical characteristics of body contact
position will improve, which will consequently increase the quality of performance and
reduce the physiological engagement in Standard sport dance couple.
The tasks of the research:
1. To review dance emergence and development in order to understand the importance of
the body contact in partnered dances;
2. To analyze the importance of the body contact position in Standard sport dancers of
different ages and skills;
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3. To determine the biomechanics of partners’ knees and hips alignment for body contact
improvement;
4. To determine the partners’ physiological engagement in Standard sport dances;
5. To identify the mutual relationship between partners’ physiological engagement and
body contact condition;
6. To develop a set of exercises intended for a body contact improvement and to evaluate
their usefulness for “A” class Standard sport dancers.
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The research methods:
The following methods were applied:
1. Investigation and analysis of the relevant literature sources and official documents.
This step was necessary for describing each Standard sport dance style based on the historical
evidence, in order to unveil the preparation requirements in each dance and to analyse dance
performance development, dance posture and position in a couple, and consequently for
defining a correct body contact.
2. Method of expert estimation.
This step was necessary for analyzing body contact condition of dancers of different ages and
skills during the real competitions, because it is a standard method for assessing the dancing
performance. The analysis of the results from the expert estimation was necessary for
assessing whether the defined research base was sensible or not (in terms of ages and skills).
3. Pedagogical experiment:
a. Measuring anthropometrical parameters.
b. Testing the physical preparation;
c. Biomechanical analysis with the "Motion Capture Smart 2011" system;
d. Physiological analysis with the "Medgraphics Breeze" software;
These steps were necessary for selecting proper statistically comparable research subjects in
terms of anthropometry and physical preparation, and then to uncover the biomechanics and
physiology of the selected subject groups through the pedagogical experiment. This
pedagogical experiment was necessary to assess if Standard sport dancing couples, who
follow the thematic plan that is specifically designed to achieve the body contact model,
improve their biomechanical characteristics of body contact position, and how it affects the
quality of performance and physiological engagement.
4. Statistical relationship investigation using SPSS software.
This step was necessary to statistically assess and quantify the results of the pedagogical
experiment.
It is put forward for the defence:






The world top-level Standard dance couple body contact model, which is based on
highest-class dancers’ anthropometrical, physical, biomechanical and physiological
data. The model was created for matching the couples and for monitoring their
physical and technical progresses, by improving partners’ body contact condition, thus
reducing the physiological engagement.
A new approach for the "Anthropometric difference parameter reduction", which aims
to analysing only contextually valid parameters when dealing with a dance couple
performing in a closed body contact. The selection criteria were based on the highestclass dancers’ data with purpose to get statistically comparable subjects with each
other and with the model.
Novel practical recommendations, which are focused on the improvement of partners’
body contact and optimization of physiological engagement in “A” class Standard
sports dancers. The presented data can be helpful for understanding the body contact
model and customizing physical training programs for matching the couples and
monitoring their physical and technical progresses.

Keywords: Standard sport dances, body contact, physiological engagement, biomechanical
characteristics.
Glossary
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Dancesport as a term that applies only to the International Style of competitive
Standard (often referred to as Ballroom or Modern) dancing and Latin dancing [63]. Standard
sport dances (also known as Standard dances) are described as partnered dances with closed
body contact, performed socially or competitively, with prescribed specific movements.
Body contact is a style of closed position in partner dancing (also known as closed
position with body contact). It is also a type of physical connection [64]. In some partner
dances, the connection between the dancing partners is made by direct body contact, instead
of a more open frame made with the arms. Body contact may be achieved with the thighs,
hips, chest, cheek and/or forehead, depending on the style of dance, the connection needed for
a particular move in a pair, or to fit the mood of the music. It is generally employed to
enhance connection between dancing partners. Body contact is featured in all Standard sport
dances, which includes Slow Waltz, Slow Foxtrot, Tango, Viennese Waltz and Quickstep
[65]. Body contact of initial posture in Standard sport dances means that partners are
connected with: right inside part of thigh, right part of hip and right part of abdomen.
Partners’ weight centre is on the front part of feet and toes. Female partner is creating long
curve through her body from toe till head, while male partner remains in relatively straight
posture and direction of view [66].
Partners’ Body Contact Improvement can be defined as a systematic approach of
closing partners’ body contact gaps during the performance through the leading tension
reduction, and identification and elimination of causes of dancing posture variation, and nonsynchronous movements within the couple.
Connection is essential to all partners dancing and is the primary means to
communicate synchronized dance movements between the dancing partners. The follower
moves to match the leader, maintaining the pressure between the two bodies as well as the
position [65].
Partners’ body position. In most partner dances, one, typically a man, is the leader; the
other, typically a woman, is the follower. As a rule, they maintain connection with each other.
In Standard sport dances the connection involves body contact. In the latter case the
connection imposes significant restrictions on relative body positions during the dance and
hence it is often called dance frame. It is also said that each partner has his or her own dance
frame.
In promenade position, there is no leader or follower of partner dancing, and the
couple dances side-by-side by maintaining a connection with each other through a promenade
handhold. Man dances traditionally to the left of the woman [65].
Posture and orientation. The proper posture and orientation for Standard sport
dancing: partners begin each Standard dance facing each other. The male partner should place
his left hand into the female partner's right hand. The female partner's left hand should be
placed on the top of the male partner's upper right arm (behind the male partner's arm in the
tango, as an exception). The male partner's right hand should be placed on the female partner's
left shoulder blade, and the female's left hand should be placed just below the male partner's
right armpit. Both the male and female's posture should be erect. The dancer's chins should be
slightly upturned, and the male partner's head, neck, shoulders and torso should stay in a
perfect vertical alignment, while the female partner may dance with her chest lifted and spine
alignment slightly convex [67].
Balance is the ability to be stable or in control of body position whilst stationary or
moving. Continual muscular contractions and adaptations are required to maintain a state of
equilibrium whether the body is stationary or in motion [68].
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Coordination is the ability to perform multiple muscular contractions to achieve
accurate movements. These movements require the limbs to move in the right direction and at
the right speed to step or jump effectively. Coordination is developed through skill training
and it is an important component in dance sport. No training program is complete without
some element of coordination or skill training. If no skill training is performed, muscular
strength, power and speed are wasted due to inefficient or ineffective actions. This can be
seen in the dancer with a poor acceleration [68].
Flexibility is the range of motion around a joint. Tight muscles may restrict the
flexibility of a joint and this can have a number of negative effects. First, the range of motion
may be reduced and therefore force summation will be compromised. Second, the body may
not be able to perform particular movements or get into particular positions. These issues not
only limit performance but also put the athlete at a greater risk of injury. Muscles are more
likely to be damaged by being overly stretched when they are cold, tired or have knots in
them [68].
Agility is the ability to accurately and rapidly change body position. Flexibility,
coordination, balance and muscular speed are all factors that have an influence on the body’s
ability to perform movements requiring agility of both partners. Agility is highly prized in
sports that require rapid changes of direction, such as dance sport. Heavier and taller dancers
often struggle against smaller athletes as their heavier body weight results in them having to
overcome greater amounts of inertia each time they want to change a direction [68].
Physiological engagement is the process of how the energy systems functioning,
interacting, and adapting for trainings and competitions, controlling the conditioning process,
and gaining the most physiologically for the time invested during a performance [69], [13],
[70].
Angular velocity is defined as the rate of change of angular displacement and is
a vector quantity, which specifies the angular speed (rotational speed) of an object and the
axis about which the object is rotating. The SI unit of angular velocity is radians per second,
although it may be measured in other units such as degrees per second, degrees per hour, etc.
Angular velocity is usually represented by the symbol omega (ω, rarely Ω) [71].
Rotational momentum is a quantity of rotational motion; the product of the rotational
inertia and the rotational velocity.
Rotational velocity is a rate of change of angular orientation.
Rotational acceleration is a rate of change of rotational velocity.
Speed is a magnitude of the velocity, ignoring direction [29, pp. 259–260]
Kinetic energy of an object (in our case of a dancing couple) is the energy, which it
possesses due to its motion [72, p. 9]. It is defined as the work needed to accelerate the bodies
of a given mass from rest to its stated velocity [29, pp. 259–260]
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1

TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT AND PHYSICAL
CONDITIONING IN STANDARD SPORT DANCES
1.1

Dancesport Emergence and Development

In this chapter the emergence of the Dance and Dancesport is presented throughout
historical stages. This part of the study reveals theoretical knowledge and collection of
researches of the Dancesport development during the 20th century. Also the information about
the history of the Standard Sport dances and Dancesport World Championships was
collected. This information provides a view of the facts revealing how did a dance partners’
body position was changed during several centuries. This section reveals the theoretical
essence of our research.
1.1.1

Dance Emergence

Dance emerged as an emotional experience effect on human survival process.
Stage I: Ritual dances.
People lived in tribes and their main characteristics of life occupations were included
in ritual dances. Ritual dancing figures were divided in the two main themes:
•
•

Hunt or war;
Love.

By looking deeper, all the ritual dance peculiarities noted the need for unity and circular
movements. It originated as the circle dances in which process people danced and sang songs
[73].
A bit later, two different dance divisions can be found, in more advanced forms of
play: dancing games (war-game character). War dance examples: Hopaks Ukrainian,
Georgian Horumi, worship dance, where a man was trying to earn the gods for better living
conditions. For example, shaman dances in African tribes or dances of people in northern
Russia. The most prevalent and least dependent on the survival of the living and
environmental awareness is household dance. There are endless numbers of household dance
examples. This dance was included in every life process that has changed, moving from
village to village [74, pp. 9–10].
People were given the opportunity to dance for individual expression and with
individual's choreography, which was often presented in society with received satisfaction
[75].
Special place is taken by the love of dance. It appears that variety of partner selection
and solo performances were present in these kinds of dances. It was survived the dances with
scenes. For example, Timon is the dance of one man's love relationship with a number of
young women. It is one of the most popular Russian folk themes [76].
Stage II: Greco-Roman historical period.
It is a difficult dance form time, i.e. the Greco-Roman historical period. Dance began
to teach in educational institution. The ancient Greeks put harmony principle in a dance. This
is due to the fact that the time had a significant cultural ideal of life, where a man was shown
as an important subject of soul and body development. Ancient mythology (many stories of
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gods) was the impetus for the development of human nature, but dance was a tool of the
human body and soul "decoration".
Dances were divided into several categories in this period:
•
•

Temple dance (danced only in temples);
Public (war dance, mass events with grace, satire and nymphs participation). These
dances were highly educated, rich costumed, were seen dramatic details of Greek life.

Exactly this kind of dance, transferred from the mythological stories to Elides’
Theatre and became the primary source of contemporary ballet, sport dance performances
and shows the making.
Of course, during this period existed also more simply dance forms: own house, town
and village dance form.
Stage III: "Medieval darkness."
The dance of human life was trying to eradicate during this stage. It was given
"demon possession" meaning to the dance, but the flesh (especially women), was a symbol of
all kinds of humiliation forms. Looking into the dance in this difficult era, it is
understandable why the Catholic European folk dance forms are so primitive now.
Pursuit of the virtue was present in dance, and no cravings for dancing, as revealed in
the Slavic people dancing. The medieval branli with his leaps and easy walking had allowed
the achievement of pleasure in the ‘darkness’ of medieval time.
However, human nature, and especially love revived the people at their mass city
celebrations.
Stage IV: "Feudalism"[77, pp. 138–140].
Feudal stage of development of the dance is the most interesting and significant in the
cultural development of modern dance. One of the main forms of entertainment was
aristocratic balls and fancy dress balls.
Naturally, this dance was more a fashion showcase of aristocratic wealth and status
display, not a dance. This celebratory dance, the desire for diversity, approximates the dance
to estamp form of the 14th century.
The funny character of Troubadour music included a few turns, leaps, jumps, rolling
steps in the dance, but the main feature was to arouse the interest of the masses of "bored"
nobility dancing as a form of recreation and amusement.
Dance is as aesthetically advanced form of entertainment and the highest level of
society necessities of life. Honour and glory to the French kings, who by personal example
and imperious, calculation ability and richness were able to preserve the best aesthetic and
ethical "Gallant century" gust for us [78].
Interest in finding new forms artificially associated with a wide range of public
demonstration of Ballroom folk dance origins. This exciting rhythmic structure of a dance
caused the keenest public interest.
Later it was named as European program (Standard), started its first steps with the
Foxtrot, which was presented a very successful American actor Harry Fox in the 1914th in
one of the shows in New York "Jar din dance".
Harry Fox used the popular elements of Regtaim, Shimmy and Swing dancing to
complex the basic steps. He reached an unprecedented society interest of the new dance.
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Already in 1922 the large number of dancers and dance teachers led developed dance
with a number of newly introduced figures. It was Foxtrot. At the same time, the world was
introduced with no less interesting Slow waltz masterpiece with ¾ timing.
Apropos, the rate band experiments and jazz groups provoked the dancers to include
jumps, kicks, hand waving and some steps from the Charleston, Shimmy and the Black
Bottom dances.
In 1927 Foxtrot was renamed to the Slow foxtrot. Quickstep received the right to
independent living, and somewhere in the dance making felt Lindi Houp style.
It should be noted that there are feminine appeal of these three dances (Slow foxtrot,
Slow waltz and Quickstep): unusually soft, flowing movements, which gives plastic
expression of a new choreography of the twentieth century [76].
By the way, the Latin American continent, energetic and erotic Milonga (Tango
predecessor) rushed to Paris and created an unprecedented furore in the 1910th.
Excessive dance partners’ body closeness during dancing shocked with its open
sensuality for many years, while the global success of the Tango dance was already decided.
The results of Tango success were Flamenco style similarities presence in this dance.
Although there were Gypsy Tango version and other versions of Tango gave some of kinship
with the Cuban Habanera. There is also the African version: Tangent - Negro slave dance
from Africa. Later, the Tango had moved from Latin dances to the Standard.
More dramatic became destiny of Latin dance. Ragtime music gave the impression to
the world Standard and Latin dances.
The British people liked a lot calmer "white" Ragtime form (modest in nature
European people tried to find the opportunity to replace partners’ body contact by the
plastic excessive sensuality of „white” Ragtime form), while the "black" Africa was naturally
closer to Jazz Regain temperament: much closer position in a pair, free and wide movement
in the dance.
Jive types formed and changed unnecessary roughness (aggressiveness), vulgar, erotic
permissiveness for a long time [79]:
1910th years – Ragtime
1920th years – Swing
1930th years – Lindi Hope
1940th years – Jazz groups
1950th years – Boogy-vugy, Bibop, Rock.
Rumba came to the American continent slowly like Jive. At first it was a sexual
pantomime, in any case, it had not prospect of success. In spite of this fact Americans had an
active interest and tried to transform this dance, above all, to the courtesy direction, as well as
the merger with Guaracha and Cuban Bolero in 1925 contributed to the spread of rumba in
the USA, albeit in a different rhythm option [76].
In the 1947th year the real Cuban Rumba, as well as the Cha-cha-cha in the 1952nd
introduced the popular English teacher Pierre Level on the European continent.
In the 1955th both ballroom dances (Rumba and Cha-cha-cha) started to actively use
the Cuban rhythmic version.
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British people disregarded Spanish Pasodoble and Viennese waltz, and consequently
this dance in the 20th – 30th years was spread in France. It was particularly popular during
that period of time.
Pasodoble is the only one of the ten dances in which the thematic story persists. There
are the corrida, torero, bull and even torro cape got the right to independent living in
different versions of Pasodoble.
Samba is a ‘swan song’ in Latin sport dance program. Samba has right to be the first
on competitions. While Samba was standardized as the last (it did Pierre Lavel in 1956th
year), but the first arrival in Europe was already in the 1905th. The earliest name of Samba
was Maxixe.
For the second time Samba dance was introduced by Fred Astaire. This kariokas
version appeared in England in 1934th year. Finally, Samba got her foundation in the 50th
years, thanks to the British Princess Margaret. Samba is very interesting dance with the
ability to include practically all kinds of South American rhythms, with the unusual dance
dynamics. This dance’s plastic movements just fascinate with an enviable popularity.
Nowadays, many people are obsessed with a new Samba - Lambada, Macarena [77, pp. 138–
140]
All the ten favourite Ballroom dances (later established as Sport dances) in their time
of occurrence in first half of the 20th century have suffered not an easy customization.
English teachers and dancers had the main role of Ballroom dance development and
advancement.
In 1924th the Imperial Society of Dance Teachers (ISTD) canonized 4 of 5 Standard
sport dances.
Unfortunately, Viennese waltz was not included in the Standard sport dance program
in that time, because of the British lack of this dance love, but world community preferred
Viennese waltz by their elated nature, which also gave the direction of modern dance system.
Viennese waltz danced in the pair with partners’ body contact encouraged people interest
in erotic dance theme [77, pp. 139–142]
The grand Adana and Delibes music emergence laid the foundation for continuing
attention to the romantic ballet with Viennese waltz music in Giselle and Coppelia.
Dates back to the early 1960s the researches [80] began to question how dancers
performed dance movements, using science to examine how these movements were actually
executed.
1.1.2

Development of the Dancesport

Throughout the 1920s, several European nations were the pioneers in the gradual
emergence of the dance as an organised sport. They defined the norms and launched the
concept of its worldwide governance. In 1929, British dance teachers defined the standards
for an “English Style” that was soon adopted everywhere. The German Imperial Association
for the Fostering of Social Dance was the initiator of the Fédération Internationale de Danse
pour Amateurs (FIDA). Founded by nine European countries on 10th September 1935 in
Prague, Czech Republic, it staged the first world championship truly deserving of such title in
Bad Nauheim, Germany, one year later. FIDA existed for 20 years – a period marked by
World War II as well as feuds between the amateur and professional camps – before it
suspended activities in 1956.
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Germany assumed the lead once more and immediately proposed to regroup in a
different organisation. At the Wiesbaden home of German Dance Champion Otto Teipel,
eight European nations started the International Council of Amateur Dancers (ICAD) on the
12th of May 1957. The delegates to the founding assembly elected Teipel as President. With
four more nations joining one year later, ICAD registered growth in Europe – but also faced
persisting difficulties in the attempt to reconcile with the organisation of the professional
dancers.
Otto Teipel eventually stepped down – worn out by the quarrelling – and was
succeeded by Heinrich Brönner and Rolf Fincke, who both held office for a short time. In
June 1965, a young and ambitious Detlef Hegemann was elected as ICAD President. He was
to bring great vision and relentless drive to the organisation for many years to come. Just four
months after his election, Hegemann signed a landmark agreement with the International
Council of Ballroom Dancing (ICBD), led by Alex Moore at the time.
The “Bremen Agreement” of 3 October 1965 established that ICAD was henceforth to
grant and control international championships for amateurs – and that ICBD was to do the
same for professionals. The Joint Committee set up through the agreement drafted the terms
for co-operation between the two bodies, which then allowed ICAD Adjudicators to officiate
at international competitions, although only in a 3:4 minority.
ICAD membership grew steadily over the next 25 years. More and more national
amateur bodies joined the organisation that itself set out to become part of the global sports
movement. In 1990, ICAD decided to change its name to International DanceSport
Federation. Embracing its interpretation of dance as sport in the new name helped to secure
wider acceptance almost immediately. Good strategy and persuasive lobbying were the other
pillars in a campaign to correct erroneous perceptions in the minds of many. In 1995, IDSF
was accepted as a member of the General Association of International Sports Federations, the
umbrella organisation for all world sports governing bodies. The International Olympic
Committee recognised DanceSport. IDSF became a member of the Association of IOC
Recognised International Sports Federations and of the International World Games
Association. The determination of President Hegemann and the lobbying efforts by Presidium
members had brought about significant change.
When Detlef Hegemann chosen not to stand for re-election, he left a fundamentally
reformed and thriving International Federation to his successor, the Swiss Rudolf Baumann.
Membership had arrived at 65 national member bodies, the financial situation was excellent
and, above all, the young federation had established an impeccable track record in fulfilling
its statutory mission. Hegemann was elected as IDSF Honorary Life President in recognition
of his visionary leadership over 33 years [81].
The art, and specifically the Dance, were in the first decennium of the 20st century
the signs of a turnaround. On the same time the Century of the Sports began with the
foundation of many national and international organisations.
The Olympic Ideal was born and the first Olympic Games took place in 1896.
It was clear that the own Dance "Olympia" had to be organised by the dancers. Everything
what was new in painting, poetry, music and fashion, but also in dancing found a good
"birthplace" in the Art and Seine city of Paris. The competition-thought originally comes
from the USA.
The first dance sport competition, which was registered in Europe, was the TangoTournament in Nice organised by Camille de Rhynal in 1907 with repeats in Paris. It was the
real beginning, the birth of the Modern Company Dance. Camille de Rhynal, Choreographer
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and dancer, composer and organiser, with a special instinct for super-business, a great
Manager for that time, was by the first success in Nice encouraged to organise his "World
championships" in Paris in 1909 for the first time. The first World championships, off course,
can't be compared with the present World championships. However, historically speaking
they are very interesting now.
In that time there was no split between Amateurs and Professionals, neither between
representing countries. They danced as a couple, for example, if the lady was French and the
man was Spanish, it did not matter at all. Up to 1921 it was possible to get World champion
title per each dance. Play instructions and education rules were hardly known. The World
Championship of 1911 in Paris was the first competition to be announced as a
Professional/Amateur competition. That meant a professionals and an amateurs danced
together. At the World Championship of 1922 in London, it was for the first time to have an
all-round competition in all the existing dances.
There were different categories, such as Professionals, Amateurs and MIX-couples
(Pro Amateur) from 1909 till 1921 the champions from both the Amateurs as Professionals
are the same because of no existing split between them. However since 1922 the split is
processed in the summaries. In 1925 Camille de Rhynal got an enormous word-fight with the
English and organised next to the existing World Championship his own "WC", mostly in
Paris.
He found the time ready for the founded national organisations of Amateurs as well as
Professionals to strengthen their powers together.
An International Amateur Organisation already existed so he founded the F.I.D.
(Federation International de Danse) founded on 15-5-1926 in Paris. At 8-9-1929 another
Professionals organisation come trough. A. Traber Amiel in Zurich (Switzerland) founded its
L.I.G. (Liga fur Internationale Turniere) (Association for International Tournaments). The
F.I.D. and L.I.G. were only "signboards" for the tournaments they both organised. The
sportive side of this all was very doubtful. In the early 30s, on the moment the "English
Style" manifested all over Europe, due to the "Great Conference" in London at 14-4-1929, the
glory for Camille de Rhynal and his "WC" was over. The really great dancers of that time
weren't to be found in Paris at this "WC". The uncrowned world champions were to be seen
in Blackpool, a festival that started in the 20st century still exists. Also on the "Star" in
London were all world-top-couples present. Camille de Rhynal kept on organizing his "WC",
but the results were experienced as absurd by the "insiders".
The time from 1946 till 1951 was characterised by the chaos the 2nd World War left
behind in all Europe. The Dance, still a true mirror of its time, is still present although the
rough after-war time.
Is goes without saying that Camille de Rhynal made new plans to regain his
Monopoly. With his old F.I.D., but also with new organisations (mostly only on paper...) he
tries to continue his competitions. In the beginning of 1951 all his attempts failed and he
disappears from the "dance stage". He was a truly important man to the dance world and he
goes in to history as the founder of Modern Company Dance. He was awarded by the French
and Italian government, and died on 26-11-1956 in his residence in Nice. However he has
become lots of criticism from his "colleagues". For example the famous and well-known
Bruno von Kayser from Dusseldorf (Germany) has written a lot of critical articles about the
Paris WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP.
After a long campaign, the International Dance Sport Federation (IDSF) was
recognized by the International Olympic Committee as the sole representative body for
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dancesport, on September 5, 1997 [1, pp. 123–148]. At that point, many dance organisations
changed their titles to incorporate the word sport. This recognition gives the IDSF,
potentially, a unique status. The IDSF website shows letters and certificates from the IOC
that recognises dancesport as an eligible sport for inclusion pursuant to rule 29 of the
Olympic Charter [82], [83]. On its website, the IDSF gives an upbeat appraisal of the chances
of Dancesport being included in a future summer Olympic Games. However, dancesport has
not been included as an official event at the Olympics since its recognition, [19] and there are
many who doubt that it ever will [84, p. 101], [85, pp. 39–46]. The 2008 Beijing
Olympics did not include ballroom dancing and neither will the 2012 London Olympics [86].
However, dancesport was an event at the 2005 Southeast Asian Games. The
competition took place on November 27, 2005 in the Main Hall of the Waterfront in Cebu
City, Philippines.
Medals were contested in 2 dance categories.


Latin American dances;



Standard dances.

Dancesport was one of the new disciplines introduced in the 23rd (SEA) Games due
to its popularity to the host country. Also Dancesport at the 2010 Asian Games was held in
Zengcheng Gymnasium, Guangzhou, China from November 13 to 14, 2010 [87].
1.1.3

Description of the Standard Sport Dances

Standard sport dancing describes partner dances with body contact, performed
socially or competitively, with prescribed specific movements. It evokes a sense of mystique
and elegance if performed socially and of energy and passion when performed competitively.
The word ball in Ballroom dancing comes from not the child’s toy but from the Latin
word ballare meaning to dance [88]. It forms the bases for the words ballet (a dance,)
ballerina (a dancer) and ballroom (a room for dancing). Ballroom Dancing was very popular
among the English upper class during the late 18th and early 19th centuries, where it referred
to almost any type of recreation dancing. By the early 20th century, as it caught the interest of
the working class, the term become narrower in scope, with many of the dances dropping out
of favour as being Historical or Folk dances.
By the early 1920's a number of dance societies in both England and America began
to offer regulated competitive Ballroom dancing. They promoted a number of Standard
dances, with some basic movements that dancers could confidently perform with any partner
they might meet. The highly influential Imperial Society of Dance Teachers (later, the
Imperial Society of Teachers of Dancing) formed a Ballroom Branch, which was the
instrumental in developing Standard dancing styles, which later formed the basis for the
International dance standards.
Currently, the term Ballroom dancing refers to the Standard sport dances. The
Standard comprises the following five dances: Modern Waltz (also known as the slow or the
English waltz), Viennese Waltz, Slow Foxtrot, Tango and Quickstep.
To having an idea about the physical engagement of Standard sport dance
competitions we can refer to the International Standard Dance Music IDSF Tempo
Regulation [89]. The definitions are the following (see Table 1 below):
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Table 1
Characteristics of Standard Sport Dances [32]
Name of the
Standard dance

Tempo (bars
Timing type
per minute)

Dancing time
(seconds)

Slow Waltz (SW)

28–30

¾

90–120

Tango (T)

31–33

4/4

90–120

Viennese Waltz (VW)

58–60

¾

60–90

Slow Foxtrot (SF)

28–30

4/4

90–120

Quickstep (Q)

50–52

4/4

90–120

The duration of one dance in the competition should be between 90 and 120 seconds.
Ten to twenty seconds rest is allowed between each dance.
Sometimes, the term Ballroom dancing also includes the Latin (or Latin-American)
sport dances, which include: Samba, Rumba, Paso Doble, Cha-Cha-Cha, Jive.
Both, Standard sport dances and Latin American sport dances, dancing styles are well
standardized for teaching purposes with a set, internationally recognized vocabulary,
technique, rhythm and tempo. The dancing postures for Latin American sport dances varies
from dance to dance: some dances require using closed hold, some require partners’ holding
each other with only one hand, few dances require a line of dance and a number of dances
have the routines performed on pretty much a single spot.
For the Standard sport dances, the posture requirement is a closed position (five
points of body contact between dancers) during varied tempo (bars per minute) and rhythm
(structure). With a set line of dance, this posture provides a very elegant look as the couple
floats across the dance floor [88].
The following subchapters discuss the five Standard sport dances separately in detail.
The Imperial Society of Teachers of Dancing (ISTD) was the initiator of the Standard
sport dance development. ISTD ballroom dance committee was the responsible. Its members
were: Miss Josephine Bredly, Miss Iv Taimgeit-Smith, Miss Mjuriel Simmons, Lisly Hamfreis,
Victor Sylvester. They were the brilliant dancers of that time. Well-known dances were
standardized except Viennese waltz, because this dance was not popular in England in that time.
The English waltz (Slow waltz) was the only one standardized Waltz in England in 19th.
Viennese waltz was included later [90].
Slow Waltz
The emergence – the 1919t
It was started to dance Slow waltz in England in the beginning of the 19th century. For
the general public seemed unacceptable and immoral that a man dancing with a woman paired
laid his hand on her waist (grip). But Queen Victoria's passion for ballroom dancing and a
special love for the Slow waltz dance helped not only to protect but also to improve this
dance. Slow waltz style and Basic became the basis for all other events dances.
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The predecessor of the Slow waltz was Waltz-Boston, which came from the United
States in the 1874. Slow waltz became a modern as the Tango only since the 1922. It is
strange that this dance in the pair danced very differently than we dance now (shortly after
World War I, the Waltz was refilled with new figures). 1921 it was decided that the basic
movements must be: "step, step, closed". When the Sylvester won the championship with the
Boston Waltz execution in the 1922. In his dancing program consisted only right turn, left
turn and change of direction (less than the current basic level). The waltz was noticeably
improved in the 1926-1927. The basic movements were changed: "Step, step aside, to
conclude." Slow Waltz got a chance to have a variety of compositions, which were
standardized ISTD. Many of these compositions are dancing also in nowadays [90].
Tango
The emergence – the 1910th [79]
Tango came from South America (mainly from Argentina), where was first performed
Barrio Las Rann, ghetto of Buenos-Ayres. Later it was known as Baile con corte x` (Dance of
the rest). Dendi in the Buenos-Ayres created this dance in two stages. At first they changed the
so-called Rhuthm Polka (polka rhythm) to Habanero rhythm (Habanera rhythm), then they
called it a Tango. The 1900th some amateurs from Argentina tried to present this dance in Paris,
but without success. However, the Paris teacher Mr. Robert has worked hard to make a popular
tango dance. Tango path was not strewn with roses. There were many adherents, but also there
was no shortage of enemies. Particularly against this dance were French bishops. They pointed
to the seductive and sexual nature of tango, and those who are dancing this dance may fall into a
dangerous perversion and lust. 1924th the doctor Boheme from the New York even discovered a
new disease The Tango-foot (bowed legs). Also, the press came up with the strange news. 30
May 1915 the "New York Times," wrote in his article under the heading: "Tango dangerousness
is greater than German imperialism" [90].
The greatest interest of the tango originated after a pair of Rudolfo Valentino and
Beatrice Dominguez participation in the film "Four horsemen apocalypse" in 1921st. Nowadays
film actors are dancing the tango often, like Al Pacino and Gabriela Anvar in film "Women in
Flavor" (1992), Arnold and Tia Carrere Shvarcenegger "Paris lie" (1994), in the top movie
"Naked Tango" with Vincent D'Onofrio and in "Tango-bar" with tango history and origin of
popular movie scenes from the last 50 years [91].
Viennese Waltz
The emergence - 1775 [92].
The Viennese waltz was first performed in Paris in 1178th. It was known as the Volta
from the Provence. In the 1813th Mr. Buron condemned the dance as meaningless. However in
the 1816th the waltz was recognized in England. But fighting continued until the 1833rd year
[90].
The Viennese waltz originally comes from the South German Alps Area. During the
18th century the dances: Weller, Walzer and Ländler were found, this last dance the Ländler
is originally the forerunner of our Viennese Waltz. Between the 1800 and the 1820 years the
steps and figures from the Ländler were reduced due to the speed of music and the 6 step
Viennese Waltz was born.
Dance became very popular in Vienna. Especially for Viennese Waltz large dance halls
were opened, such as the “Sperl” 1807th year, “Appolo” 1808th year (which could hold
approximately 3000 pairs) [91].
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During the sixties a lot of discussion was going on between Germany and the United
Kingdom concerning the number of Viennese Waltz variations allowed in Competitions. In
1983 the International Council of Ballroom Dancing (ICBD) took the final decision: Natural
and Reverse Turns, Natural and Reverse Fleckerls, The Contra Check change from reverse
fleckerl to natural fleckerl danced over one bar of music [93].
In my opinion they may add more figures to the Viennese Waltz like: Throwaway
Oversway, Natural Hinge line on right side, Natural off-beat Spins to stimulate the dance
development in more positive direction. Today, the dance began to be supplemented by new
figures, which were adapted from slow waltz.
Slow Foxtrot
The emergence - 1913 [75].
The Foxtrot was introduced in Europe just before World War I, from its origin the
Foxtrot was a passional dance with slow and quick movements, the name comes from a
musical dancer Harry Fox. His real name is Arthur Karingfords (Arthur Carringford). He was
born in California in 1882 and got a pseudonym in honour of his grandfather Fox. The foxtrot
was part of the performances JardinDance on the New York theater roof. A part of Harry Fox
performances were trotting steps with ragtime music. People called the Fox Trot's his dance
(later "s" somewhere disappeared, but the pronunciation remained).
The European dance teachers were not enthusiastic about the "wild" character of the
Foxtrot and started to polish it more. Between the 1922 and the 1929 years Frank Ford, with
whom Josephine Bradley used to give demonstrations, developed the basic movements of the
Slow Foxtrot. He won Star Championships with his interpretation with partner Molly Spain
in the 1927. Many of the figures they danced are still used by today's competitors. Strict
tempo music was not yet invented in those days. The Foxtrot could be played at anything
from 40 to 50 bars/min, and it is easy to guess how styles had to be rapidly altered according
to who was conducting the band! But once Victor Silvestor's band began recording the
problem was solved [93]. Mr. Morgan showed open spin turn in the 1919th. The Miss Josephine
Bradley danced paired with Mr. Anderson in the 1920th. They were dancers with great talent. I
am grateful to them for the many figures and compositions in slow foxtrot. Even now, our focus
is on this couples’ unsurpassed performance in figures of feather step and change of direction. It
is impossible to imagine slow foxtrot without these two figures. Foxtrot has been danced on tip
toes since 1922. The heel turn was not known yet. It was included later by the “Star
Competition" winner Mr. Frank Ford [90]. I am grateful to him for the new compositions and
dance elements to be dancing nowadaysю
Quickstep
The emergence - 1923 [75].
Quickstep was born in 1923 when the Paul Whitemans’ orchestra performed in the
United Kingdom.
Nowadays quickstep, which was created on foxtrot steps are very different from those
that danced in the twenties. Leaps, the progress of chains and other original movements in the
pair arrived to quickstep directly or indirectly, significantly altered or straightly from the
three dance: Charleston, Shimmy and Black Bottom [91].
Quickstep is derived from foxtrot. During the twenties many bands played slow
foxtrot too fast, 50 Bars/min, the large open steps from foxtrot could not be danced on this
speed [90].
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The English developed from the original Charleston a progressive dance without
kicks and made a mixture with the above mentioned fast foxtrot the called this dance The
Quicktime Foxtrot and Charleston. The English couple Frank Ford and Molly Spain danced
on the „Star Championships” of 1927 a version of this quicktime foxtrot and Charleston
without the characteristic Charleston knee actions and made it a dance for two instead of solo.
The figures were Quarter Turns, Cross Chassées, Zig-zags, Cortes, Open Revers Turns, and
Flat Charleston. In 1928/1929 quickstep was definitely born with the characteristic chassées
steps [93]. Nowadays quickstep timing is 200 beats per minute. The basic movements:
progressive steps, Chasses, curves and many other movements were borrowed from foxtrot.
The basic difference from other European dances are jumps and leaps on the place or during
moving in the pair or with a turns, as well as on the site with the original kicks and more
complex movements [91].
Such movements are permitted only in class B. Quickstep from the class B is a new
Quickstep, which includes all these complex movements.

Picture 1: Dance couple in the mid-seventies [77]

Picture 2: Dancers parade in the competitions "Amber couple 77" [77]
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1.2

Training Process Characterization in Sport Dances

Very little is known about the training process in Sport dances to date. Dancers often
have to perform highly complex “designed” movement sequences combined in
choreographies that might last for hours during their training process. They have to be able to
perform the sequences in the pair not only precisely reproducing the movements, but also with
adequate expressive quality and synchronisation with a partner no matter how nervous, tired
or exhausted they are, seemingly independent of their own emotional state. During dance
training, they constantly have to keep track of their surroundings, space and objects, contact
with dance partner, and dynamical qualities of the music, which requires high coordination
skills. While learning movement or rehearsals for choreographies sequences during the
training process, they have to be able to immediately transfer steps from one side of the body
to the other side or from the forward to the backward direction, as well as from one direction
in space to another, without losing the proper posture and orientation for sport dancing [43,
pp. 210–216], [44, pp. 23–28]. A general philosophy of training process for athletic
competition called periodization incorporates the principle of the general adaptation syndrome
by including training cycles designed around stimulus (stressor/exercise)-response
(adaptations) cycles for the purpose of peak performance (maximizing training sessions) and
to avoid overtraining. In the example of a periodization schedule illustrated in Figure 1, there
are two 26-week cycles in which training volume (total weight lifted as reflected by sets and
repetitions) starts high and finishes low, and training intensity (amount of weight lifted per
repetition) starts low and finishes high. The general adaptation syndrome applied to physical
training in which there is an appropriate training stimulus illustrates the biologic principle or
stimulus and response ending in improvements in physiologic systems [94, pp. 332–336].

Figure 1: Periodization for strength/power sports shown in a 26-week cycle.
Hypertrophy refers to the physiologic process of adding tissue, in this case, muscle [94,
pp. 332–336].
Sometimes coaches or teachers and dancers simply do not understand each other. This
might occur in many ways [45, pp. 165–167]. They might be addressing different details of
the movement, or they might be using different words to describe the same details. Dance
teachers and dancers often differ in age and expertise level. Finally, teachers and dancers
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often have different learning backgrounds or preferences. Therefore it is very important for a
good teacher to get a closer insight into the development of the cognitive, physiological and
biomechanical systems of the dance couple. In the light of this requirement, science comes
into play and may help practitioners to increase their understanding of the Sport dance
training process building blocks and the physiological and biomechanical architecture of
dance [95, pp. 29–34], [96]. Dancers perform highly sophisticated physical tasks, lined up in
hour-long choreographies, that have to be flawlessly remembered, at the same time producing
expressions of a deep emotional quality that have the power to captivate the audience (e.g.,
[97], [98, pp. 26–31], [99], [23], [100]).
Learning to move in different ways, with different pace and qualities, to express
feelings with the body, to interact with space, rhythm, sounds and with each other during the
trainings allows children and adults to grow more self-confident and courageous. Learning to
dance on a professional level, and learning to teach others how to dance, can be a great
challenge and gratification for body and mind [101], [102]. A professional career in dance,
however, can also become a thorny path if the teaching methods applied diverge too far from
the basic physical, technical and cognitive principles of human motor learning. Therefore, one
of the aims of this doctoral thesis is to offer new scientific perspectives on the biomechanics
and physiology of Standard dance, and to give the impetus to integrate scientific knowledge
and principles into the way of teaching dance.
When taking an applied perspective in paired dances, the theoretical concept of the
training process is fundamental to both the development of suitable exercises for improving
body contact and the selection of appropriate training methods. It becomes plausible to define
relevant systems of action more precisely. In applied work, it is exceptionally important to
understand that such different systems play a part in a dancer's performance. A frequently
observed practical problem is that dancers are able to perform a certain movement optimally
during trainings, but fail to do so on stage or in competitive settings. When the dancers are not
sufficiently physically prepared for the movement structure in practice, they are not ready to
perform their competitive dance routines at very high levels of energy expenditure, with
refined posture and properly set up partners body contact. [97, pp. 403–409]. Partners’ correct
posture and body contact are indicative of the quality of dance and aesthetic perception [10].
Each dance coach has their own theoretical understanding of the proper training, but
all have one thing in mind that it is extremely necessary for physical preparation
improvement. That is what hinders the development of a high-level of sport dances. Sport
dance coach Čebotarjovs I.O. developed an effective dance sport training system in Moscow
in 1989, which helps to:


Understand the existence of dance;



Learn to relax;



Feel the movement of the foot relative to the body;



Learn to breathe properly during exercises and dancing;



Create general and specific exercises for more effective sport dance training.

Based on my own experience of being a dance teacher and a researcher, I can confirm
that properly organized sport dance training process has a positive effect on the child’s body.
Dancing develop not only physical qualities like, strength, coordination, balance, flexibility,
agility and speed, but also a sense of friendship, compassion, responsibility, honesty and
decency.
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1.2.1

Features of Training Process in Standard Dances

Standard dance training is a set of a systematic processes designed to meet learning
objectives related to the current and future successes of a dance couple. Standard dance
training process can be grouped into the following phases: dance couple needs analysis, dance
routine design, posture and partners’ body contact development, dance implementation, and
evaluation process of the dance couple partnerships and progress. The phases are sequential,
with the outputs of the previous phases providing the inputs to those that follow. Figure 2
depicts the phases and their relationships.

Dance
routine
design

Posture and
partners’ body
contact
development

Evaluation
process of the
Dance
implementation dance couple
partnerships
and progress

Dance
couple
needs
analysis

Figure 2: Model of Standard dance training process (adapted from [103])
Trainer has to deliver consist of the Standard dance techniques and materials to
structured learning experiences. During the dance routine design phase the different methods
are examined to determine their appropriateness for the learning objectives. Once appropriate
methods have been identified, they are applied to the training plan in the posture and partners’
body contact development phase [104].
There are three Standard dance training process objectives: to improve partners’ body
contact and position in a pair, synchronise the specific dance movements in a pair, physical
preparation to be ready to perform the specific dance movements with the proper position in a
pair in competitions [105, pp. 327–330].
Standard dance training plan must be drawn up for the whole season, and each month,
week, day and every workout.
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In the training process exist three kinds of workouts: group, individual and private. It
is clear that there are differences between group, individual dance couple training, and private
work under the guidance of the coach.
The basis of group training sessions is when the dance couple has to concentrate into
the training topic and has to try to implement it in their dance routine. While during private
work under the guidance of the coach, dance couple receives the information specifically for
their choreography. The goal for the dancers is to remember as much as possible from the
private workout, to work off this obtained information individually after the private workout.
The following requirements help to determine whether the coach and the information,
which he teaches, fits this concrete dance couple or not [106]:








If the dance couple understands and executes what the coach says, it can be
concluded that the coach fits the dance couple.
If the dancer couple does not perceive the information, then the coach does not
comply or the dance couple is not prepared for such information.
In Standard dance training process is extremely necessary that dance coach includes
the exercises for creating proper posture and body contact in a pair from the very
beginning of the dance career. If coach does not include these so important exercises,
so he does not fit.
If the coach tells about creating the light, soft, cohesive, synchronised dance
movements in a pair, but the dancers do not perceive how to create these movements,
it means that the dancers have not yet reached this understanding level and the coach
not fit the dancer. It is necessary to give the information more specifically: how
muscle works, where and on which beat in the music expertly is the movement and so
on.
The workouts are carried out according to the level of the dance couple in the dancing
studio with a good reputation and a strict training process. The coach is better than
the other knows the particular level of the dancers. Coaches’ team very well
understands that each of them has its own job, without which the dancer will not
achieve the next level. For example, one coach works only with beginners, the other
with the E class children, while a third with D and C class dancers and so on. Without
quality of the training process in the previous level will not be reached quality of the
next level. It does not matter in what level the coach danced. It is important how
quickly the coach prepares the athletes. To become an experienced dancing coach it
does not require being a highest-class dancer, because a successful teaching is not the
same as being in a high dancing level.

Trainings are planned depending on the presence of the new information provided by
a dancing teacher [106]. If there is a lack of the new information, the dancers have to
create their own training as follows:
1. It is necessary to accurately grind all the dance movements and elements excluding
inaccuracies;
2. It is necessary to increase the amplitude in all positions;
3. Considering what is mentioned above, dance couples have to dance fragments of each
routine, controlling all the elements, and then all the routines;
4. It is necessary to dance each routine physically strong, feeling dance choreographic,
musical and artistic highlights, synchronizing it with the dance partner, with the
audience's presence.
5. Finally, it is necessary to dance all the Standard dances like in competitions.
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Sometimes it is very important to start training with a dancing marathon. This
training method helps to determine the places in the dance routines, which causes discomfort
and uncertainty. It should be made analysis after the marathon to determine where lays the
reason of this discomfort and uncertainty. It may be that is not due to the problem of dance
technique. Probably due to the lack of speed or some other physical preparation the dance
couple does not feel lightly and comfortable and some of the dance pieces does not look
beautiful enough.
In each workout it has to be shared allocated time to these dance pieces work off. In
each subsequent workout endeavour to extend the period to a level until just feel you safe in
this respect.
If a dancer recently has not received any new dance information about dance
technique, dance routine, or physical preparation, then the training sessions has build in this
way [107, pp. 51–65]:
1. Work on the basic steps in each Standard dance (such as steps forward, steps back, all
of the basic movement).
2. Work on the basis of dance figures and figure sets.
3. Work on the development of the body rotation and posture in a pair.
4. To dance through the selected dance routine fragments and then the whole dance
choreography.
Every part of the dance routine necessary to work off without music, then with music,
gradually increasing the dance tempo. It makes no sense, to dance through the whole routine
in the rhythm of the music immediately, if the dance couple just worked on the basic steps.
If the new information is not acquired, if partners are not synchronised the new
movements and technique in a pair, then muscles instantly will forget the information and
will perceive a fast tempo. A couple will return to the old mistakes, and will show the old
level of dancing.
However, within every training session it is necessary to dance through the dance
routines after the new technique is acquired. It will also help to keep dancers physical form
[107, pp. 51–68].
The coach should take into consideration the time frames of every part of the workout and
should change this time for information acquisition. For example, if the basic steps do not
cause discomfort and dancer feels that he can fully perform all these dancing steps, then the
time available for learning can be reduced and can be used in more complex dancing steps at
a slow pace.
The coach should try to disable the dancers of the control of new information at the
end of each training session, allowing them to dance all the parts of their dance routine,
emphasizing only the partners’ body contact and synchronisation in a pair. In this way the
coach can observe which information is already "rooted" in dancers’ muscles and acquired
automaticity and on which should be focused the next training session [106].
Depending on the synchronisation level in a pair, how long time ago was developed
dance routine and on the amount of new information, the coach can plan the training
programme and thematic plan for a certain period of time. For example, from tournament to
tournament, or from training to training, realizing training plan individually with dancing
couple or in-group trainings.
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It is necessary to clarify and prevent the previous tournament failures in preparation
for the next tournament.
Training processes are carried out on the following plan for preparation to the
tournament [107, pp. 53–62]:





Technique;
Rhythm, speed, strength, flexibility;
Partners’ leading, synchronization, body contact;
Dance routine and music feeling, artistry, energy.

This training structure is not a dogma. It changes depending on the features,
objectives and teaching methodology of the coaches. There are the coaches, who believe that
the technique inextricably linked to partners’ leading and synchronization, but there are also
coaches, who believe that technique inseparably linked to the speed and strength.
Investigation and analysis of the relevant literature sources about training process in
Standard dances show that is still not fully developed its teaching methodology. Literature
sources are described about the dance sport figures, technique, and about dance character and
style [42, pp. 9–131], but it is nothing mentioned about specific exercises how to create the
correct posture and partners’ body contact, about the physiological engagement of each
Standard dance, and how it affects the quality of the partners’ body contact.
If two dancers just started to dance together and they are preparing for first
competitions, first of all is necessary to develop and work off a dance routines in each
Standard dance. Working on these routines, new dance partners need to create proper body
contact, posture and synchronise the dancing movements. In this case, the synchronisation of
the partners’ bodies during dance routines is the main purpose. The result is that the partners
feel comfortable during dancing and they are able to spend their energy for dancing
technically around the flour. Working on body contact and synchronisation in a pair, the
coach should be noted that this is the most complex issue in training process of Standard
dances and can be spent months for this purpose. So it will be more effective if the coach will
schedule alternating synchronisation in a pair with technical and physical preparation (speed,
special endurance) trainings [108].
It is very important to schedule competitions simulation at the beginning or end of the
training, which is called a marathon. This part of workout is important for the dancers to
make themselves more convenient and the dance routines more suitable.
It makes no sense to expose the dance couple to the greatest possible number of
coaches. Every coach has their own opinions, practices, teaching methods. If the dance
couple start to take individual lessons with many coaches, dancers chase after several hares at
the same time and gradually will start pointless running, dependent to a number of coach’s
expectations. As the result, the dance couple may waste a lot of time. To avoid this, is
necessary to have the main coach, who will identify the dancers' aims and hold the right
direction, if the dancers themselves do not know how to identify and keep the right direction
and to solve the tasks for their dancing career.
It is no secret that the Dancesport are often associated with increased injuries. This
can be avoided if dancers follow certain rules [108]:
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Never dancing without warm up. It should be drawn up a number of exercises, which
warm up the muscles and especially dangerous parts of the body: leg joints, neck and
spine;
Short muscles massage (especially legs);
Muscles stretching (splits, bendings, bridges);
Periodical sports doctors’ consultations about dancers health condition and about
minerals and vitamins, which might need to use;
Use flexible clips – string for small muscles strain;
Do not drink alcohol, do not smoke, use healthy nutrition and follow daily regime;
Wear soft and comfortable shoes, preferably low heels;
Training should not exceed 3-4 hours a day;
Training frequency is individual of each dance couple.
The training process can be organized in the following way:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

twice a day for 2,5 hours without weekends;
two training days, one day free;
three training days, one day free;
four training days, one day free;
five training days, two days free.

Dancers need to find an optimal training variation, which is not too hard to fall ill and
also is not too effortless to fall into depression and loos physical form.
There may also be such a training option: three trainings a days at the following time
[47, pp. 134–145]:




in the morning: physical training 30-45 min;
during the day: technique and synchronisation in a pair 1,5 hours;
in the evening: 2-2,5 hours training with choreography and musicality.
This training process can last without breaks for up to three weeks.

This training frequency is only appropriate for those couples who are able to relax between
workouts, not to work. In addition, this frequency is required only when the dance couple
need to improve the dancing level very strong and sharp or quickly get physical form.
Sometimes more important is the "thinking" training, so it is sufficient to have a training 22,5 hours daily.
If a dancer has never been trained in this frequency, it is important to increase the
load gradually. If the dancers begin with high training loads immediately, there is a
possibility of disappointing, because of the mental and physical loads negative effect.
In our opinion, the psychological block restoration work and the dancer’s body’s
physical recovery can be more time-consuming, as if the couple would have started with a
lower training load.
Standard dancer as a performing athlete have physical preparation. As in most sports,
dance physical preparation level depends on the individuals’ ability to work under aerobic
[109], [110] and anaerobic [111, pp. 167–180] conditions, and on their capacity to develop
high levels of muscle tension, i.e. muscle strength [112, pp. 209–236]. Joint mobility, muscle
flexibility [113, pp. 45–69] and body composition [114], [115] are also important parts of
dance fitness. However, no single fitness measurement can predict success in dance, as they
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vary markedly depending on numerous parameters including age, sex and level of
performance.
Nowadays, in the sport dance practice, the widespread training methodology provides
physical preparation training exercises at the end of training. However, some coaches in an
effort to modernize the training process, special physical preparation exercises performed at
the beginning of the training after the general physical preparation exercises, or evenly
throughout the training [10]. The results of the researches [10], [29, pp. 23–29] show that the
most effective increase of physical preparation level is observed in the case of physical
training exercises included in the first part of the training, because of the central nervous
system optimal condition. However, the fatigue, as a result of physical exercise, which
summoned a significant energy loss, interferes with theoretical preparation tasks of the main
part of the training. Fatigue occurs more rapidly, deteriorating coordination of the movements,
decreases movement skills coefficient of usefulness. Physical preparation exercises a smooth
collocation during the training structure is effective in addressing the quality of physical
ability development and especially in dance technique development.
Exercises for active and passive flexibility during the training in small quantities,
gives the possibility for more successful special physical preparation development. Using
special physical preparation exercises during warm-up, which the kinematics and dynamics
structure is similar to basic dance technique activities, positively contributes the dancers’
technical level.
It is important to mention, that musical tempo can regulate dance movements and give
a positive impact on performance. Synchronizing movements with music also enables athletes
to perform more efficiently, again resulting in greater endurance [116], [117].

1.2.2

Computational System for Determining Results of the Dancesport’s
Competition

The computational system used in for determining results of the dancesport’s
competition is traditionally called Skating system. This is due to the fact that it was originally
borrowed from ﬁgure skating [118], which was introduced by the British Official Board of
Ballroom Dancing (now British Dance Council) in 1937. It was first used during
the Blackpool Dance Festival and has gradually been adopted in Dancesport competition
around the world [119] as well as by other dance competitions, e.g., by the World Salsa
Federation [120, pp. 47–52].
The skating system consists of 11 rules, 10 of which determine the scoring of the final
round [120, p. 47].
Preliminary rounds
The first rule is for preliminary rounds (semi-finals, quarter-finals, etc.). It says that
for each dance of the round the judges must mark the number of dance couples specified by
the Chairman of Adjudicators which they decide to advance to the next round. A score of a
couple is the number of all "pass" marks over all judges and dances. The couples with the
highest score advance to the next round. Usually the number of the couples to enter the next
round is known in advance. However in the cases of ties the Chairman decides the number of
dancers for the next round [120, p. 47].
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Final round
Rules nr. 2-4 specify [120, p. 47] how the dancers receive marks in the final round.
The marks from each judge for each dance are the places for the dancers, with the 1st place
being the highest. No ties are allowed, i.e., if 6 couples are in the final, all places 1-6 must be
assigned [118].
The remaining rules are for the calculation of the final placement of the couples. They
involve a formal tie-breaking process. Rules 5-8 are for tallying the final places for each
dance separately, rules 9-11 compile the final overall placement of couples in a dance
category [120, pp. 47–48]
A dancesport competition aims at determining the couples that better execute a certain
set of dances, as well as ordering these couples according to their efficiency. This is done by
means of a certain number of adjudicators.
If the number of couples that take part is above a certain value, then the competition
includes one or more rounds before proceeding with the final. The rounds before the final are
used to carry out a gradual selection of the participant couples until reaching a certain number
of finalists. Usually one aims at having six of them.
In every non- final round, the aim is to select a certain number of couples for the next
round. In contrast, in the final the aim is to order the couples according to their efficiency. In
so doing, one generally needs to combine the opinions of several different adjudicators, as
well as the results of several dances.
In the non-final rounds this combining is done in a very simple way. For every dance,
each adjudicator makes his own selection of couples. From these data, one computes for each
couple the total number of marks obtained from the different adjudicators in the different
dances. The couples are then ranked according to decreasing values of this number of marks,
and finally one selects those that lead this ranking until a certain position which is decided by
the competition authority, always respecting the principle that tied couples must receive the
same treatment.
In the final, the problem of combining the ratings coming from different adjudicators
and different dances is more involved. For every dance, each adjudicator ranks the couples
from better to worse according to his opinion. The problem is to suitably combine these
multiple partial rankings so as to obtain a final global one. The usual way to do it is the socalled Skating system [121].
This system consists of two parts. In the first part one deal with each dance separately
and the aim is to combine the ratings given for that dance by the different adjudicators. This
results in a combined rating of the couples for each dance. In the second part, these combined
ratings corresponding to the different dances are combined between them so as to obtain the
final global result.
Summing up, I can distinguish the following three variants of the Skating system:




Traditional Skating System;
Simplified Skating System;
Improved Skating System.

In the separate dance stage, i. e. when dealing with each dance separately in order to
combine the orderings given for it by the different adjudicators, all of these three variants
respect the principle of the majority of adjudicators, and the resulting ordering for each dance
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is exactly the same. So, the differences lie in the dance combining stage, i. e. when combining
the results corresponding to the different dances [118].
In the traditional system, the probability of ties virtually nil, but this is achieved at the
expense of introducing certain criteria that are alien to the dance equivalence principle, i. e.
the principle that in combining the different dances all of them should have exactly the same
weight. On the other hand, sometimes the results of the traditional system can diverge from
common sense.
The simplified system scrupulously respects the dance equivalence principle. In
exchange, it has the disadvantage of having to admit frequent ties. On the other hand, its
results can still diverge from common sense.
Finally, the improved system respects also scrupulously the dance equivalence
principle, but at the same time the probability of ties is virtually nil and it avoids the
possibility of results diverging from common sense like those seen above.
If any, the main disadvantage of the improved system is that it does not lend itself to
manual computation. In contrast, its implementation in a computer program presents no
problems and in fact is much easier that in the case of the traditional system.
Finally, let us remark that the quantitative character of the improved system might be
of interest to strengthen the recognition of dance sport as a full-fledged sport.

1.3

Anatomical, Physiological and Psychological Characteristics of the Adult Group
Athletes

The adult group dancers’ body is under the continuous stress of physical activity and
mental load. The complex choreography and technical requirements should be performed by
the dancers at very high levels of energy expenditure throughout their competitive dance
routines [10]. Obviously, this is a form of stress, defined as physical and psychological forces
experienced by the dancer. These forces (stressors) are external stimuli that disrupt body
homeostasis and produce automatic and instantaneous responses that increase the body's
capacity to cope with the stressor [94]. Unlike a simple machine that breaks down under
stress over a period of time, the human body has the ability to adapt to appropriate stress
levels with an improvement in function. Generally, biologic organisms require a certain
amount of stress to maintain well-being. In the absence of appropriate stress, the human body
may lose a certain amount of its function. If the stress is inappropriate, injury or disease can
easily be manifested [122, pp. 35–37], [123].
Moreover Gruzelier et al. [124] theoretical findings showed that mental training for
dance sport prepares the minds of athletes for the demands of training process and
competitions. A dancer who is mentally ready is highly motivated, focused, and self confident
will rise to peak performance when it counts.
The majority of adult group athletes have passed the stage of significant development
changes that impact on their ability to perform and be involved in sport. However this still
means that coaches of adults should recognise individual characteristics of the athletes.
Characteristics and needs of adult group athletes (18-29 years old) are presented
below [104, pp. 36–49], [126, pp. 210–267], [127, pp. 27–34]:
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Anatomical and physiological characteristics
1. Most reach skeletal physical maturity.
2. Males continue to gain muscle strength and mass. Both sexes continue to develop
bone mass.
3. Have better posture and coordination than junior group.
4. Can achieve advanced levels in complex skill and movements.
5. Are reaching physiological maturity.
Psychological characteristics:
i.

Social

1. Have strong, independent social needs and desires.
2. Status in peer group is important.
3. Want to belong to groups, and are recognised as individuals within the
team/groups.
4. Are likely to be sexually active.
5. Are in transition stage – change in home, locations, sport involvement.
6. Can assume major responsibilities and leadership roles.
7. Are engaged in making lifestyle and career decisions.
8. Are socially aware of their own and others’ needs.
9. Likely to be involved in alcohol use and risk taking adventures.
ii.

Emotional

1. Self-identify becomes more stable.
2. Feel they have reached the stage of full maturity and expect to be treated as
adults.
3. Have more stable emotional responses but feelings of inferiority and inadequacy
are not uncommon.
4. Tend to assume more responsibilities, with the associated stress.
5. Feel the pressure of other priorities, e.g. work, study, church, flats.
6. Are less preoccupied with body changes and body image (still an issue though).
iii.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cognitive (thought processes) characteristics
Are able to learn new skills/concepts, and can relate to past experience.
Have higher level of abstract thinking.
Personal philosophy begins to emerge.
Make choices/solve problems/accept responsibility.
Self-evaluation, self-correction and motivation become strong tools.
Can determine and define their own plans, schedules and goals.
Are capable of complex analysis and associated decision making.

The coach should take into account the related needs of the adult group athletes:
1.
2.

Sport/event/position-specific training.
Specific strength training as appropriate.
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3.
4.

Increased precision in prescription of programmes and performance assessment.
Practising strategic approaches within their sport:
• taking ownership and responsibility,
• decision making,
• Teaching Games for Understanding (TGfU).
5. Opportunities for individual challenge and to be intuitive in their approach.
6. Being understood:
• lifestyle situation,
• school/university/work/employment/unemployment,
• family.
7. Having clear expectations.
8. Being stimulated challenged and excited.
9. Positive role models.
10. Leadership and the opportunity to be a leader.
11. Encouragement and support to remain involved (especially if there is a shift in
location).
12. Consideration of both long and short-term development
i.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
ii.

Social needs
Lots of activity.
Opportunity to compete (games or events).
Safe physical and personal environment.
Understanding of other priorities (work, education, family).
Opportunity for social contact.
Maintenance of general fitness and health.
Competitive needs:

1. Hugely varied and wide ranging, depending on the sport, the nature of the group
and the geographical location.
2. Recognition of maturity level of adults.
3. Flexible approach – considering outside influences and time constraints (e.g.
marriage, education, careers – balance).
4. Structured and focused sessions.
5. Coaches who can refine technical and tactical aspects of the sport and extend
mentally.
6. Leadership opportunities (lots of self-responsibility and ownership).
7. Opportunity to create and develop team culture.
8. Teaching Games for Understanding (TGfU).
9. Quality-led practice and competition environments.
10. Specialisation of sports/events/positions/roles.
11. Individual planning.
12. Feedback based on analysis.
13. Fitness/lifestyle/nutrition/injury prevention/mental skills information
performance enhancement knowledge).
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14.
15.
16.
17.
iii.

Funding/costs/travel considerations.
Suitable equipment and facilities.
Appropriate competition at the appropriate level.
Retirement planning/extension of career.
High Performance needs:

1. A culture of excellence.
2. Input into vision, goals and planning.
3. Expert technical and tactical coaching – group and individual.
4. Exposure to cutting-edge, innovative coaching that acknowledges research and
overseas best practice.
5. Performance based, individualised, specialist support services.
6. Specific, individualised, periodised training programmes.
7. To be challenged and work to the limit.
8. A focused, high-quality training environment.
9. Training opportunities that prepare them for a changing environment and
performing under pressure.
10. Opportunity to make decisions, innovate and try new ideas.
11. Regular access to high quality technology, equipment and facilities.
12. Timely and clear technical and performance feedback based on expert analysis –
individual and/or group.
13. Clear understanding of ‘where they are at’ and areas for improvement.
14. A coach, who creates a positive environment, provides leadership, and role
models expected behaviours and ethics.
15. Recognition of efforts and performance.
16. Having views and opinions valued and respected.
17. Lifestyle and longer-term planning support.
Consequently, there are a great number of talented athletes that will spend their entire
career wondering why they do not get to the top (elite) level as they desire. This will often
happen because they simply do not have the characteristics and needs that are found in highclass athletes. Being able to identify the key characteristics are vital to know how to evaluate
the potential that exists in a person.
1.3.1

The Biomechanics of the Partnered Dance

Dancers are increasingly recognizing that they can benefit by understanding the
framework in which human body movement must exist – a framework based on universal
physical principles that apply to all moving objects. And observers can deepen, not
compromise, their appreciation of the art of dance if they understand the physical basis of
movement [29, pp. 108–124]. The analyses of the relevant literature sources with purpose to
identify previous research articles in biomechanics of partnered dance were made. An early
master’s thesis by McMillan (1972) [95] compared the execution of the pirouette by three
levels of dancers during preparation, turn, and conclusion phases of the turn. Laws and
colleagues conducted several studies examining turns in partnered dance [54]. All these
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researches are about aspects of performing ballet dancers and very little is mentioned about
sport dancers.
Analyzed dance research articles involving the use of electromyography (EMG), force
plates, motion analysis using photography, cinematography or videography, and/or physics
analysis were included.
Only one study by Zaletel et al. [109] is available that researched the biomechanics of
dance sport. In this study the authors measured the distance, pattern, and speed of professional
compared to junior dancers in the Tango and Quickstep dances. The professional dancers
showed that they danced for a longer distance (30 m) and moved throughout the space faster
than the junior dancers by approx. 0.3 m/sec. However, more age groups need to be tested to
follow the dynamics of technical progresses of the dancers, in which case it would be possible
to use the theoretical findings for sport pedagogical process development.
When dancing alone, earth's gravity and the floor are the only sources of force acting
on a dancer's body. All changes in the state of movement of the dancer as a whole are
dependent on the forces acting on the body from gravity and from interactions between the
body and the floor [35]. When a dancer is in contact with a partner, another source of
interaction comes into play. Interaction forces between partners are controlled by two
different minds, each with its own motivation, interpretation, timing, and strength. A
partnered dancer now experiences forces that are no longer totally under his or her control, or
even predictable, unlike interactions with the floor or gravity. This uncertainty in partnering
adds to the difficulty for the dancers but can also add a sense of spontaneity very appealing to
an audience [49].
One of the hardest jobs for a woman learning to be partnered is to prevent herself from
doing those balance-regaining body manipulations that are so important when she is dancing
solo. She is far more often dancing alone than with a partner, so those subtle adjusting
movements become habit. But those same movements prevent a partner from knowing where
her body is and what he has to do to correct her imbalance [128]. Suppose now that she is
rotating. Her job is to be as close to balance as possible at the beginning of the turn but to
avoid trying to maintain her balance once she is turning. It is more difficult, however, for her
partner to control her balance when she is rotating than when she is not [52, pp. 37–40]. If her
waist were frictionless, then forces between his hands and her waist could easily be directed
such as to return her to balance [51]. But there is a friction force also, in a direction tangent to
the hand/waist contact. When she is balanced, that friction force will be the same from both
hands. But if he is exerting a greater force with one hand than the other in order to move her
back toward balance from a sideways displacement, the friction force from that hand will be
greater also, and she will have a tendency to move forward or backward. That is, suppose the
woman is starting to topple to the right, while turning to her right. Her partner uses his right
hand to push her back toward the left (Figure 3) [129].
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Figure 3: The supporting partner's hand positions for off-balance supported pirouettes,
viewed from above. Unbalanced to the right (left); unbalanced to the right, corrected
(right) [49]
But if he exerts more force against her waist with his right hand than with his left, then
the greater resulting friction force will cause her to be pushed forward in addition to the left.
If she is turning to the left and is falling toward the right, then her partner's attempt to bring
her back to the left will thrust her backward. An experienced partner will automatically
accommodate for that tendency and will exert a force with his right hand toward the left and
back or front.

Figure 4: The rotation in a finger turn [49]
Figure 4 shows the direction of the force from the supporting partner's hand necessary
to maintain. The hand must move in a small circle. Partner’s goal to pull the turning dancer
around a vertical axis [130].
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Figure 5: Shifting location of supporting force from two feet to one foot, producing a
horizontal acceleration [49]

Figure 6: Shifting center of supporting force, destroying balance and allowing for
a horizontal acceleration [49]
A related mechanism is almost obvious. The center of force can be shifted to a
location behind the center of gravity by moving the back foot farther back, then pushing off
with it (Figure 6). The second mechanism for accelerating from rest involves thrusting one leg
front, often seen at the beginning of a moving combination and illustrated by Sean Lavery in
Figure 6. Recall that an off-balance person can regain balance by rotating a part of the body in
one direction, which causes another part of the body to try to rotate in the opposite direction,
pushing against the floor and causing the floor to push against the body in the direction
needed to restore the center of gravity to the balance position above the area of support [130].
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A motionless dancer, then, in order to accelerate rapidly with the first beat of the
music, must quickly exert a backward force against the floor. Technically, the term
acceleration refers to any change in velocity, whether an increase or a decrease in speed or a
change in the direction of motion. The weight should be put forward on the toes, or, better yet,
one foot should be well in front of the other. The movement will be more effective if the
dancer also swings the front leg toward the front as the acceleration begins. And of course all
of these general principles can be applied to sideways or backward accelerations [51].
For stopping horizontal motion the landing on the extended front foot allows for a
forward force against the floor, which results in the appropriate retarding force of the floor
against the body. That retarding force allows the forward velocity to decrease to zero,
hopefully just as the body reaches a balanced equilibrium [50, pp. 301–334].
Finally, analyzed studies in this paragraph compared current dance pedagogy to
efficient movement biomechanics. In several of the studies looking at biomechanics, it is not
uncommon for the researchers to conclude that dance teachers recommend methods of
achieving movement skills that are inconsistent with optimal biomechanical function. For
example, Buchman [131] compared the Vaganova literature’s description [132] of turning
elevation steps to elite dancers and found that biomechanically it is essential for the rotary
component of a turning elevation step to begin at the moment of take off. However, the
Vaganova literature instructs teachers to cue dancers to elevate first, and then add the rotation
at the top of the jump.
In conclusion, it should be emphasized that research in the biomechanics of partnered
dance can provide quantitative information that is of great value to dancers. By analyzing
simple dance movements with physical principles, can be determined in a non-invasive way.
It is crucial that the dance community understands how to make use of the research unfolding
in the biomechanics labs. It seems that there is currently a gap between the research data
being published and the evolution of pedagogy and practice. Beyond finding ways to increase
communication between researchers and practitioners through conferences and publications,
there is a need for interpreters of the information, for those people who live in both worlds to
relay practical implementation strategies of new information into the educational
environment.
1.3.2

The Measurements of Physiological Parameters of Dancers

The physical aspects of dance are extremely rigorous. Scientific researchers found the
pulse rates of dancers more than 200 beats/minute at the finish of a hard routine; levels of
blood lactic acid as high as top class squash players; very high “oxygen debts” in dancers
immediately they have come off stage, and the sweat rate of dancers to be over three pints an
hour [133, pp. 59–67].
The purpose of this paragraph was to identify all theoretical findings of relevant
literature in Standard dance physiology to help researchers and coaches to improve the sport
pedagogy for these unique athletes.
Faina et al. [117] and Jensen et al. [118] measured blood lactate levels after each
dance, each round, and during rest periods using the fingertip method, whereas Bria et al. [2]
used the earlobe method at rest, at the end of all five Standard dances, and along the recovery
period.
Bria et al. [2] considered that each Standard dance needs different energy
requirements. Cohen et al. [90] found that ballet dancers have the same aerobic capacity as
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non-endurance athletes, where the ballet dancers have comparable intermittent durations of
high heart rate as dance sport. This is a questionable comparison, because the study did not
include competitive standard dance sport performance investigation, thus it is not proper to
compare ballet dancers with sport dance athletes, in aforementioned settings.
Schantz and Astrand [119] remark that the energy demands of technique training in
ballet are considerably less than the stage performance energy demands. This could be the
same for energy demand in competition as compared to training process in Standard dances.
In any case, it is still questionable about the training process energy demands in sports dance,
as it depends and varies on the specific goal of each training.
Astrand [41, pp. 305–307] classified sport dance as “extremely heavy” especially for
female athletes in energy expenditure. Faina et al. [117], Blanksby and Reidy [39] and Jensen
et al. [118] agreed that Standard dancing utilizes both aerobic and anaerobic energy systems.
All of these findings are indicative of very high levels of energy expenditure
throughout athletes’ competitive dance routines. Furthermore, dancers demonstrate the
necessity of the potential of explosive muscle strength, as shown in the lifts and by dancers’
jumps, flexibility in many dance positions and movements, local muscular endurance in fast
repetitive movements, often including a variety of hops, kicks, skips, lock steps and chasses.
Nevertheless dancers have very low levels of body fat.
Adams et al. [134] noted that the physiological parameters, which help improve the
physical preparation of dancers include: aerobic endurance, anaerobic endurance, muscle
strength, muscle power, joint flexibility and body fat.
The energy for physical activities involving prolonged sustained exercise is derived
from aerobic metabolism. Performance in endurance activities such as running, swimming,
and cycling is thus dependent upon the functional capacity of the O2 delivery chaining, heart,
and vascular supply-as well as on the aerobic capacity of the exercising muscle. In the
laboratory, the integrative function of these systems, or aerobic fitness, are evaluated by
mimicking the field condition-the performance of sustained exercise involving repetitive
contraction of large muscle groups-while monitoring aerobic physiologic variables. Although
aerobic activity may take diverse forms (dancing, cross-country skiing, swimming, skating),
practical considerations have largely limited testing in the laboratory setting to treadmill
running/walking or the cycle ergometer. Each has its advantages and drawbacks, and the
selection of testing modality is often covered by the goals of the research study [135, pp. 29–
31]. Information can be obtained at maximal exercise, defined as the point in a test of
progressively increasing workload when the subject can no longer sustain the exercise, or at
submaximal effort, during which steady state physiologic data are measured in response to a
standard work condition. These principles are no different for children than for adults.
Aerobic endurance refers to the ability of the lungs, heart, blood, and blood vessels to
deliver oxygen to the working muscles [36]. When dancers, male and female, have had this
attribute measured in the laboratory, they have scored highly in aerobic endurance, (as
estimated by the maximum amount of oxygen they can utilise). Most dancers do not train
specifically to improve this aerobic system, but the long periods of class work, practice,
rehearsal and performance each day all add up to a considerable daily stimulus to improve and
maintain it. Dancers frequently elevate their heart rates to maximum or near maximum levels
and often have been accustomed to do this from an early age, for example, from 10 years old
in the case of women and from between 12 and 14 in the case of many men. It may be that
these are significant ages at which to start such aerobic training [12].
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The effects of such training are to increase the size of the heart, the number of tiny
blood vessels in muscle and the volume of blood in the body. This process may take many
months or even years to achieve; on the other hand, it is not lost after a few weeks of layoff.
The result is that more oxygen can be delivered to the working muscles in a given time, so
higher work rates may be maintained [134].
Maximal aerobic testing
VO2 max, or maximal oxygen uptake, is one factor that can determine an athlete's
capacity to perform sustained exercise and is linked to aerobic endurance. Maximal oxygen
consumption is the highest VO2 value recorded during maximal exercise [133]. A number of
objective criteria can be used post-test to determine whether or not the peak VO2 value
during the test can truly be considered a maximal value. VO2max is thought to be the best
indicator of aerobic capacity and therefore of aerobic fitness. It is also a relatively good
predictor of endurance performance (however it is not the only predictor of
performance). VO2max tends to be higher in men than in women. College age males have
an average VO2max of 45ml/kg*min and college age females have a VO2max of about
35ml/kg*min [36]. The highest absolute VO2max values recorded have been in large
endurance athletes, such as elite heavyweight rowers (values of over 7L/min have been
recorded), whereas the highest relative VO2max values are typically recorded in small
endurance athletes such as cross-country skiers, cyclists, and distance and middle distance
runners (values of up to 90ml/kg*min have been recorded). VO2max tests can also be used
clinically to assess the type and severity of cardiovascular or pulmonary limitations to
exercise [133].
The tables below, adapted from Wilmore and Costill (2008) [136, pp. 128–135],
outline the normative data for VO2max (mlx kg-1 x min-1 ) in athlete population groups.
Table 2
Athletes’ maximal oxygen uptake volumes [136]
Sport

Age Male Female

Baseball

18-32 48-56 52-57

Basketball

18-30 40-60 43-60

Cycling

18-26 62-74 47-57

Canoeing

22-28 55-67 48-52

Football (USA)

20-36 42-60

Gymnastics

18-22 52-58 35-50

Ice Hockey

10-30 50-63

Orienteering

20-60 47-53 46-60

Rowing

20-35 60-72 58-65

Skiing alpine

18-30 57-68 50-55

Skiing nordic

20-28 65-94 60-75

Soccer

22-28 54-64 50-60

Speed skating

18-24 56-73 44-55

Swimming

10-25 50-70 40-60
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-

Track & Field - Discus

22-30 42-55

-

Track & Field - Running 18-39 60-85 50-75
Track & Field - Running 40-75 40-60 35-60
Track & Field - Shot

22-30 40-46

Volleyball

18-22

Weight Lifting

20-30 38-52

-

Wrestling

20-30 52-65

-

-

40-56

Defining a test as maximal implies that a athlete has given his or her very best effort
before being stopped by fatigue. The use of this term, however, can lead to confusion [137].
A maximal O2 uptake, the hallmark of aerobic fitness, is a clearly defined physiological
condition in which the limits of the O2 delivery/uptake systems have been met. Certain
criteria have been established to identify VO2max in athlete, and these will be reviewed later
in this chapter. It is possible to exercise at workloads above VO2max (albeit for only a short
time) relying on alternative anaerobic energy sources. A test in which the subject exercises to
exhaustion, then, may be of longer duration than that needed to elicit VO2max [137]. On the
other hand, it may not be clear on the basis of physiologic and subjective criteria whether a
subject actually reached a true VO2max during a progressive exercise test. For this reason,
many investigators prefer to identify a athlete performance on such tests as indicative of
"peak" rather than "maximal" values. In this case, "peak" refers to a measure of endurance
performance on the test without implying that maximal O2 uptake was recorded. The present
author favours the use of the terms "exhaustive" or "peak" exercise to indicate the best effort
the athlete is willing to provide, reserving "maximal" to signify those results for which
criteria for V02max were met [36], [136], [138], [139], [140], [141], [142].
Measurement of anaerobic endurance
Dance may be compared to sports such as lacrosse, football or squash in that it
requires both aerobic and anaerobic endurance. The sports mentioned may be termed
'multiple sprint sports' because they all, like dance, are activities which require longish
periods of aerobic activity interspersed with frequent high-powered surges of effort which can
only be fuelled by anaerobic metabolism on the part of the relevant muscles [136]. Anaerobic
literally means without air and it refers to the ability of muscles to work for short intense
periods without any oxygen at all, as may be necessary when the energy required exceeds the
limit of the oxygen supply [141], [142].
Human muscle is designed to produce such very intense bursts of energy, lasting
between 5 and 30 seconds, but this carries a metabolic penalty in the form of the production
of lactic acid. Lactic acid is a potent cause of fatigue in muscle [143].
A proportion of the dancers' class and rehearsal work is anaerobic, and again over the
years they considerably increase the muscle enzymes, which are used to produce the
anaerobic energy. Also increased by such training are other enzymes in muscle, kidney and
liver, which help to remove lactic acid from the blood and convert it back into glucose [140].
Also, the levels of blood “buffer substances” increase, these temporarily neutralise the lactic
acid during its passage in the blood. Thus, dancers increase both the rate of production and
removal of the fatigue substance lactic acid. They also, as do all high performance anaerobic
athletes, learn to sustain the severe subjective discomfort of high blood levels of lactic acid.
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Competitors in synchronized swimming have to learn to tolerate the marked discomfort of
their particularly high levels of blood lactic acid [141].
Squash players can effect marked reductions in their blood levels of lactic acid while
they are actually playing. It would be surprise if dancers do not have a similar ability. Also,
a well–choreographed dance will allow for appropriate recovery times following intense
anaerobic work. It should be noted that an “active rest” is much the better way to help
dissipate lactic acid. Dancer should not stand still or lie down, after the effort, but should
keep moving to maintain blood flow in the muscles and help flush out the offending
substances [134].
The oxygen debt capacities of dancers have been found to be high. In essence, this
refers to the amount of air breathed and oxygen extracted in the few minutes following a
period of very intense activity. All the factors comprising the oxygen debt are not fully
known, but it does correlate highly with anaerobic performance. One of the debt's
contributors is a high level of the substance myoglobin in muscle. This is a chemical, which,
like the haemoglobin in the blood, carries oxygen. The more myoglobin it has, the greater is
the muscle’s own oxygen store. Following appropriate training the myoglobin content of
muscle increases [140].
In dance, anaerobic endurance is increased by what is termed ‘anaerobic interval
training’. Very briefly, this consists of short periods of say up to 30 - 40 seconds of very
intense movements followed by similar periods of rest, (i.e. ‘active rests’). These are usually
performed in sets of from 8 -20 of the particular movement. Squash players, for example,
will do their interval training on the court as various forms of shadow play or ghosting,
whereby they simulate the movements of the game for the specified time periods [144].
Anaerobic endurance is the main component of local muscle endurance [136]. A
series of jumps and lifts and other movements may have to be repeated many times in a long
performance. Also practice and classwork may be even more demanding, just as training is to
the sports competitor. Thus the dancer requires a considerable degree of sheer local muscle
endurance, and this is developed essentially from repetition work [113].
Dancers have a high requirement for leg strength, as do high jumpers and long
jumpers, for very similar reasons. They also, especially the men, have a high requirement for
upper body strength as do canoeists, rowers or pole-vaulters. The upper body strength is
primarily needed to perform the various lifts of the dancers partner and to make the lifts seem
effortless no matter how mechanically disadvantageous the lift may be nor how long it may
have to be sustained. In recent years, some dancers have taken to working with weights, and
some with more sophisticated systems such as Nautilus, Hydrafit, Cybex or Lido
equipment but again the vast majority of dancers have simply gained their strength in the
practice sessions, and through having done such sessions from a fairly early age [13].
The main principle underlying the acquisition of strength is that the weight lifted or
the force exerted in training must be very close to the person's maximum. This, of necessity,
entails small numbers of repetitions (e. g., 8- 20) with very heavy loads [49].
In order, for example, to jump high it is not enough simply to have strong legs. The leg
muscles must also be able to contract unusually fast. This combination of strength and speed
is termed power or fast strength. Power requires a third component, within both muscle and
tendons and ligaments. The main tendon involved is Achilles tendon, and the ligaments
involved are the fibrous bands connecting the bones of the foot to form both the long and
sideways arches. It has been calculated that about 70% of a muscle’s power comes from its
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strength and speed, and that the remaining 30% is provided as elastic recoil energy by these
elastic components of muscle, tendon and ligament [140].
Strength development has been mentioned. Speed development is usually gained
through the repetition of fast movements. The elastic elements may well be trained by both of
these but possibly in particular by the form of training known as plyometrics, as will be
demonstrated later in the day. However, the small and large jumps of the dancers’ class do
develop muscle power being almost a forerunner of modern plyometrics [143].
A difference between dancers and gymnasts in the gaining of elevation is that, to a far
greater extent the gymnasts use rebound, with consequently far higher impact forces, leading
to greater possibilities of injury. Such manoeuvres are not as feasible for the dancer, given the
relatively lower elastic recoil the stage floor compared to the excellent 'impact matting' of the
gymnastic floor [116, pp. 52–57, 71].
Next to gymnasts, dancers as a group demonstrate the greatest levels of flexibility.
Among the most important of all routine training for dancers is, of course, their daily work at
the barre (stationary handrail that is generally used during warm up exercises), much of which
consists of stretching and extension work of the most careful kind in terms of its gradual
increase in severity. From the barre, the dancer will move to unsupported centre practice with
much the same flexibility movements, then will come the adage with further slow sustained
movements, then into pirouettes and the small and large jumps of the allegro, then the battery
and then onto - the large and fast movements encompassing large areas or the practice room.
Thus, dancers always start their sessions with a great deal of progressive, manly slow,
flexibility work. Virtually all sports could learn a very valuable object lesson here [146, pp.
51–63].
Flexibility, of course, is not just a wide range of passive movement at a particular
joint. At very high levels, such as in dance or gymnastics, good flexibility requires
considerable muscle strength throughout its range of movement. It is one thing for a limb to
be able to be passively moved through a movement range, but quite another to be able to do
this actively on stage or indeed in mid-air. This is one of the main reasons, for example, why
spring-board and high-board divers have such excellent physiques, in a sport for which
strength would not seem to be a prime requirement. Divers need the strength in order to utilise
their full flexibility in the air. It is of course, a complete fallacy that increases in strength is
necessarily accompanied by decreases in flexibility as testified to, especially, by gymnasts
[147, pp. 35–49].
Of all activity groups, dancers are among those with the lowest levels of body fat. This
is a deliberate effort on the part of some (especially women) dancers, but for all it is also a
consequence of the entire lifestyle which ballet involves. A normal range of percentage body
fat for men and women in their 20’s would range between 14 and 18% for men, while 26 and
29% for women. There is a natural sex difference in that women have more body fat than
men. (Fat is mainly present as an energy store, and the difference between the sexes gives
women enough extra stored energy to produce one full-term baby should extra food not be
available during pregnancy). Many male dancers range between 7 and 12%, with women
between 16 and 22%. The lower end of both these ranges is very low indeed, being at or near
the lowest advisable limits for both sexes [114].
Cycle versus treadmill testing
Choice of testing modality is affected by both practical and physiologic
considerations. Experience in a particular laboratory may also influence the type of testing
approach. Testing with the cycle ergometer offers several advantages over the use of the
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treadmill. The cycle is relatively inexpensive, quieter, and more easily calibrated, and the
testing poses very little risk of injury. The cycle can be easily transported for studies
involving multiple testing sites. Not all testing populations, however, are familiar with cycle
exercise [148, pp. 78–80].
Treadmill Tests
Researchers have used several protocols far estimation of anaerobic fitness by highintensity treadmill running. More recently, anaerobic fitness has been estimated via computer
analysis of power output during sprint running on a no motorized treadmill (Fargeas et al.)
found correlations of r = .94 and .77 for absolute and body mass-relative power, respectively,
on such a treadmill protocol and on the force-velocity cycle test in 8-14-year-old children.
Values for the cycling test, however, were significantly higher than on the treadmill[148, pp.
78–91].
Post exercise Blood Lactate Levels
Since lactic acid is a by-product of anaerobic metabolism, peak levels of blood lactate
after short, high intensity exercise have been used as a means of estimating anaerobic fitness.
The validity of this approach has been highly suspect because muscle cell lactate is not
necessarily in equilibrium with that in the extracellular fluids, and also because blood lactate
levels are an expression of clearance and elimination rates as much as muscle production.
Consequently, blood lactate concentrations cannot be assumed to reflect concentrations of
muscle lactate [149, pp. 102–106], [130].
The above several items comprise by far the main components of the menu of total
body fitness in terms of its physiology. There are, of course, other vital areas of body
function, which must not be neglected. The first of these is nutrition in terms of adequate
quality and quantity of food together with sufficient fluid and fibre. This will be covered
elsewhere. Second is the medical item of absence or alteration in periods (amenorrhoea and
oligomenorrhoea) which is associated throughout the women’s sporting world with very
intensive training regimes. The main problem is the possible result in some dancers and
athletes of a degree of loss of bone calcium possibly being associated in some cases with
stress fractures. Amenorrhoea and its possible sequels form a separate topic, too large to be
discussed here [151], [152].
The comparisons between sports are exceedingly difficult to make for example, how
does one compare the strength of a rower, who uses the whole body, with that of a canoeist
who uses primarily the upper body? Nevertheless, in terms of all round fitness, dancers, along
with gymnasts and several of the martial arts are indeed among the finest all-round athletes in
the sports community [145].
Dance, of course, consists of enormously much more than mere physiological
attributes, however superb. Dancers also must be very highly coordinated, possess an
excellent musicality, be adequate orthopedically, be of the right temperament in psychological
terms, be adequately motivated, and be of the appropriate appearance and physical type in
terms of body proportion and, above all else of course, they must have the creative talent to
dance. The single common factor, (although obviously of extremely diversity), which all high
level sports competitors and dancers share, is the appropriate talent for their particular
activity.
Results of the relevant literature sources revealed that effective laboratory exercise
testing for dancers requires close attention to age, physical preparation level and
anthropometrical parameters. The experience and comfort of a testing laboratory and its staff
with particular testing procedures are also important. These tests require attention to
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prevention of injury, preparation for emergencies, and safety of equipment. There is
considerable need for an understanding of the ways in which differences in testing in dancers
affect physiologic responses to exercise. Dancesport can be defined as a sport discipline with
an alternate physical activity with medium lasting and high energy-demanding (both aerobic
and anaerobic) consecutive phases, separated by short recovery periods.
1.4

Technique and Teaching Analysis in Standard Dances

Slow waltz technique collects basis of all Standard dances’ technique. Slow waltz is
the first Standard dance, to be taught to novice dancers because of its relatively slow pace,
but the technical elements of the basic steps and figures give an idea of all Standard dances’
technique [153, pp. 12–130]. Teaching methods of Standard dances are still ongoing multiannual changes and innovation generation. Each dancesport coach has different pedagogical
principles and teaching methods.
The choice of methods should comply with the level of dancers, dancing experience,
and anthropometric characteristics. Therefore, teaching in Standard dances is of great
importance of coach knowledge. There are many teaching methods and techniques used in
Standard dances’ training process. Dance teacher's main task is to find the specific teaching
methods and level of technique for every dancer. It is also important to find the approach for
each group of dancers. Direct this analytical work at the beginning of the training process, as
well as during the whole training process, will provide a good dancers’ perception.
1.4.1

Technique Analysis in Standard Dances

Standard dances are characterized by a flowing, moving and wavy motions, rising on
tiptoe, rotational and contra-body movements (CBM), sway, swing and diagonal directions
against to the line of dance [153].
Technique in Standard dances require high sense of balance. In partnered dancing is
important individual partner's balance and balance in a pair [153].
Sport dance training is a long process of technical preparation, often beginning in
childhood and continuing until retirement. Sport dance choreography is becoming complex
with more sophisticated level of coordination required [17].
One of the most difficult parts in the training process is learning to synchronize and
to coordinate dancing movements in the couple, from which also arises dancing lightness
and harmony. During this process is important to create proper partners’ body contact
for maintaining proper posture and lines. It is not possible technically correct Standard
dance performance without these conditions.
Dance couples who do not have a problem to dance with properly set up body
contact, do not have problems [108]:





to dance in balance;
to have posture and orientation on the dancing floor;
to move synchronously;
to perform the same step length.
Partners’ center of gravity also is essential for high competition results and for sense
of lightness during dancing [154].
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It is important to focus on the release and wide sliding motions on competition,
preventing stress factors and fighting spirit to destroy the nature of Standard dances [20].
Basic position in Standard dances – closed position with body contact (Picture 3)
Closed position with body contact is often employed in Standard dances with
advanced dancers or between dancers who are comfortable with each other [155]. The male
dancer’s right hand is on the female dancer's back, positioned between the waist to the left
shoulder blade. The female dancer’s left hand is on the male dancer’s the upper arm near the
right shoulder. The other two hands are clasped together at or near chest or shoulder height
[156].
The dancers are facing to each other, a male partner with a face and female partner
with a back against to the line of dance (diagonally against the nearest wall), with the straight
body. Shoulders are not upturned and are released. Both partners' shoulders are parallel. Feet
position number is the sixth (Figure 7). Weight is on the front of the foot.

Figure 7: Sixth position of the feet [157]

Picture 3: Closed position with body contact
Body contact definition preliminarily can be found in the following works [88], [157,
pp. 261–271].
Correct partners’ body contact of initial Standard dance posture means that
partners are connected with:




right inside part of thigh,
right part of hip,
right part of abdomen.
Weight center of both dancers is on the front part of feet and toes. Female partner is
creating long curve through her body from toe till head, while male partner remains in
relatively straight posture and direction of view. The 3 major points of reference in
the room for Standard dances are the Line of Dance, the Wall and the Center (Pic.1)
[88].
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Line of Dance
The Line of Dance for Standard dances is the counter-clockwise flow of traffic
around the dance floor. It represents the general direction of movement overall, and is only
pertinent to dances that travel continuously around the floor, such as Foxtrot, Waltz and
Tango. Not all movements must travel along the Line of Dance, some will move across it,
weave in and out, or even move against it for a short period of time. But the overall
movement should continue to progress in the direction of the Line of Dance (Figure 8).
The Line of Dance is an imaginary line which represents the counter-clockwise flow
of traffic around the dance floor. During travelling dances such as Waltz and Tango, all
dancers will move in the same general counter-clockwise direction, in order to minimize
collisions. Some movements can travel across it, weave in and out, or even move against it
for a short period of time. But the overall movement should continue to progress in the
direction of the Line of Dance [158].

LOD

= line of dance

DW

= diagonal wall

W

= wall

ODC

= opposite diagonal center

OLOD

= opposite line of dance

ODW

= opposite diagonal wall

C

= center

DC

= diagonal center

Figure 8: Points of Dance and
Alignments are in clockwise order in
increments of 1/8 turns [153]
The Wall
Although there are hopefully 4 walls in any room, The wall that is referred to as an
alignment is the wall that the dancers dance closest to, as they move along the Line of Dance.
When you are facing the Line of Dance, the wall will be at your right-hand side.
The Center
There are two centers in the room: (1) True Center, which is the actual center point in
the room, and (2) Relative Center, which is the alignment directly opposite the current wall.
No matter where you stand in the room, if you face the Line of Dance, the Relative Center
will be at your left-hand side. Alignments, as they are written in the syllabus, always refer to
Relative Center (which is usually referred to simply as, "Center".
Alignment
Alignment refers to the direction that the feet are pointing in relationship to the room.
The 3 major points of reference in the room are the wall, the center, and the Line of Dance.
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Alignments are indicated by the direction or angle of (1) the feet, (2) the body, when
different from the feet, and (3) the direction of travel, when different from the feet. The
following diagram illustrates the most basic alignments:
Any alignment which is preceded by the word Facing indicates that the feet and body
are turned in the same direction, with the body moving forward (diagonally or straight), or
sideways. Non-directional steps are also indicated by the word Facing.
Any alignment which is preceded by the word Backing indicates that the feet and
body are turned in the same direction, but with the body moving backward (straight or
diagonally).
Any alignment which is preceded by the word Pointing indicates that the feet are
pointing to a particular alignment which is different than the body. Sometimes there is an
additional note regarding the angle of the body, but if there isn't, it should be assumed that
the angle of the body is retained from the previous step.
Any alignment which is preceded by the phrase Moving Toward, or Travelling Along,
indicates that the direction of movement is different from the angle of the feet and/or body
[153].
Zig-zag
A zig is where the couple moves toward the wall on approx. 45-degree angle;
however on a zag, the couple moves away from the wall at the same angle.
(Figure 9) [120].

Figure 9: Line of Dance and directions (adapted from [159])
Coaches apply this technique and the terminology in training process of Standard
dance.
It is also important to know, how to avoid the corners on the dancing floor. The
dancers have to change the direction and start to move to the new wall side for avoiding from
the corners. Exactly between the new wall and the center will be provided a new direction of
zig and zag line.
Understanding the proper posture and orientation for Standard sport dances helps to
create large space between the partners and to dance synchronically in a pair. Partners begin
each Standard dance facing each other. The male partner should place his left hand into the
female partner's right hand. The female partner's left hand should be placed on the top of the
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male partner's upper right arm (behind the male partner's arm in the tango). The male partner's
right hand should be placed on the female partner's left shoulder blade, and the female's left
hand should be placed just below the male partner's right armpit. Both the male and female's
posture should be erect. The dancer's chins should be slightly upturned, and the male partner's
heads, necks, shoulders and torsos should stay in a perfect vertical alignment, while the
female partner may dance with her chest lifted and spine alignment slightly convex.
[160] (Picture 4).

Picture 4: Position in a pair [160]
Initially, the partners’ body position is difficult to create and to maintain, but during
the properly planned training process the partners are able to create the position in few
months. Posture is a dancer indicator of technical preparation level. In Standard dances, one,
typically a man, is the leader; the other, typically a woman, is the follower
Footwork refers to dance technique aspects related to feet: foot position and foot
action. A proper footwork may be vital for proper posture and movement of a dancer [153,
pp. 10–11].
It is important to relax and bend the knees for more enjoyable dancing. The female
partner is on the right part of male partner, when he is taking a step forward, his right foot is
between the female partners’ feet. When a male partner is taking a step with the left foot
forward, feet placed slightly apart from the female partner. The same applies to the female
partner when she is moving forward. Following this simple technique in Standard dances,
there is no risk to climb on partners’ foot (Picture 5).

Picture 5: Proper footwork technique (step forward) [161]
Making sidestep to the right or left, is necessary to transfer the body weight (Picture
6). In the full weight transfer, the center of gravity becomes vertically projected onto foot,
freeing the first one so that it may be freely lifted or moved.
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Picture 6: Full weight transfer from foot to foot (sidestep) [161]
Good floor-craft allows the couple to navigate smoothly around the dance floor,
staying in Line of Dance (moving counter clockwise around the dance floor) while avoiding
collisions with walls, furniture, or other dancers. The main goal of floor craft and dance
floor etiquette is to avoid injury - to the follower, to other dancers, and to walls and furniture
and potted plants. This requires that the leader be paying full attention to his surroundings
and to other dancers. His second goal is to keep traffic moving around line-of-dance. This
means not stopping and blocking other dancers behind you if there is an empty space in front
of you [161].
The technique of Standard dances required, first of all, to learn choreography and to
dance it through separately. In this way each partner can feel own balance. Most important
issue of this learning process is to dance with the proper posture and straight body line.
Consequently back and abdominal muscles get used to proper body position. It enables to
develop partners’ proper posture and body contact. It is much easier to start dancing with
correct body contact. It allows to create a synchronised dance, as well as to reduce the
leading action with arms - to reduce the resistance and forces in the upper bodies of dancers,
in particular in the arms and hands, in such a way avoiding a deformation of the frame. With
such conduct cannot be technically correct performance [162, pp. 21–38].
The right pair of contact gives partners the opportunity to increase energy dance
movements. Dancing contact, the partners must feel as if the body is one, but with four legs.
When this feeling is achieved, then dance pair opens unlimited possibilities for their
technical skill development [62].
After analysing the standard dance technique, it can be concluded that the contact in
pair is one of the first and most important things that requires most of the dancers’ attention,
as the contact is the basis of technical and composition skills. It allows the development and
fulfilment of harmonic and smooth dancing performance, as well as reduces the tension in
arms and hands, since it reduces the leading-with-arms efforts, which brings difficulties to
partners and is easily noticeable from the side. As a common fact, when partners rely on their
arms for leading on the dance floor, it is nearly impossible to create a technically correct and
smooth performance [163]. The correct partner contact opens the possibility to extend the
dancing movement amplitude and energy.
After a thorough analysis of the Standard sport dancing technique [24], it can be
concluded that the closed body contact in a couple is a prerequisite for the correct dancing
technique and composition learning, and therefore it requires a unique attention from both
partners and a trainer.
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1.4.2

Teaching Analysis in Standard Dances

The first and the most important moment, which requires full attention in Standard
sport dancing learning process, is the balance. In the beginning it is necessary to teach each
partner separately on how to keep the balance, while standing still on one spot. This is due to
the general requirement that a couple can start dancing in pair only when each partner
individually can easily sustain and control his or her own balance. In order to achieve this
requirement successfully, it is necessary to carry out special exercises for training the
balance.
One of the most trivial exercises, which are used by many Standard sport dancing
coaches, is rising up on toes and going down subsequently within the rhythm of Slow Waltz
music, which is at the same helps to develop a sense of rhythm.
It is important to pay enough attention to the position of the body weight on the inner
edge of front foot. The body weight is the most stable in this position as in one by one
dancing, as well as in a pair. In the following, within the Slow Waltz rhythm that is followed
by exercises in motion - steps forward, backwards and sideways with the landing and takeoff of toes, shifting the body weight from one foot to another. While carrying out this task,
the dancers must remember that before they start the movement, it is firstly necessary to land
down completely and only then it is possible to make a further move. While carrying out
these exercises in the forward direction, a step should be initiated with the heel (toe facing
up), but the performance of the side and backwards, the steps must be initiated with the
fingertips, gradually shifting the body weight and rising in the toes.
Depending on the dancers' learning speed of these technical elements, a coach can
gradually accelerate the music tempo. This methodological approach is one of the most
popular among the Standard Sport dancing teachers in practice, because it allows the couple
to gradually move to the official rhythm of the dance, without losing the correct execution of
technical elements.
Later, when the balance on the ground and in the performance of elementary steps is
reached, it is necessary to learn the movement sequence. It means that the coach teaches the
basic steps and figures, from which a basic composition is made. This basic composition is
necessary to perform individually, in order to maintain personal stability and body balance. If
the dancers feel unstable while performing any of the proposed figure, they must stop, put
their hands down and the posture must be re-examined, and the balance should be checked as
well by testing the weight center of the body (which should be on the inner edge of front
foot) [164, pp. 32–41].
Once this task is accomplished, and then the movement of the body is enhanced with
the body technique – adding a swing and sway, as well as partners’ counter-movements and
counter-swings of partners’ upper body. In this way, it is necessary to pay attention to the
fact that in every move the body is involved. Consequently, if we imagine that the body is
divided in two equal parties, the mid-line of the body during dancing should remain still, but
each partner’s half alternately moves forward and up [165].
In order to make dancers to learn correct body techniques more easily, dance sport
coaches usually use so-called "swing" method. Essence of this method is that the dancer's
body reflects the swing. It helps dancers learn the Slow Waltz figures, using a continuous
movement of the body [61, p. 35].
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Next follows the most time-consuming and the most important learning step –couple
adaptation, with the goal of made both partners feel comfortable each other during the
performance. This requires for both the dancers and the teacher a lot of patience and hard
work. Everything that was achieved individually is necessary to relearn to perform together
as a pair. During the couple adaptation process, a couple learns to dance harmoniously and
flowing movements following the dance music. The coach role in this training stage is
important more than ever, which requires him or her to be a good psychologist in order to
solve the couple's disagreements. To pair the motion in the couple and to become a more
consistent pair, much focus has to be put on both common and individual activity in front of
a mirror, watching straight into the line, body movement, footwork and step length, which
should now match each other.
It is important to note that each session has a mandatory warm-up part of the dancers
in order to prepare their bodies’ physiological load. Much attention is paid to the feet
warming up, body rotation and side for easy stretching and warm-up exercises in pairs. The
final part is characterized in stretching of the respiratory muscles and relaxation exercises.
After analysing the Standard Sport dance teaching process, it can be concluded that
not enough attention has been paid to the posture development and technique of contact
establishment in the couple. There is a lack of guidelines on how to develop the body contact
in a couple, therefore this work is extended with special exercises focused on partners’ body
contact development and improvement.
The investigation and analysis of the relevant literature sources revealed that several
studies exist, which have focused on ballet and classical dance biomechanics and
physiological considerations [136, p. 35], [10], [29] as well as there are literature sources
about figures, technique, character and style characteristics in Standard sport dances [153].
Analysing the relevant literature sources about dance emergence and development
often referred to partners’ body closeness during dancing, closer position in a pair and
body contact.
However, so far there have been no studies about this field discussing the
physiological and biomechanical data in Standard dancers, their characteristics and their
successful implementation of Standard dance performance, as well as has not been studied
their mutual relationship, and how it effects on the high class dancers’ preparation time.
Furthermore, there is no research regarding the development of Standard dance highestclass couple's model and practical recommendations for achieving it. That is why the overall
aim of my PhD research is to develop a probate standard dance couple's model, which is
derived from the highest-class dancers' biomechanical and physiological parameters, as well
as to develop practical recommendations for achieving it. This research reveals the
theoretical aspects of the problem, and provides practical recommendations for the
development of body contact and physiological engagement optimization in Standard
dancers of ‘A’ class adult’s age group.
Since physiological and biomechanical aspects of performing dance have been
viewed only in the context of ballet, further scientific research on Standard sport dances is
required.
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2

TASKS AND METHODS OF THE RESEARCH AND
EXPERIMENT ORGANISATION
2.1

Tasks of the Research

Despite the fact that partners’ body contact improvement, physical preparation and
physiological engagement are necessary for successful implementation of performance in
Standard dances, the teaching methodology for achieving it is not yet fully developed.
Relevant literature sources reveal possible dance variation and techniques, talk about the
character and style of the dance [153, p. 98], but nothing is mentioned about specific practical
recommendations for achieving the correct posture and body contact in the couple. There is
also a lack of research on physiological engagement of each Standard dance, and how it
affects the quality of the body contact during the performance.
Consequently, the aim of the PhD thesis is as follows: based on the prior knowledge
about dance development, and the combined knowledge on training process, biomechanics
and physiological engagement of the partnered dance will be studied, in order to develop
partners’ body contact model in Standard sport dances, as well as to develop and evaluate the
practical recommendations for achieving this model.
For achieving the aim the following research tasks were defined:
1. To review dance emergence and development in order to understand the importance of the
body contact in partnered dances;
2. To analyze the importance of the body contact position in Standard sport dancers of
different ages and skills;
3. To determine the biomechanics of partners’ knees and hips alignment for body contact
improvement;
4. To determine the partners’ physiological engagement in Standard sport dances;
5. To identify partners’ physiological engagement and body contact condition mutual
relationship;
6. To develop a set of exercises intended for a body contact improvement and to evaluate
their usefulness for 'A' class Standard sport dancers.
2.2

Methods of the Research

The following methods were applied to solve the proposed tasks:
1. Investigation and analysis of the relevant literature sources and official documents.
This step was necessary for describing each Standard sport dance style based on the historical
evidence, in order to unveil the preparation requirements in each dance and to analyse dance
performance development, dance posture and position in a couple, and consequently for
defining a correct body contact.
2. Method of expert estimation.
This step was necessary for analyzing body contact condition of dancers of different ages and
skills during the real competitions, because it is a standard method for assessing the dancing
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performance. The analysis of the results from the expert estimation was necessary for
assessing whether the defined research base was sensible or not (in terms of ages and skills).
3. Pedagogical experiment:
e. Measuring anthropometrical parameters.
f. Testing the physical preparation;
g. Biomechanical analysis with the "Motion Capture Smart 2011" system;
h. Physiological analysis with the "Medgraphics Breeze" software;
These steps were necessary for selecting proper statistically comparable research subjects in
terms of anthropometry and physical preparation, and then to uncover the biomechanics and
physiology of the selected subject groups through the pedagogical experiment. This
pedagogical experiment was necessary to assess if Standard sport dancing couples, who
follow the thematic plan that is specifically designed to achieve the body contact model,
improve their biomechanical characteristics of body contact position, and how it affects the
quality of performance and physiological engagement.
4. Statistical relationship investigation using SPSS software.
This step was necessary to statistically assess and quantify the results of the pedagogical
experiment.
2.2.1

Investigation and Analysis of the Relevant Literature Sources

Investigation and analysis of the relevant literature sources includes the presentation of
the previous research, which covers the following areas of interest:








Dance Emergence,
Development of the Dance Sport,
Description of Standard Sport Dances,
Training Process Characterization,
Anatomical, Physiological and Psychological Characterisation of the Adult
Group Athletes,
Biomechanical and Anthropometrical Characterization of Partnered Dance,
Technique and Teaching Analysis in Standard Sport Dances.

Several relevant questions were identified, which are covered in the previous works
with the references to the theory and the empirical testing of the theory, as well as to the
studies of similar practices in the Sport dance. The strengths and weaknesses of previous
studies were assessed, and a conceptual framework and a rationale for the present study were
developed.
The purpose of the investigation and analysis of the relevant literature is to inform the
reader about what is already known, what is not yet known, and what are the problems I plan
to investigate. Also, I make clear how the proposed study corresponds to the existing
knowledge base as how it is built upon the relevant literature. Finally, the discussed literature
was summarised and the conclusion about its implications for the problem investigated was
drawn.
In order to address and solve the defined tasks for our research, 186 literature sources
were used. 25 of them are written in Latvian, 17 in Russian, 142 in English, one literature
source is in German and one is in Italian.
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Obviously, there are relatively not many sources available in the field of Sport dances
[21]. Despite the high number of sport dancers, who participate in the numerous international
competitions, only few studies in the world address their biomechanical and physiological
characteristics in Standard sport dances. Albeit many studies analyse the biomechanics and
physiology of classical dancers, very few studies were conducted on the Standard sport
dancers [26], [39].
2.2.2

Method of Expert Estimation

The method of expert estimation was chosen for analyzing the body contact condition
of dancers of different ages and skills during the competitions, because it is a standard method
for assessing the dancing performance. It is a valuable (and often powerful) method for doing
screening, in order to determine whether a fully integrated impact assessment is appropriate.
Its value comes, especially, from the fact that [166]:




It can make use of a wide range of experience and knowledge, including unpublished
evidence;
It is relatively quick and inexpensive to organise;
It is a formative as well as summative process – it provides insight into the assessment
(e.g. in the form of comment from participants) and therefore can help to shape and plan
the actual assessment.

The method of expert estimation for achieving the aim of this research and for
addressing the hypothesis was used.
Six top-qualified experts, who are the official judges and dance coaches of
International Dancesport Federation (IDSF) were invited. The expert estimation method was
applied under the real competition environment with the selected experts. They evaluated the
body contact condition of the best six couples in the world ranking in Junior, Youth and Adult
groups in three international competitions: Open Bassano del Grappa, February 2010, Open
Verona, April 2010, Open Pieve di Cento, November 2010. For the objectivity of the results I
referred to the body contact definition.
Correct body contact of the initial posture in Standard dances means that partners are
connected with: (1) right inside part of thigh, (2) right part of hip and (3) right part of
abdomen. Partners’ weight center is on the front part of feet and toes. Female partner is
creating long curve through her body from the toe till head, while male partner remains in
relatively straight posture and direction of his view [66]. Partners’ synchronised dancing is a
key indicator of a correct body contact condition. For synchronizing the partners’ movement
in Standard dances, it is necessary to pay a high attention on the alignments of the hips and
knees.
For this purpose experts have followed the estimation protocol for assessing the
certain parameters of the body contact. Three-point scale computational system was used for
determining the body contact condition in dancers of different ages and skills (see Expert
Estimation Protocol in Annexes).
Dance couples point scores from expert estimation protocols were entered into the
prepared "MS Excel" worksheet, mathematical statistics was calculated and established expert
consensus (Barnhart concordance correlation coefficient: Barnhart et al.) [167].
Four-point’ computational system for determining the body contact condition in
dancers of different ages and skills was developed, where the maximum score was three
points and minimum – 0.
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The six experts evaluated the couples during all Standard dances and completed the
protocol in relation to these conditions:
3 points are given to the dance couple, who during all dance performance have:
a) Correct body contact;
b) The parallel hip line transversal plane (alignment between dance partners);
c) Synchronized dancing.
*Synchronized dancing means that partners’ lowering and rising occurs together during
all directions (the same flexion and extension of partners’ knees).
2 points are given to the dance couple, who perform dances with small visual
inaccuracies:
a) in rapid complex motions (jumps, running, pivots, changes of direction) partners’ lose
body contact for a while;
b) in rotations partners’ lose the parallel hip line transversal plane for a while (follower,
mostly female partner, starts rotation before the leader, mostly male partner leading);
c) partners’ lose synchronized dancing* in rapid complex motions and/or rotations for a
while.
1 point is given to the dance couple, who perform dances with significant visual
inaccuracies:
a) in rapid complex motions (jumps, running, pivots, changes of direction) partners’ body
contact is essentially absent;
b) starting rotations partners’ lose the parallel hip line transversal plane and this wrong
alignment continues exist during all the turn (follower, mostly female partner, starts
movement before the leader, mostly male partner leading);
c) partners’ synchronized dancing* is essentially absent in rapid complex motions and/or
turns.
No points (0 points) are given to the dance couple, who perform dances with
significant visual inaccuracies not only in the rapid complex motions and/or rotations,
but also in the basic figures.
2.2.3 Pedagogical Experiment
Before organizing the pedagogical experiment, fifteen highest-class Standard Sport
dancing couples were tested from the December 2010 to January 2012 with the aim of
building a precise body contact model, which is mainly based on the following measurement
results:
a) Measuring anthropometrical parameters;
b) Testing the physical preparation;
c) Biomechanical analysis with the "Motion Capture Smart 2011" system;
d) Physiological analysis with the "Medgraphics Breeze" software;
Consequently, with the further purpose of determining the effectiveness of the study
results, it was decided to apply a pedagogical experiment on ‘A’ class dancers. For this
purpose, 40 ‘A’ class dancers were carefully selected which had maximally similar
qualification and were visually similar in terms of their anthropometry. Based on these data,
24 statistically comparable subjects (determined using SPSS software [168]) were selected,
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while fourteen dancers were filtered out due to the lack of comparability, as well as one
dancing couple ended their sporting career a few days before the experiment began. For the
detailed selection of subjects and division into groups, please refer to Figure 10.
Further on, the subjects were divided into two groups: the experimental group and the
control group, based on the dancers' anthropometric characteristics and physical fitness
indicators. In order to divide the selected subjects into the control and the experimental groups
adequately, a Minimal Relevant Difference [169],[170] method was used, assuring that both
groups are initially divided with statistically maximally similar parameters in terms of their
physical fitness and anthropometry. Such division is reported to be more reliable than
randomisation, because it eliminates the chance of producing unreliable results when dealing
with relatively small sample sizes, which can occur when using randomization for group
division [170].
The athletes of the experimental group were introduced to the newly developed
practical recommendations for the improvement of body contact within the experiment, and
the specific exercises (which were developed within this research) were integrated into the
training process of the experimental group. While the control group had no changes were
introduced, it practiced in typical conditions. In the meanwhile, the control group continued to
follow their general training process and the practical recommendations were not integrated
into their training routines.
The experiment took place in the period from February 1st, 2012 to December 21st,
2012. In this experiment, two groups of Standard sport dance athletes ranging in age from 20
to 29 years participated: the control group (12 ‘A’ class dancers – 6 couples) and experimental
group (12 ‘A’ class dancers – 6 couples). The training process of these two groups within this
pedagogical experiment took place simultaneously, and these two groups were statistically
comparable between the level of qualification, experience dancing (Dancing Experience), a
pair of dance (Dancing together), age, physical fitness and anthropometric measures. The
experiment took place in the University of Bologna, Faculty of Exercise and Sport Sciences,
in the biomechanics and physiology laboratory.

Subjects
n = 20

World’s Highest
Class Dancers

A Class
Dancers

n = 15

Reference Model
group

1) Selection &
Experimentation

n = 20

n=6

2) Filtering
& Assigning groups*

n=6

Experimental
group

Control
group
Maximally similar

Statistically comparable

Figure 10: The organization of the Pedagogical experiment and the division of subjects
into groups, where n is a number of couples (i.e. n = 6 means 12 athletes)
* the experimental and control groups were with Minimal Relevant Difference
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Athletes participating in the experiment were divided into two statistically comparable
and maximally similar groups, with 12 athletes in each (6 female and 6 male). Both
pedagogical experiment group trained 2 times a week, each workout lasted 90 minutes. Both
sets of training sessions were included in the physical, technical, psychological and musical
training exercises. All subjects performed the same exercises with the same dosage and
character. However, the experimental group had a special set of exercises to improve body
contact that was used for training in the main part of the technical training sections.
At the beginning and at the end of the Pedagogical experiment (which is also the
beginning and the end of the competition period), the following parameters were tested for
each of 24 subjects: physical preparation, biomechanical analysis with the "Motion Capture
Smart 2011" System and physiological analysis with the "Medgraphics Breeze" software.
a)

Measuring Anthropometrical Parameters

Anthropometry is the study of the measurement of the human body in terms of the
dimensions of bone, muscle, and adipose (fat) tissue. The word “anthropometry” is derived
from the Greek word “anthropo” meaning “human” and the Greek word “metron” meaning
“measure” [171, p. 108]. The field of anthropometry encompasses a variety of human body
measurements. Weight, stature (standing height), recumbent length, skin fold thicknesses,
circumferences (head, waist, limb, etc.), limb lengths, and breadths (shoulder, wrist, etc.) are
examples of anthropometric measures. It was necessary to measure anthropometrical
parameters of the subjects for determining their comparability.
First of all was measured Standing Height of each subject Standing height is an
assessment of maximum vertical size. Standing height is measured using a stadiometer with a
fixed vertical backboard and an adjustable head piece.
Position. Direct the subject to the stadiometer platform. First, have the subject stand
up straight against the backboard with the body weight evenly distributed and both feet flat on
the platform. The subject stood with the heels together and toes apart. The toes should point
slightly outward at approximately a 60º angle. Check that the back of the head, shoulder
blades, buttocks, and heels make contact with the backboard (Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Standing height position [172, p. 39]
Capture the Result. While the dancer is correctly positioned and holding the breath.
Secondly it was measured weight of each subject. Participants were weighed in
kilograms using a digital weight scale. The procedures for obtaining the weight measurement
are as follows:
1. Position. The subject stood in the center of the scale platform facing the recorder,
hands at sides, and looking straight ahead.
2. Capture the Result. After the subject is correctly positioned and the readout on the
digital measurement device becomes stable, the recorders click the Get Weight button on the
screen to capture the result.
Next was measured perhaps the most well-known indicator of body fatness, Body
Mass Index or BMI. BMI values are calculated using measured height and weight values.
The formula used for BMI calculation: weight (kg) / [height (m)]2
With the metric system, the formula for BMI is weight in kilograms divided by height
in meters squared. Since height is commonly measured in centimeters, an alternate calculation
formula, dividing the weight in kilograms by the height in centimeters squared, and then
multiplying the result by 10,000, can be used [173].
Finally was measured Upper Leg Length. Following the weight and height measures,
the length of the upper leg will be collected on participants. Position. The subject was asked
to sit on the box with the right knee bent at a 90º angle (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Upper leg length measurement position [172, p. 41]
Mark the measurement site: Hand the scissors to the recorder in exchange for the
knee caliper. Position the knee caliper as if you were measuring the breadth of the patella.
Place the caliper blades against the distal end of the femur on either side of the patella. The
horizontal bar of the caliper should touch or lie close to the anterior surface of the thigh,
proximal to the patella. With a cosmetic pencil mark a line along the proximal border of the
patella on the anterior surface of the thigh (Picture 7). Use the edge of the horizontal bar of
the caliper as a guide.

Picture 7: Upper leg length tape position [172]
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Take the measurement: Participant was asked to sit up straight. The zero end was
placed of the steel measuring tape at the inguinal crease, just below the anterior superior iliac
spine (Figure 19). The zero end of the tape have to be properly positioned: my thumb was
placed firmly over the zero end of the tape and ask the participant to lift the thigh slightly off
the box. If the tape is in the correct position at the inguinal crease, it will be a definite
tightening feeling of the tendon. Pull the pant leg slightly to smooth out any gathers. Ask the
participant to relax the right leg and remind him or her to sit up straight. Starting from the
inguinal crease, extend the tape down the anterior midline of the thigh to the cosmetic pencil
mark. Take the measurement to the nearest 0.1 cm.
b)

Testing the Physical Preparation

The dancers were tested with a battery of tests. These tests included maximal hand
strength, where they had to perform three maximal isometric contraction lasting 10 seconds
for each hand with a Jamar Hand Dynamometer (Lafayette Instrument, Indianapolis, IN,
USA), and the best value were recorded and summed for both hands. Abdominal sit-ups were
chosen because it is a validated and widely used field test for abdominal strength. (no. of
repetitions in 30 sec). Squat jump and Counter movement jump was performed with three
trials, with the best retained (Ergo Jump, Bosco System, Italy). Flexibility was assessed with
the sit-and-reach test [174], and agility capacity with the Illinois Agility Test [175]. This test
was postulated to be a key quality in Standard dances, due to the frequent fast changes of
directions in this sport. For body balance, subjects were instructed to perform a Flamingo test
[176].
Hand strength is known to be nonspecific test of general strength and it is widely
employed in many different populations, as it is a reliable index of upper limb strength [177].
Upper limb isometric strength is a component of Standard dance technique, as the athletes
have to maintain isometric positions of upper limbs and hands for long periods of time.
Furthermore, this test allows a basic characterization of the upper limb strength in these
athletes and the comparison with reference populations.
Balance test (Flamingo test) with a force platform, one trial with both legs
Subjects were instructed to stand on one leg (without shoes) as still as possible for 30
seconds on a force platform (Kistler 8621 b, Winterther, Switzerland) while looking at a fixed
target (10 cm2 circle = diameter 3,5 cm) located 2.5 meters away from the platform at a height
of 1.65 meters. During data acquisition the non-stance leg had to be elevated at least 5 cm
above the platform while the hands were kept at hips.
Two trials separated by a 20 seconds rest period were performed for all postural tasks
and the trial with the shortest sway length was chosen for further statistical analysis. To
eliminate potential lateral differences between dominant leg and stance-leg the mean sway
values of both legs were used in the statistical analysis (Jakobsen et al 2011). Pressure (COP)
longitudinal sway (in mm) was measured before the simulated dance competition, and the
Sway software ver. 3.1 (BTS, Milan, Italy) was utilized for the analysis.
Vertical jump with contact mat
Contact mat are simple timing devices that measure fly time and contact time and
allow the calculation of the height of rise of the centre of gravity using simple Newtonian
laws (Picture 8).
The height of the jump, instantaneous velocity and power were calculated using the
Force/Time trace.
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Picture 8: Contact mat (Ergo Jump, Bosco System, Italy)
Vertical jump is a widely accepted test [178] and is an important characteristic for
Standard dance athletes, because in some dance styles dancers need to perform jumps for
choreographic reasons. Jump heights (h) were calculated from flight time using the formula h
= 1,226 * (t) 2, where t is flight time [178].


The Squat Jump (SJ) is a jump performed from a starting position of 90 degrees
knee angle without allowing any counter movement. The hands are held on the hips
during the jump, thus avoiding any arm swing (Figure 13). Instruction: The participant
enter the mat, place hands on the hips, bend knees to 90 degrees and stand still for
about 1 second, the jump as high as possible without performing a countermovement.
3 trials for squat jump is required with 2 minutes brake between each jump, and the
best result was retained.

Figure 13: The Squat Jump [178]
In the above image, it is clear that the athlete needs to reach the jumping position, and
from then just move upwards, rapidly extending the legs and the hips. It is important that no
countermovement (pre-stretch) is performed around the knee and hip joints. In fact, if this
happens, the jump cannot be considered a “true” and valid squat jump.
The Counter Movement Jump (CMJ) is performed standing with straight legs and
performing a jump beginning with a counter movement down to a knee angle of 90 degrees.
The hands are held on the hips during the jump to avoid any effect of arm-swing (Figure 14).
Counter Movement Jump differs from Squat Jump by the fact that the starting position is
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standing still and a quick countermovement is performed (stretch-shortening cycle) before
take off [179], [180]. The optimal range of movement for testing should be up to 90 degrees
knee flexion. This is an important aspect as normally athlete will perform a very short-range
countermovement not resulting in a maximal height of jump. 3 trials for Counter Movement
Jump is required with 2 minutes brake between each jump, and the best result was retained.

Figure 14: Counter Movement Jump [178]
Landing Instructions of SJ and CMJ: The subjects should always take off and land in
the same position. So the requirement is to land with straight legs and perform a couple of
rebounds to avoid injuries. Bending the knees while in the air to land can in fact alter the
score by increasing the flight time (more on this later on) [99], [181]
The Illinois Agility Test [182] is a commonly used test of agility in sports, and as
such there are many norms available.
purpose: to test running agility
equipment required: flat non-slip surface, marking cones, stopwatch, measuring
tape, timing gates (optional).
procedure: The length of the course is 10 meters and the width (distance between the
start and finish points) is 5 meters. Four cones are used to mark the start, finish and the two
turning points. Another four cones are placed down the center an equal distance apart. Each
cone in the center is spaced 3.3 meters apart (Figure 15).
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3,66m
Figure 15: The Illinois Agility Test [175]
Subjects should lie on their front (head to the start line) and hands by their shoulders.
On the „Go” command the stopwatch is started, and the athlete gets up as quickly as possible
and runs around the course in the direction indicated, without knocking the cones over, to the
finish line, at which the timing is stopped [175].
The sit and reach flexibility test is a common measure of flexibility, and specifically
measures the flexibility of the lower back and hamstring muscles [174]. This test is important
as because tightness in this area is implicated in lumbar lordosis, forward pelvic tilt and lower
back pain. This test was first described by Wells and Dillon (1952) and is now widely used as
a general test of flexibility (Picture 9).
Equipment required: ‘sit and reach’ box

Picture 9: The ‘sit and reach’ flexibility test [174]
Procedure: This test involves sitting on the floor with legs stretched out straight
ahead. Shoes should be removed. The soles of the feet are placed flat against the box. Both
knees should be locked and pressed flat to the floor - the tester may assist by holding them
down. With the palms facing downwards, and the hands on top of each other or side by side,
the subject reaches forward along the measuring line as far as possible. Ensure that the hands
remain at the same level, not one reaching further forward than the other. After some practice
reaches, the subject reaches out and holds that position for at one-two seconds while the
distance is recorded. Make sure there are no jerky movements. See also video demonstrations
of the Sit and Reach Test.
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Scoring: The score is recorded to the nearest centimeter as the distance reached by the
hand.
c)

Biomechanical Analysis with the "Motion Capture Smart 2011" System

In order to analyze body contact, standard dance basic movements’ biomechanical
analyses were performed and partners’ bending and straightening the knee angles and the
angle between the lateral partners’ hips were calculated.
With the program "Smart Motion Capture" it is possible to determine the movement
structure of body movement steps and techniques to analyze the steps in sport dances through
the footage to determine dancer supporting plane, angles and other angles that characterize the
structure of the dancer's movements. In addition, the program video materials can be slowed
down or stopped so as to make it easier to understand the subject’s movement in sports dance
steps phases. With the "Smart Motion Capture" program can be marked characteristic dance
technique failure and to indicate where necessary fixes should be made.
To start a dance movement biomechanical analysis of the latest technology with 10
infrared cameras, it was necessary to make a proper space calibration. In the beginning, the
space was defined by the perceived video cameras and markers were placed to delimit the
space frontier.
The two types of calibration were required:
• Static;
• Dynamic
In the beginning, it was necessary to place the calibration frame in the center of the
room and make the static calibration: by stabilizing and locking the cameras and then
changing the focus distance - zooming in or out – to achieve the highest sharpness. When
space is calibrated, it was necessary to draw a border of the visible space on the floor and
walls and to remove the calibration marks.
The next step is a dynamic calibration. This calibration is necessary to determine the
3D space. This is done using a calibration stick to the program can figure out markers heading
into the camera's focus.
After the calibration procedures were done, the special reflective Infra-red (IR)
markers were placed on the joints of the subjects (Picture 10).
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Picture 10: The positioning of the reflective IR markers on the body-joints of the
subjects
Further, after successfully placing the markers on the joints of the subjects, each
subject had to stand separately from the partner in order to capture the individual position and
posture for static calibration, before proceeding with dynamic calibration for motion capture
(Figure 16).

Figure 16: The static position and posture of a subject
After preparing the space and the subjects for biomechanical analysis, Standard sport
dancing competition simulation was started, i.e. in the laboratory setting. As for
biomechanical parameters, measures were computed during competitions simulations of 5
Standard dance sequences (Quickstep, Slow Waltz, Tango, Slow Fox Trot Viennese Waltz)
for both partners with a Smart 3D motion analysis system (Bts Engeneering, Italy) consisting
of ten infrared cameras, using reflective markers and a sampling frequency of 250 Hz. A
model consisting of 18 markers was used for the computation, allowing for the recording of
the movements of the body of one dancer at time, while only the hip of the partner were
marked. Hip angles between hips of the couple in the transversal plane (from above) and right
and left knees excursion angles in all the style were computed in 3D and the absolute value
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was considered using the Smart Analyzer software ver. 4.3.3 and reported according to ISB
standards in reporting kinematics data [183].
d)

Physiological Analysis with the "Medgraphics Breeze" Software

Were measured maximum and mean heart rate with Polar Electro mod. RS300X,
Finland, blood lactate with Lactate Scout, EKF Diagnostic, Germany and VO2 max with K4b2
Cosmed, Rome, Italy during an incremental test on a motorized treadmill (Exere, Airmachine,
Forli, Italy) with a 0% slope (Picture 11). The incremental test started at 6 km/hr, and speed
was increased by 1 km/hr after every 2 min until exhaustion. Treadmill reliability was
checked for speed and inclination prior each test session.

Picture 11: Motorized treadmill (Exere, Airmachine, Forli, Italy)
On a separate day, the competitive couples, after dressing in the appropriate costumes
were asked to perform a simulated Standard dance competition with the music. The telemetric
oxygen consumption system (K4b2) was adjusted on each subject and the Heart Rate (HR)
and Oxygen Consumption (VO2) were measured during the dance sequences. Standard dance
competition simulation consisted one trial of five Standard dances, each lasting 1 minute and
40 seconds with a 15 to 20 seconds break between consecutive dances. The Standard dance
sequence consisted of: Slow Waltz, Tango, Viennese Waltz, Slow Foxtrot and Quickstep.
Samples for Blood Lactate (BL) were taken at rest and at 3 and 5 minute after the simulated
Standard dance competition, and the higher value was retained (as in Bria et al, 2011) [2].
The data processing and analysing was done with the "Medgraphics Breeze" software
(Picture 12).

Picture 12: "Medgraphics Breeze" software - Ultima™ CardiO2 gas exchange analysis
system (MGC Diagnostics, USA)
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Accurate breath measurement: Ultima CardiO2 breath-by-breath testing samples at a
rate of 100 times per channel, per second, providing continuous analysis and display of
patient data [184, p. 2].
It was an indirect method of determining the anaerobic threshold with the expired gas
analysis by adding a lactic acid level of the blood. Breath gas analysis was performed using
the most modern technology, where sensors are capable of analyzing the inspiratory and
expiratory volumes and composition.
Bologna University Sports Complex laboratory load test (with the expired gas analysis)
allows the assessment of respiratory function tests in all three phases of major importance for
the assessment of energy production and metabolism:
1 - external respiratory function;
2 - blood ability to bind oxygen;
3 - respiratory processes at the cellular level.
Cellular respiration is the set of the metabolic reactions and processes that take place in
the cells of organisms to convert biochemical energy from nutrients into ATP (adenosine
triphosphate), and then release waste products [185].
Oxidation simply refers to the direct burning of fuels for energy. This can occur in the
liver, skeletal muscle and a few others places and all 4 macronutrients can strictly speaking
undergo oxidation after ingestion. So fatty acids from dietary fat ingestion can be used to
produce energy, carbohydrate can be burned off, a little appreciated fact is that under normal
circumstances as much as half of all dietary protein ingested gets metabolized in the liver via
a process called domination with some of it simply being burned off for energy.
The test makes it possible to determine the anaerobic threshold, which is based on a very
precise and calibrated expiratory gas volume and concentration measurements.
The anaerobic threshold was determined as the oxygen consumption (V02) at which a
linear relationship between pulmonary ventilation (VE) and V02 was lost during progressive
treadmill exercise [157, pp. 34, 77–81]. Anaerobic threshold determined in this manner was
validated with that determined by blood lactate measurements. Blood lactate is then plotted
against each workload interval to give a lactate performance curve.
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Figure 17: Blood lactate performance curve for anaerobic threshold determination [186,
pp. 268–273]
Once the lactate curve has been plotted, the anaerobic threshold can be determined. A
sudden or sharp rise in the curve above base level is said to indicate the anaerobic threshold
(Figure 17).
VO2 max is reached when VO2 remains at steady state despite an increase in a workload
(for illustration, see Figure 18). [187, pp. 37–42]
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Figure 18: Maximum oxygen consumption (VO2 max) determination [187]
An individual’s VO2 increases in a linear relationship with exercise intensity up to a
point, in which oxygen uptake plateaus even if the exercise intensity increases. This plateau
marks the VO2 max. At this point, the individual moves from aerobic metabolism to anaerobic
metabolism. From here, it is not long before muscle fatigue forces the individual to stop
exercising [136].
e)

Statistical Relationship Investigation Using SPSS Software

A t-test for paired samples, the unpaired t test and regression analysis was done by
using the SPSS software, version 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA [168]). One-way
ANOVA were used for various analyses. A p value of ≥ 0.05 was considered to be
statistically significant for Pearson correlations.
2.3

Research Organisation

The experiment was conducted from September 2009 to January 2013, and was
divided into six stages.
In the first stage, which took place from September 2009 to March 2010, the available
literature sources of the dance industry, including sport dance, modern dance and classical
ballet were examined.
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The second stage lasted from February 2009 to November 2010. The aim of this stage
was to assess the problem of the research. During this stage, the body contact condition of
dancers of different ages and skills during the competitions was determined and analyzed
using the method of expert estimation. This method was applied under the real competition
environment with the selected experts.
On the third stage, which took place from December 2010 to July 2011, the world
top-level Standard dance couple body contact model was developed, which is based on
highest class dancers’ anthropometrical, physical, biomechanical and physiological data. The
model was created for matching the couples and for monitoring their physical and technical
progresses, by improving partners’ body contact condition, thus reducing the physiological
engagement.
On the fourth stage, which took place from August 2011 to November 2011, 12 “A”
class couples for pedagogical experiment were selected (see section 2.2.3). The selection
criteria were based on the highest-class dancers data with purpose to get statistically
comparable subjects with each other and with the model.
On the fifth stage, which took place from December 2011 to January 2012, the novel
practical recommendations were presented, which are focused on the improvement of
partners’ body contact and optimization of physiological engagement in “A” class Standard
sports dancers.
On the sixth stage, which took place from January 2012 to 21st of December 2012, the
pedagogical experiment for evaluating usefulness of practical recommendations was
organized.
Then all the data were statistically analyzed till January 2013.
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3

3.1

DEVELOPMENT OF PRACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR ACHIEVING PARTNERS’ BODY CONTACT MODEL IN
STANDARD DANCES AND EVALUATION

Analysing the Characteristics of the Body Contact in Dancers of Different Ages
and Skills

The first defined task of this research was to analyse dancers of different ages and
skills for determining the body contact condition during the competitions. This task is
essential for a better understanding the PhD research problem, for achieving the aim of the
research and for testing the hypothesis. Method of expert estimation [188] was used for this
purpose, which is a standard method and it is officially applied during the competitions (also
called as Adjudication System, or Judging System) [189,190]. To fulfil the requirements of
International level competition judgement procedure, six independent experts were invited,
which are the official judges and Standard dance sport coaches of the World Dance Sport
Federation (WDSF). The experts evaluated the body contact of the best six final couples in
Junior I+II (12-15 years old), Youth (16-17 years old) and Adult groups (18 years old and
older) in three international competitions: Open Bassano del Grappa, February 2010, Open
Verona, April 2010, Open Pieve di Cento, November 2010. For the objectivity of the results,
the judgment was based on the body contact definition (see p.57).
After proceeding the expert estimation’s data of three international competitions the
mean results and the concordance correlation coefficient [167] were calculated in each group
of dancers. The range of the concordance correlation coefficient is from 0 to 1, where 0 is
related to total disagreement between judges and 1 means that the judges have absolutely the
same opinion.
Table 3
Expert Estimation’s Results in Junior I+II groups
Num. of
the couple

1st
expert

2nd
expert

3rd
expert

4th
expert

5th
expert

6th
expert

SUM of
the results

1.

1

1

1

2

2

0

7

2.

3

3

1

1

2

1

11

3.

1

1

0

0

1

1

4

4.

1

1

2

1

1

1

7

5.

2

2

3

2

1

0

10

6.

2

1

1

0

2

0

6

Overall concordance correlation coefficient (ρc) = 0.1999
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The above results show high disagreement within the expert opinions and the relative
marks are very low (poor agreement). Further below, the results of Youth group are shown.
Table 4
Expert Estimation’s Results in Youth group
Num. of
the couple

1st
expert

2nd
expert

3rd
expert

4th
expert

5th
expert

6th
expert

SUM of
the results

1.

2

2

3

0

2

2

11

2.

3

2

3

1

0

3

12

3.

1

1

1

2

3

1

8

4.

0

2

2

3

2

1

10

5.

2

2

1

1

1

0

7

6.

2

0

3

2

3

1

11

Overall concordance correlation coefficient (ρc) = 0.2571
The above results show slightly higher than in Jounior I and II groups’ agreement
within the judgment marks, however it is still relatively high disagreement (poor agreement)
within the expert opinions and the relative marks are still rather low. Further below, the
results of Adults group (B and A class) are shown.
Table 5
Expert Estimation’s Results in Adult group (B and A class)
Num. of
the couple

1st
expert

2nd
expert

3rd
expert

4th
expert

5th
expert

6th
expert

SUM of
the results

1.

1

1

0

1

1

1

5

2.

2

1

1

2

1

2

9

3.

3

1

1

2

3

3

13

4.

0

2

1

2

1

1

7

5.

0

0

1

1

1

0

3

6.

1

1

1

2

2

1

8

Overall concordance correlation coefficient (ρc) = 0.2608
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The above results still show relatively high disagreement (poor agreement) within the
expert opinions and the relative marks are still rather low. Further below, the results of Adults
group (S class) are shown.
Table 6
Expert Estimation’s Results in Adult group (S class)
Num. of
the couple

1st
expert

2nd
expert

3rd
expert

4th
expert

5th
expert

6th
expert

SUM of
the results

1.

2

3

2

2

2

3

14

2.

3

2

3

3

3

3

17

3.

3

3

3

3

3

3

18

4.

3

3

3

3

3

3

18

5.

2

3

3

3

2

3

16

6.

2

2

2

2

2

2

12

Overall concordance correlation coefficient (ρc) = 0.4155
The above results show higher disagreement (but still poor agreement) within the
expert opinions, however the relative average marks are significantly higher than in all of the
previous groups. Further below, the results of Highest-class group (Professional Division) are
shown.
Table 7
Expert Estimation’s Results in Highest class (Professional Division)
Num
. of
the couple

t

1s

expert

nd

2

expert

3rd
expert

4th
expert

h

5t

expert

h

6t

expert

SU
M of
the results

1.

3

3

3

3

3

3

18

2.

3

2

3

2

3

3

16

3.

3

3

3

3

2

3

17

4.

3

3

3

3

3

3

18

5.

3

3

3

3

3

3

18

6.

3

3

3

3

3

3

18

Overall concordance correlation coefficient (ρc) = 0.9873
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The above results of the expert estimation in Highest class professional division show
a substantial agreement (because the CCC is in the range between 0.95 and 0.99) [167] within
the expert opinions and the relative marks are significantly high.
One of the reasons why in this work it was decided to analyse the adult population is
that their standard deviation of differences in anthropometric parameters and the standard
error is relatively smaller than in the younger groups. As well as the experts level of
agreement is insufficient in Junior Group I in relation to concordance correlation coefficient
between the valuations of the dancers contact state is very small, because of their skill levels
are very different [191]. Some dancers started dancing recently, while others have a high level
of artistry. Furthermore, the agreement of all the experts was not sufficient in Junior I group,
since CCC=0.199 (<0.65 [167]).
In fact, the body contact condition inaccuracies were found in all age groups.
Therefore, further in this subsection, the body contact features and specific issues in different
age and qualification groups are described and discussed.
In order to ensure that the statement of this thesis on the body contact differences and
inaccuracies is precise and objective, the basis for such reasoning was the general posture and
body contact conditioning and maintenance. Referring to the Standard sport dancing
standards, as explained previously in this thesis, the correct partners’ body contact of initial
Standard dance posture means that partners are connected with: right inside part of thigh, right
part of hip, and right part of abdomen. These parts should remain connected throughout a
performance. The weight center of both dancers must be on the front part of feet and toes.
Female partner is creating long curve through her body from toe till head, while male partner
remains in relatively straight posture and direction of view. Since, it was revealed that the
most mistakes and inaccuracies are in younger groups, e.g. in Junior I and II group dancers, it
was further on analysed in more detail. The reasons and sources of these incurrence’s are that
the body contact is established incorrectly. Visually assessing the dance couples was enough
to conclude that most of the dancers of younger groups do not maintain the correct body
contact as defined previously, however some of them are trying to keep the physical contact
of bodies connected (generally with a force of the arms), though this brings trouble to the
dancers.
The most typical mistakes are illustrated in the following figures (Picture 13 a and b).

(a)
(b)
Picture 13: The most frequent body contact issues in younger dancers.
In (a) the connection in right part of abdomen is lost and the partners are bending
backwards (especially female dancer), and in (b) the connections in right inside part of
thigh and hip are lost, thus the body contact is incorrect
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In the images above we see that the partners posture line is completely wrong, because
of the curved lines at intersection of abdomen (Picture 13, a). In contrast, the female dancer
returns her hip line (Picture 13, b), which is driven by the hips, backwards. In this posture is
not possible to maintain a proper body contact during the dance itself, because of wrong
contact points. Above all, dancing in contact, causes errors in running the dance and tentative
of pairing takes place by hand, not with the help of the body. This means that the dancers will
not be able to perform the composition smoothly, broadly and synchronously with sound body
techniques (swing and sway). Both partners may therefore experience trouble during
thedancing performance, expressed as instability, unpredicted physical tensions and lack of
the leadership control over female partner.
The second very important moment when the contact in a pair is incorrect or missing
totally during the couple dance performance, both partners are getting tired easily.
Subsequently, fatigue prevents partners to establish a correct line of dancing posture and a
rigid upper frame, in particular the holding of hands in straight line. Dancing couple spends
energy retaining contact with their hands, so that the arms and shoulders are becoming tense.
By building on the wrong body contact, the dancers are holding each other by their arms. In
addition, if one of the partners (most often a female partner) curl backwards from the waist,
she should stick to partner with her hands to hold her body weight (since the mass center is
behind her toes, and sometimes even behind her hind-foot, which contradicts to the correct
body contact definition, as described in subsection 2.2.2 on page 57). Consequently, the
partner body will deform into a curved line, and body tension the top frame will be obvious.
Third, it is important to mention that the poor orientation of the dance scene occurs
due to the same wrong body contact. Partners cannot be dancing as a single entity, and it is
difficult to conduct, which are operated by hand. Visually it can be seen that the few, who do
not comply with the right body contacts, cannot outperform the rest of the dancers, as well as
a challenge to integrate a composition within the dance floor dimensions in halls. Dancers
cannot sufficiently feel each other and the total loss of equilibrium in partners’ performance
and leadership can be obvious. Couple bumps on each other and with continuing difficulties
in their compositions. It often happens that the female partner does not understand what kind
of composition figure or posture shape her male partner wants to achieve.
Examining and analyzing the performance of dancers in competition settings, these
pairs were analysed also during exercises, but improvements to body contact, as well as into
the lines were not observed. To test the driving (leadership), the following experiment was
introduced: precede with a slow waltz dance basic steps and figures in a pair, but the
management and selection of shapes are only known by male partner (female partner did not
know the sequence of figures). In this experiment, it was observed that the female partner
could rarely dance along with the male partner, as he tried to lead her as desired. The female
partner to be able to understand the dance steps and figures had to focus on male partner’s
eyes and sometimes on his speech (explaining verbally what figure or steps to proceed with)
to understand the manual assistance of the composition steps, which is almost impossible in
real-tempo. It is not allowed to lowering the arms of the couple during the performance.
Youth groups of dancers, unlike Junior I + II group of dancers as could be seen on the
pictures below, have a tendency to lose arm lines. This means that the partner generally has to
recover hand leading. Watching the footage could not discern if partners is swivelling back of
the leg and hip line maintenance. But despite this, in this group there are still errors in body
contact building. Particularly female dancers tend to run into errors of establishing the posture
- they are responsible for the consume of more energy of the couple while performing the
dance composition.
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Female partner is entitled to take her place in a posture on male partner’s right side of
the body to increase the overall visual size of a pair. The female dancer often leaning
sideways so that she breaks the line of her body curve - in this posture is also not possible to
establish a correct body contact (see Picture 14).

Picture 14: Incorrect body contact due to the female partner bending to the side
– Youth group
It was found that most of the errors are observed in female athletes. In creating their
character, partner utmost to stretch their height and head diagonally left and up and a little bit
backwards, forming a circular line. Standard sport dancing coaches have to put the most of
their attention in creating the right posture of a couple, which is formed from the rib arc.
Intersection is not of all the hip line, while the partner body must be kept as a straight line
facing forward. Partners' weight centres have to be projected on the front part of feet and toes.
Only the following posture gives partners the ability to create the right body contact (refer to
Picture 15).

Picture 15: The correct bending of female partner’s posture
Such a posture is difficult to keep continuously while performing dancing all the time
(Picture 15), so the coach must pay enough attention to the body contact formation and
improvement in the training process. Partners itself cannot notice easily the change of the
posture, which can break the correct line set up, bending over backwards from the waist, hips
moving backward or sideways bending. To take a proper retention is necessary in order to
develop the involved muscle groups. Bring into line the correct building is a long and
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laborious process, where a very important factor, especially for personal trainer approach.
While the dancers have a lot of dance one by one in front of the mirror looking at your
posture. Currently this group of dancers spend a little time dancing one by one. For many
dancers, no such individual actions are found. We should not forget that one can dance to
improve their skills, and posture, as well as body and foot technique.
Only when the dancers one by one can easily perform their compositions, breaking the
posture and hand lines as well as loss of balance, they try to achieve technical mastery of the
pair.
Adult group dancers cannot afford such significant posture and hand-line errors. The
figure shows that the hand-line pair is long and stretched out without straining. The horizontal
and vertical lines into partners are broken and running length. Visually extending into any of
the lines you can see that all line continuations are diagonally up and up. No line continuation
is not directed downwards. It means that into the line is correctly formed (Picture 16). Body
contact is created properly because of no lost of the contact points.

Picture 16: The correct body contact with right posture and arm lines
– Adults group
Partner is much more convincing when standing on the right side, creating a long,
straight line of her body. Stance is wide and dance in sync. However, they are mostly highly
qualified couples who already have international class ("S"). But contact failures can still
notice the pairs with the lowest category of qualification ("B" and "A"). Complex shapes, the
performance of the dancers break into the line, squeezing the shoulder line, thereby missing
body contact points (Picture 17).
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Picture 17: The incorrect body contact with broken posture and arm lines
– Adults group
Although, compared to the younger age group dancers, Adults group switch places
much smoother and synchronized.
Although the nearest to the ideal posture and properly constituted body contact was
observed only in the Highest-class dancers, Standard professional dancers dance shows a
spectacular view. In the perfect technical performance, effective lines are crisp and spacious,
body contact position remain even complex reciprocating bodies and cut at the couple in the
music flows through the waves and the pair added an impeccable style, which perfectly suits
the character of the dance exactly standard. It is a performance, which gives the audience a
delightful feeling and a sense of romanticism supply (Picture 18).

Picture 18: Highest class couples with correct body contact
Best International Dance classes for couples do not have any difficulty to improvise
dance area, because there is no longer talk about the cross as two separate components. A
couple of passes on the dance floor as a whole and the dancers feel very light and released,
even lowering the arm.
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After the video analysis it can be concluded that only the "S" class dancers have
properly constituted body contact. Control is carried out by hand rather than help, but
through the body. Posture and hand lines are set up properly.
In the conclusion remarks of this subchapter, it is important to note that despite the
fact that a correct body contact and physical preparation of dancers are the substantial factors
for a successful Standard dance sport performance, an appropriate teaching methodology is
not yet fully developed. Available literature sources describe different dance sport techniques
and aspects of the dance character and style [153], however they do not address specific
exercises on how to achieve the correct posture and partners’ body contact.
3.2

Determining The Anthropometry and Partners’ Biomechanics for Body Contact
Improvement

For evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed practical recommendations, a
pedagogical experiment was applied, which consisted of five main stages: (1) measuring the
anthropometrical parameters (Table 8, 9), (2) measuring and analyzing the biomechanics
using the "Motion Capture Smart 2011" system, (3) testing the physical preparation (Table
10), (4) measuring and analyzing the relevant physiological parameters using the
"Medgraphics Breeze" system (Table 11, 12), and (5) investigating the statistical relationships
using SPSS software.
Selection of dancers teaching experiment took place in two stages:
1)
2)

By ranking and anthropometric data results;
By physical preparation parameters and physiological and biomechanical data

This two-phase careful selection of subjects was made in order for the groups to be
statistically comparable, with maximum and standard deviation ratio as low as possible.
During the first stage were selected and tested 20 highest class and 20 A class dancers. The
second stage of the selection score remained 15 highest class and 12 A class dancers. 8
athletes were excluded from the experiment because they were not presented in the world
ranking in the last year. The selection result of the experimental and control groups were most
divided equally.
3.2.1

Determining the Anthropometry

In this section selected subjects descriptive and anthropometric indicators are further
presented. It was established as partner dancing together, what is their experience of dance,
world rating points, as well as anthropometric parameters such as standing height, weight, etc.
(Table 8 and 9).
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Table 8
Descriptive and Anthropometrical data of A class dancers
Males dancers’ (n=12)

Females dancers’ (n=12)

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Dancing together
(mth)

26.3

9.5

26.3

9.5

Dancing Experience
(yrs)

15

2.5

12

3

Age (yrs)

27.1

2.54

25.4

2.98

Standing height (cm)

178.3

3.48

168.8

4.26

Weight (kg)

67.82

3.9

52.94

3.5

BMI

22.35

1.42

18.29

1.17

Upper Leg Lengths
(cm)

42.3

2.03

38.2

2.07

World ranking
(points)

142

13

142

13

Table 9
Descriptive and Anthropometrical data of Highest-class dancers
Males dancers’ (n=15)

Females dancers’ (n=15)

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Dancing together
(mth)

29.4

11.5

29.4

11.5

Dancing
Experience (yrs)

16.5

3,5

14

4

Age (yrs)

26.6

2.83

24.3

3.29

Standing height
(cm)

176.4

4.02

167.3

5.37

Weight (kg)

66.36

5.47

54.26

4.82

BMI

23.21

1.32

17.64

1.19

Upper Leg Lengths
(cm)

41.9

2.11

37.9

2.25

954

117

954

117

World ranking
(points)

Highest versus A class athletes
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As the two stage careful selection of the subjects was done, it was not found any
significant difference between descriptive and anthropometrical data between these two
groups of subjects.
3.2.2

Determining the Alignments of Knees and Hips

This section sets out the results of a study on the dancers' main biomechanical
parameters that affect the body's creation of the right contact. It was analyzed average
maximum turning angle between partners’ hips and knee angles before and after the
pedagogical experiment. Hip alignment was chosen as a relevant performance parameter,
because these angles is considered by sport dance coaches to be meaningful for the evaluation
of the capacity of the couple to dance together following a correct trajectory (especially after
front changes) and gives information about the path of the body’s center of gravity in the
transversal plane and quality of partners body contact. Knee flexion/extension is a common
parameter to all the four styles of dance analyzed, and so it allows a description of the
behaviour of the athlete in the different sport dance styles. It is also a common technical
feature in the couple, which must be performed with the proper tempo and amplitude by the
two dancers. Cohen effect size was greater than 8.0. Statistical analysis was performed using
the functions Correlations and T-test (t12, 0.05) with Excel 2007 software for Windows.
Significance level was set at 0.05.
As for biomechanical parameters, measures were computed during competitions
simulations of 5 Standard dance sequences (Quickstep, Slow Waltz, Tango, Slow Fox Trot
Viennese Waltz) for both partners with a Smart 3D motion analysis system (Bts Engeneering,
Italy) consisting of ten infrared cameras, using reflective markers and a sampling frequency of
250 Hz. A model consisting in 18 markers were used for the computation, allowing for the
recording of the movements of the body of one dancer at time, while only the hip of the
partner were marked. Hip angles between hips of the couple in the transversal plane (from
above) and right and left knees excursion angles in all the style were computed in 3D and the
absolute value was considered using the Smart Analyzer software ver. 4.3.3 and reported
according to ISB standards in reporting kinematics data [183].
To our knowledge, only one previous study exist in literature on Standard sport
dancers kinematics [26]. In this study, kinematics was presented as a method to study and to
extract relevant parameters for training from the motion of the subjects. In this study, done at
an early stage of motion analysis technology, graphs of pelvis trajectories of the dancing
couple and step length were considered only in a qualitative way. The study also analyzed the
pelvis oscillations in the vertical and horizontal planes in a top couple with a Fast Fourier
Transform algorithm. They concluded that the pelvis oscillation was in synchronicity with the
tempo and was not influenced by athlete’s body height. This conclusion gives information
about the ability of the dancer to follow the tempo, regardless of their body height, but does
not give information about the segment kinematics.
In this study, the attention was drawn to the knee flexion angles, which were found to
be different in degrees of correlation with body height in all styles, where a deep knee flexion
is required by the movement (r = 0.53 in right knee in the Slow Foxtrot, 0. 48 in left knee in
Tango and 0.39 in right knee in Tango; 0.25 in right knee in Slow Foxtrot; 0.20 in right knee
in Viennese Waltz and 0.32 in left knee in Viennese Waltz p < 0.05). As the fluidity of the
movement is important for the aesthetics of the dance, our results suggest that the dancers
must not be too high, in order to limit the vertical oscillations of the body which can affect
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speed and fluidity in the horizontal plane (hip alignment). To confirm this hypothesis, no
correlation was found between hip alignment and knees excursion in our sample.
The angles between the dancer’s hips in the transversal plane were also assessed in
the five standard dances. Dancers performed the same five sequences of standard dance: Slow
Waltz Double Reverse Spin, Tango Natural Pivot, Foxtrot Reverse Turn, Viennese Waltz
Flacker, Quickstep Polka. The angles are different in each dance. It is interesting to note that
in all dance sequences the hip alignment between partners is not paralleled, and the spread is
high. From a technical point of view it should be desirable that this angle is kept to the
minimum because these sequences was danced in partners’ close body contacts. Hip angle
(alignment between the two dancers) show a positive correlation with dancing experience in
Viennese Waltz (r = 0.41) and a weak correlation in Slow Waltz (r = 0.21 p < 0.05).
Interestingly, hip angle alignment in Viennese Waltz is correlated with years of experience in
dancing in a couple. This is also explained by the close proximity between the dancers
required by this style.
Knee angles are reported in Figure 19 and Figure 20. As for male vs female
differences in kinematics, none of the flexion knees angles is statistically different at the T
test. These differences are linked inherently to the techniques used in the different styles, to
the body characteristics (height) and, where symmetrical motion of lower limbs is requested
by the performance, to the guiding role of the male athletes [10], [128], [26]
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Figure 19: Dancers’ minimum knee angles in each standard dance
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Figure 20: Dancers’ maximum knee angles in each standard dance
No statistically significant differences were found in results of biomechanical
parameters of knee flexion/extension and hip alignment. Highest class athletes in comparison
to amateur athletes show a less pronounced flexion angle in the right knee in Slow Waltz (t12,
0.042 = 2,18) and they flex the knee more deeply in Viennese Waltz in comparison to the group
of amateurs (minimum angle of right knee flexion (t12, 0.014 = 2,71) and minimum angle of left
flex knee flexion, (t12, 0.004 = 3.27). These differences can be due to strongest leg muscles. Hip
biomechanical parameters were measured and analyzed before and after the teaching
experiment and class group results were compared with the results of the first-class dancers,
i.e. with body contact model (Figure 21, 22).
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Figure 21: The mean of maximal hip angles between partners’ hips at the beginning of
the pedagogical experiment in each Standard dance
The red and the green lines in the above graph (Figure 21) show the mean of maximal
hip angles between partners’ hips at the beginning of the pedagogical experiment in each
Standard dance for A class experimental group and A class control group accordingly. The
initial difference between these groups is small, because the dancers were carefully selected
according to anthropometric characteristics, physical fitness and experience level.
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Comparing class dancers with the finest dancers (Highest class dancers), there is a
clear statistically significant difference (p <0.05). The mean of the maximum angles between
the partners hips in Highest class dancers (model) is much smaller than in the A class
experimental and control groups.
Hip alignment is significantly different between the highest and A class athletes for all
styles with the exception of Tango (p values: Quickstep 0.11; Slow Waltz 0.36; Slow Foxtrot
0.04; Viennese Waltz 0.09), having the highest level athletes a lower angles between the hips
of the two dancers thus showing a better alignment capacity (28 vs 51.5 of experimental and
55.3 of control group in Quickstep; 23,1 vs 48.2 of experimental and 49.8 of control group in
Slow Waltz; 37.7 vs 51.3 experimental and 53.9 of control group in Tango; 17.8 vs 46.2 of
experimental and 49.3 of control group in Slow Foxtrot; 16.7 vs 44.2 experimental and 46.2
of control group in Viennese Waltz).
Furthermore, hip alignment was significantly different between the Highest class and
A class athletes in Slow Foxtrot (t12, 0.002 = 3,60) and Viennese Waltz (t12, 0.016 = 2,63),
having the top level athletes a lower angles between the hips of the two dancers, thus showing
a better alignment capacity (21.6 vs 26.6 in Quickstep; 24.56 vs 29 in Waltz; 25.1 vs 27 in
Tango; 14.2 vs 22.7 in Slow Foxtrot; 32.3 vs 43.1 in Viennese Waltz). Moreover, hip angle
(alignment between the two dancers) showed a positive correlation with dancing experience
in Viennese Waltz (r = 0.41) and a weak correlation in Slow Waltz (r = 0.21, p < 0.05).
Interestingly, hip angle alignment in Viennese Waltz is correlated with years of experience in
dancing in a couple. This is also explained by the body contact of the dancers required by this
style. Statistically significant (p<0.05) reduction in the maximal hip angles between partners’
hips at the end of the pedagogical experiment of the experimental group comparing to control
group was observed in Slow Waltz, Tango, Vienese Waltz and Quickstep, but not significant
in Foxtrot. It means that our proposed practical recommendations are effective in improving
partners’ hips line in transversal plane synchronization during dancing.
It can be concluded as a top-class dancers' movements pairing is more synchronized
than those of lower-class dancers in their dance the hip line is closer to parallel. It was not
found statistically significant (p<0.05) reduction in the maximal and minimal knee angles at
the end of the pedagogical experiment of the experimental group comparing to control group.
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Figure 22: The mean of maximal hip angles between partners’ hips at the end of the
pedagogical experiment in each Standard dance
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Statistically significant (p<0.05) reduction in the maximal hip angles between
partners’ hips at the end of the pedagogical experiment of the experimental group comparing
to control group was observed in Slow Waltz, Tango, Vienese Waltz and Quickstep, but not
significant in Foxtrot.
In conclusion, after computing the biomechanical results of the pedagogical
experiment, it was evident that A class experimental group significantly improved the
alignment of hips in a couple and thus improved the body contact state, since the
aforementioned parameters were statistically closer to the body contact model after the
experiment, by following the proposed practical recommendations thorough the training
process within the experiment. It means that our proposed practical recommendations are
effective in improving partners’ hip synchronization during dancing (Figure 22).
After biomechanical data processing of the highest class dancers was found that in fast
dances like Tango, Viennese Waltz and Quickstep mean hips’ angular velocity (deg/s) is
higher in clockwise turns than in counter-clockwise turns, in contrast to the slow dances like
Foxtrot and Slow Waltz, where the mean hips’ angular velocity of counter-clockwise turns are
higher (Figure 23).
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Figure 23: Mean hips’ angular velocity in highest-class dancers in each Standard dance
(deg/s) (CW stands for clockwise, CCW – counter-clockwise)
As the male partner begins the rotation before the female dancer (which is natural,
since male partner has the leadership), he also reaches the maximum speed of rotation earlier.
To understand the rotation momentum better, the beginning phase of each performed turn was
analysed in each subject of the couples and differences between horizontal momentums of
hips’ angular velocities in every standard dance were calculated (Figure 24).
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Figure 24: Mean differences in hips’ horizontal momentum angular velocity in the
beginning phase in performed turns between highest-class partners in each Standard
dance (deg/s)
(W – Slow Waltz, T – Tango, V – Viennese Waltz, F – Slow Foxtrot, Q – Quickstep)
Also I assess, by studying these vectors, how synchronically couples performing turns
during their dance sequences. Six top subject couples were sorted according to the world
ranking, where the Couple 1 corresponds to the comparatively highest rating. It can be noted
that couples with highest results have less difference in hips’ momentum of angular velocities
during the starts of the turns.
3.3

Determining the Physical Preparation and Partners’ Physiological Engagement
3.3.1

Assessing the Physical Preparation

After informed consent, dancers were tested with a test battery that included Maximal
Hand Strength, where they had to perform three maximal isometric contraction lasting 10
seconds for each hand (the best value was retained) with a Jamar Hand Dynamometer,
(Lafayette Instrument, Indianapolis, USA); Sit ups (number of repetitions in 30’), Squat Jump
(SJ) and Counter movement jump (CMJ) (Ergo Jump, Bosco System, Italy) [32], Flexibility
(Seat and Reach) [174] and the Illinois Agility Test [175].
For body balance test, subjects were instructed to perform a Flamingo Test standing
on one leg (without shoes) as still as possible for 30 s on a force platform (KISTLER
9286AA, Winterthur, Switzerland, 1000 Hz Sampling rate). Balance was assessed before the
simulated dance competition and the Sway software v. 3.1 (BTS, Milan, Italy) was utilized for
the analysis. Prior the test session, the athletes were asked to compile a Rest Q 76 RecoveryStress Questionnaire for Athlete[192], in order to assess the degree of stress and recovery they
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experienced in the three days before. This ensured that the participants are eligible to proceed
with test and that they can be comparable.
T test for paired samples, Pearson Correlation (1-tailed, sig. level = 0.05), Regression
Analysis and Factorial Analysis were performed with the software SPSS ver. 17.0 (SPSS Inc.
Chicago).
Hand grip sum, Squat Jump maximal height, number of sit ups, seat and reach
(flexibility), agility and balance data for males and females are shown in Table 10.
Table 10
Mean and standard deviations for strength, jump, flexibility, agility and balance in
highest-class dancers

Males

Females

Hand
grip
Sum

CMJ

SJ

Sit ups

Flexibility

Agility

Balance

kg

cm

cm

nr.

cm

sec.

mm

90
(±8,83)

45

41 (±10)

25(±2,8)

12,6(±5,4)

16,6(±0,3)

47,4(±12,2)

30 (±3)

23(±2,4)

16,2(±2,4)

18,4(±2,6)

46,9(±9,2)

65
(±9,31)

(±0,7)
37
(±5)

Hand grip strength sum was less than the 95% position (103,9 kg) reported by
Bohannon 12 for males and slightly above the 95% for females ( 64,6 kg) in the same age
range for the active population. Sit and Reach values are in the top range for females
compared with reference values of active population in the same age range 13 (> 15 cm) and
slightly below for males (< 14). Males showed a maximal heart rate during dance equal to
195 beats per minute (± 12) while females of 198 bpm (±3) while mean heart rates were,
respectively, 173 (± 11) equal to 88,7 % of the max, and 174 ± 8 (87,8 % of the max).
Statistical significant differences in the Student T test between males and female, for Height (t
= 7,9; p= 0.001) , Weight (t = 4.2; p = 0.001) , Hand grip (t = 4,6; p= 0.006), and Squat
Jump (t = 2,70; p = 0,031) were found. Body balance (center of pressure longitudinal sway)
was the only parameters among the physical parameters who shows a positive correlations
with the world ranking points of the athletes (males r = 0,70; p = 0,038 and r = 0,74; p = 0,028
for females) thus indicating balance as the discriminative variable in identify higher level
athletes.
Considering the whole sample, (males and females), the world ranking points were set
in the IDSF list at the time of the tests as the dependent variables, and the Linear Regression
Analysis (SPSS v. 17.0) was performed including all the variables measured. Results showed
that World Ranking Points can be estimated from two variables: Age and Balance
performance, following the equation:
World Ranking Points = 9,74 x age + 5.819 x balance + 1152,624 (R2 = 0,714). (2)
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To check the reliability of the equation (2), its results were plotted against the effective
world ranking points in Figure 25. A R2 = 0,6535 was obtained.
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Figure 25: World Ranking Points (WRP) vs predicted WRP (line) using the Equation (2)

3.3.2

Stress and Recovery

Standard sport dancers competing at the top level are involved in a busy schedule of
competitions, often occurring in different countries. They undergo many environmental
stressors, due to, among others, travels, partners, food habits, climate changes, public, and
judges. It was demonstrated that sport dancers had a threefold increase in salivary cortisol

Figure 26: Recovery/stress profile for the entire sample. Values greater than 3 indicate a
high level of stress on the stress scales, and good recovery on recovery scales.
On the mean, the subjects showed high scores (>3 = often) on the stress scales for
fatigue and injury, and poor scores (< 3) on the recovery scales success, social recovery,
physical recovery, and sleep quality, being in shape, personal accomplishment, self-efficacy
and self-regulation. According to the definitions, 12 the fatigue scale is defined as “time
pressure in training, job, school and life, over-fatigue, being constantly disturbed during
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important work, and lack of sleep.” High scores in the injury scale signal an acute injury or
vulnerability to injury.
Figures 45a/b show stress/recovery profiles for the entire sample representing the
number of subjects who scored 3 (often) or more and the corresponding scales that where
relevant. The possible answers on each item range from 0 to 6 (0 = never, 1 = seldom, 2 =
sometimes, 3 = often, 4 = more often, 5 = very often, 6 = always).
Males were more in the “critical zone” than females for many stress scales. The only
scales shown to be statistically different between males and females were the success scale
(mean score for males 3.03 ± 0.83; for females 2.07 ± 0.47, t16, 0.013 = 3.50) and the well-being
scale (mean score for males 3.75 ± 0.97 and for females 2.82 ± 0.81, t16, 0.045 = 2.51). Success
was defined as “pleasure at work and creativity,” while well-being was defined as “frequent
good moods, general relaxation and contentment” [192], [193]. Correlation analysis was
performed between the Rest Q scales for males and females, the physiological variables, and
the other tests. Balance, expressed as center of pressure (COP) anterior-posterior sway in the
flamingo test, showed to be correlated with the stress scale and with one recovery scale as
shown in Table 11.
Specifically, in females, scores on emotional stress, social stress and low sleep quality
correlated positively with COP increase. Emotional stress was described in the Rest Q as
experience of frequent irritation, aggression, anxiety, and inhibition, while social stress was
defined as the subjects having frequent arguments, fights, irritation concerning others, general
upset, and lack of humour. The presented results suggest that body balance in female
ballroom dancers is more sensitive to stressors than body balance in male dancers.

Figure 27: Frequency of scores in the Rest Q stress test showing the numbers of subjects,
who scored 3 (“often”) or more on the selected scales. Males declared higher levels of
stress than females.
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Figure 28: Frequency of scores in the Rest Q recovery test showing the numbers of
subjects, who scored 3 (“often”) or more on the selected scales. Males declared higher
levels of success, social recovery, physical recovery and wellbeing than females.

Table 11
Relationship between Balance Performance and Stress/Recovery Scales in Females

Emotional Social Sleep
Stress
Stress Quality
Postural sway

Pearson r

0.883

0.729

0.925

Sig. (1-tailed)

0.004

0.032

0.001

Standard sport dancers undergo many environmental stressors, due to, among others,
travels, relationships with partners, food habits, climate changes, public, and judges. It was
demonstrated that Standard sport dancer dancers had a threefold increase in salivary cortisol
levels after the competition and that this increase can be attributed mainly to social and
psychological stressors rather than to physical stressors [44]. In Standard sport dancers, unlike
classical ballet or modern dancers, there are not any study about risk of burnout, which
depends on insufficient recovery [21]. In this framework, it is important to know what
physical characteristics are linked to psychological variables, in order to be considered in
design of a better training.
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3.3.3

Determining Partners’ Physiological Engagement

In this chapter the physiological variables of standard sport dancers are presented,
which influence athletic performance of the dancers [151]. Heart rate (HR) including
maximal heart rate (max HR) and Mean heart rate (mean HR) were measured with Polar
Electro mod. RS300X, Finland, Blood Lactate with Lactate Scout, EKF Diagnostic, Germany
and maximal Oxygen consumption with K4b2 Cosmed, Rome, Italy. These paramieters were
measured during an incremental test on a motorized treadmill (Exere, Airmachine, Forli,
Italy) with 1km/min steps at exhaustion.
In a separate day, the subjects, after a warm up (30 min), started with the simulated
Standard competition, while wearing the telemetric oxygen consumption system (K4b2) and
VO2 peak was measured during the trial. Competition performed for measurement consisted
of a total 10 minutes trial including all 5 standard dances with 20 seconds interval between
each dance. After the Standard dance performance, a drop of venous blood was taken from the
ear lobe and analysed at three and five minutes and the higher value was retained (Weltmann,
1988).
The results of these physiological parameters are presented in Table 12.
Table 12
VO2 max and lactate in the maximal running test and in simulated dance competition in
highest class dancers

VO%
V02max

V02 peak

in

treadmill

Dance

Dance

Lactate Run

Lactate Dance

in Dance

%

mm/L

mm/L

%

ml/kg/min ml/kg/min

LA %

66,6±7,5

50,5±7,3

75,8

10,2±2,3

8±2,7

78

Females 49,7±15,1

43,8±9,9

88,1

9,98±2,3

8,7±0,35

87,1

Males

The only study performed with the same instrument (K4b2 oxygen consumption
system) 3 reported a VO2 max during an incremental test on the treadmill of 60.9±6.0
ml/kg/min for male, and of 53.7±5.0 ml/kg/ min for females. Differently from our study, they
didn’t observe any statistically significant difference between males and females in the
treadmill test for VO2 max. During a simulated competition, they reported for males dancers
a 75.7 ± 10.6 % of the VO2 max and for females they reported a % value of 72.5±12.8% of
the max during dance (45,8± 6 for males and 38 ± 8,5 ml/kg/min for females) and a statistical
significant difference between them. VO2 max on treadmill and during dance to be
significantly different between males and females (t = 3,52; p= 0.012 and t = 2,51; p = 0,045
respectively) was found. The values reported in the study previously cited for VO2 max was
lower than in our sample for males and slightly higher for females, while the % of VO2 peak
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in dance was lower than ours value both in males and females. The same authors measured a
peak blood lactate during a simulated standard dance competition equal to 6.50±2.1 and
6.91±2.6 mM in males and females, respectively. In our sample Lactate values were
considerably higher, as shown in Table 11, however the ranking position of the subjects
considered in this study was not reported and probably the athletes were of a lower level of
qualification. An older study 4 (performed with a different system for the measurement of the
VO2, and thus less comparable) found a VO2 max of 52,5 ml/kg/min for male and of 42
ml/kg/min for females and didn’t reported blood lactate values. Peak VO2 in dance to be
correlated with the years of dance together (r = 0.80; p = 0.05) was found.
Mean values of the heart rate and energy consumption data differences between two
testing sessions (in states with and without partners’ contact, as the subjects were asked to
perform different basic steps, which required both states) of the tested ‘A’ class couples are
shown in Figure 29 and 30.

Figure 29: HR (bpm) during competitive Standard dance sequences
with and without partners’ close contact.

Figure 30: The energy consumption (kcal/min) fluctuations during the competitive
Standard dance sequences with and without partners’ contact.
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Visually it was possible to observe that during dancing performance it was more
difficult to perform turns and sways while a couple was dancing without closed body contact,
and the speed of the performance was slightly reduced.
Finally, the following mean physiological parameters of the highest class couples
shown in Figure 31 and Table 12 were present.
200

160
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0

Figure 31: Mean values of physiological parameters during competition simulation in
highest-class dancers
The results for VO2max, anaerobic threshold, lactate, maximum speed achieved in the
running test for the whole sample (30 dancers, 15 males and 15 females) are summarized in
Table 13. The mean value for male and female was respectively 66,6 and 49,7 ml/kg/min and
the difference was statistically significant at T test (t19, 0.05 = 2,43). Blood lactate was 10,2
and 9,98 mm/L and the difference was not statistically significant. These values are higher to
that reported by Dalla Vedova [26], who showed a mean values of 45,8 ml/kg/min for male
and 38 ml/kg/min for female with a peak lactatemia of 8.5 and 8.3 mmoles/L in a sample of
professional dancers of comparable level of qualification [26]. They are also higher in respect
to the values obtained by Blanksby [39], who found a VO2max of 52,5 for male and of 42
ml/kg/min for females. In our study anaerobic threshold is correlated with the years of
dancing experience (r = 0.589, p = 0.16).
Table 13
Physiological Parameters of Highest class dancers during the maximal running test
V02max

AnThreshold

Lactate

Max speed

ml/kg/min

ml/kg/min

(mm/L)

(km/h)

Male

66,6±7,5

43,5±8,1

10,2±2,3

16,8±1,1

Female

49,7±15,1

37,1±12,1

9,98±2,3

13,8±4,6
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Highest class versus A class athletes.
Statistically significant differences in VO2max, anaerobic threshold, lactate and
maximum speed between Highest and A class athletes during the maximal running test (57,5
vs 58,5 ml/kg/min for VO2max; 39,6 vs 41,9 ml/kg/min for Anaerobic Threshold; 9,7 vs 9,3
mm/L for blood lactate; 16,3 and 15,7 km/h for max speed) were not found. Any correlation
was found between the position in the world ranking of highest class athletes and VO2max,
and lactate.
The difference in physiology between these athlete groups was not significant during
Standard dance competition simulation.
3.3.4

Main Physiological Results Before and After Pedagogical Experiment
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Figure 32: Mean and maximal Heart Rate during the competition simulation before the
pedagogical experiment
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Figure 33: Mean and maximal Heart Rate during the competition simulation after the
pedagogical experiment
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As known, the heart rate response is directly proportional and linear to the intensity of
exercise. As intensity of the exercise increases, the heart rate will continue to increase until
exercise reaches maximal intensity [39]. It was not observed statistically significant (p<0.05)
reduction in mean and maximal heart rate of experimental group during the competition
simulation after the pedagogical experiment.
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Figure 34: Maximal Oxygen Consumption and Minute Ventilation during the
competition simulation before the pedagogical experiment
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Figure 35: Maximal Oxygen Consumption and Minute Ventilation during the
competition simulation after the pedagogical experiment
Increases of VO2max are characteristic of endurance training program, which was
proposed to the subjects during the pedagogical experiment. The dance submaximal trainings
during 10 month cause slight decreases also in minute ventilation of the experimental group.
Statistically significant (p<0.05) reduction in VO2max at the end of the pedagogical
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experiment of the experimental group comparing to control group was observed during the
competition simulation shown in Figure 34 and Figure 35.
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Figure 36: Mean blood lactate concentration levels
(3 min and 5 min after the competition simulation)
before the pedagogical experiment
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Figure 37: Mean blood lactate concentration levels
(3 min and 5 min after the competition simulation)
after the pedagogical experiment
Blood lactate concentration represents the balance between its rate of production and
its rate of removal. As exercise intensity increases, the muscles are unable to maintain the
balance between energy production and energy demand through aerobic metabolism. It is at
this point that blood lactate concentrations begin to accumulate. Statistically significant
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(p<0.05) reduction in mean blood lactate concentration level on 3 minute of the experimental
group subjects comparing to control group after the pedagogical experiment was observed
during the competition simulation shown in Figure 36 and Figure 37.
3.4

The Relationship Model Between Partners’ Physiological Engagement and Body
Contact Condition

Results proved that contact condition significantly influences physiological engagement
of the highest-class standard dancers during competition. Correlation between partners’ hips'
angular velocity and some physiological parameters was found (Table 14).
Table 14
Hips' angular velocity and physiological parameters correlation coefficients
(p ≤ 0,05)
Physiological parameters
VO2 max l/kg

mean VO2 l/kg

VE (l/min)

Hips' angular velocity (deg/s)
R=0.719,
R2=51.7%
R=0.655,
R2=42.9%
R=0.645,
R2=41.6%

W max CCW
T max CW
T max CCW
W mean (between CW&CCW)

R=0.636,
R2=40.5%

R=0.724,
R2=0.524%
R=0.644,
R2=41.5%

F max CCW
R=0.65,
R2=42.3%

F mean (between CW&CCW)

(CW stands for clockwise, CCW – counter-clockwise, W = Waltz, T = Tango, F =
Foxtrot)
The quantity R, called the linear correlation coefficient, measures the strength and the
direction of a linear relationship between two variables. The coefficient of determination, R 2,
is useful because it gives the proportion of the variance (fluctuation) of one variable that is
predictable from the other variable [194].
For example, if r = 0.636, then R2 = 0.405, which means that 40.5% of the total
variation in y can be explained by the linear relationship between x and y (as described by the
regression equation). The other 59.5 % of the total variation in y remains unexplained.
The coefficient of determination is a measure of how well the regression line
represents the data. If the regression line passes exactly through every point on the scatter
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plot, it would be able to explain all of the variation. The further the line is away from the
points, the less it is able to explain [194].
Differently from other investigations, the presented study was performed in top level
Standard dancers, and significant correlations between partners’ hips horizontal angular
velocity and the Maximal Oxygen Consumption and Ventilation per Minute were found only
during some dance styles and not in other dances (Table 14). Moreover, the regression
analysis showed the coefficients of determination (R2) that reveals the predictability
percentage of pulmonary physiological parameters from the hips’ angular velocity in the
certain dances.
The explanation for this finding could be that aerobic capacities influence more Slow
Waltz, Tango and Foxtrot and not the other styles. This could also explain why one couple
perform better in one kind of dance compared to others. Such information can be useful for
developing sport dancing training techniques and methodologies. Presented data can be
helpful for understanding the body contact model in Standard dances and customizing
physical training programs for matching the couples and monitor their physical progresses.
Our results confirm partially previous findings in this sport, (Bria et al., 2011), (Blanksby and
Reid, 1988) in respect to the physiological characteristics of the dancers. Higher level of
aerobic fitness in our subjects was found in this study.
In conclusions of this chapter, physiological and biomechanical characteristics were
proposed as body contact model in Standard sport dances. The physiological profile of
Standard sport dancers, males and females, and of different level of qualification was
provided. An increased age of the athletes competing at Highest level and a better maximal
aerobic capacity in comparison to previous studies, while body dimensions seems not be
changed over time was found. This increase in maximal aerobic capacity characteristics of
highest dancers with all likehood is due to the development of sport dance athletic training in
the lasts years. Albeit a certain degree of aerobic and anaerobic power is necessary for the
performance, it seems not to be a discriminator factor to achieve top level in this sport: in this
research no statistically significant correlation was found between the athlete position in the
world ranking and VO2max, anaerobic threshold and lactate production. Aerobic work, of
course absolves other functions, in maintaining a good fitness level and in helping weight
control in dancers athletes. The kinematics parameters of hip alignment in the various dance
styles seem to be discriminator parameters between amateur and professional athletes. In
conclusion, technical skills are confirmed to be the main influencer of the performance albeit
a certain degree of fitness is necessary to sustain long training and completion sessions. The
methods proposed can be useful for matching the couples for sport dance performance.

3.5

Contents and Materials of the Standard Dance Training Process and Practical
Recommendations for Body Contact Improvement

This chapter presents the content and features of the training process in Standard sport
dances. These concepts and tools were used to develop the Thematic Plan for Seniors Group
A class dancers from 20 to 29 years of age, which is specifically intended to help dancers to
achieve the body contact model. It is important to note that this chapter was created to offer
our recommended practice for body contact improvement, which was implemented in the
experimental group during the training process. During the experiment, all 12 couples dance
(six experimental and six control group athletes) was working on a thematic plan for ten
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months. The two group sessions held twice a week for 1.5 hours. Before and after the teaching
experiment, a series of tests and physiological state of the contact load test were carried out. It
was also taken into account the global rating results PIMS and after the experiment to make
sure the race performance quality improvement at the end of the experiment.
3.5.1

Physical Preparation (fitness)

Physical preparation purpose is to ensure that the person's functional state of a system
that guarantees the necessary physical characteristics to the level of development, efficient
operation of race and health.
Physical training is accomplished in two interrelated directions - the general and
special physical preparation.
Physical fitness is very important. Athletes have a very long season, so the first
training program in most aerobic base will display.
So the general physical preparation (GPP) is based on the physical characteristics and
functional capabilities of a variety of development, which provides a high capacity for work,
and forms the basis of activities chosen sport. General physical fitness is to provide all
relevant physical capacity building, the optimum overall capacity for work achievement of
comprehensive development of the body, strengthening of health. These basic features are
general developing exercises and other sports exercises, which reinforce the positive
movement of the gear and develop physical qualities.
Thematic plan that offers strength exercises.
If a training routine is planned and executed correctly, the result of systematic
exercise is improvement of the athlete’s physical fitness, particularly strength, as the body
adapts to physical load [195].
Physical shape is largely determined by whether there will be a big enough force to
continue various activities underway. Excellent physical condition is especially important if a
long pass, run, swim, dance, climb mountains and so on.
The exercises:
1) First males perform push-ups on the floor (Figure 38), the females performing the
same exercise on a fitness bench.

Figure 38: Push-ups exercises
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2) Male athletes are performing sit-ups (body rising and lowering in supine position),
with each hand holding by 2 kg dumbbell, female athletes perform the same exercises - every
hand in 1 kg dumbbell (Figure 39).

Figure 39: Sit-ups exercises
3) It is fundamentally important for the dancers to train Lumbar muscular area,
at least as much as other abdominal muscles. In fact overlooking to train the lumbar muscles
could cause or worsen posture problems. Therefore, the correct alignment of lumbar
muscles is beneficial to everyone with bad posture habits or bad working conditions, which
tend to experience incorrect posture during the day.
Lumbar muscles are classified into three separate categories; the iliocostalis, the
longissimus and the spinalis. The lumbar muscles are the pillars of strength of the lower back
and they contribute to balancing and stretching the spine (Figure 40).

Figure 40: Lumbar muscle exercise
4) Partners perform squats by the head 5 kg disks; partners - to 3 kg disc.
All exercises must be able to perform 12-15 repetitions of movements without any
special effort and be able to do it again each exercise for students [196, pp. 73–74].
Thematic plan that offers speed exercises.
Many sports and sports dances one of the most important characteristics is speed.
Speed, as well as strength training is an important component of all sports and ages
representatives.
Engine speed as the ability to combine the three components [197, pp. 31–44]:
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Reaction time;
Velocities of certain movements;
Frequency of movements per minute - tempo.

Movement of the reaction rate is the speed with which a person is able to respond
to the movement of some physiological environment irritation.
Exercises [198, p. 23]:
a. First jumping rope with both feet, followed by small steps, walking;
b. Second jumps with the rope with one foot followed by small steps,
walking;
c. 3rd small stepping stone step, followed by a fast run, walking.
All exercises are performed after the beep (whistle, hand claps). Each iteration of
the exercise of rooms - 30 times, run length - 10 m.
Intensity must be at least the maximum, and even above the maximum. The
exercises should be stopped as soon as the declining rate of speed or movement below the
maximum possible. To realize this, one needs an absolute maximum concentration and a high
level of motivation [13].
Thematic plan offered endurance exercises.
Resistance is a generalized term that refers to an athlete's ability to retain (keep) a
specific range of time period. Any kind of resistance is a relative or conditional depending on
several factors: intensity (strength, speed, load, strain, etc.), technical skills, muscle adaptation
level, physiological status, etc. Endurance types are classified according to the intensity
(velocity or displacement) and the length of time or effort.
View of the duration of the load resistance can be divided into [197, pp. 31–44]:





short endurance (up to 2min );
an average long endurance (3- 8min );
long durability (about 10min);
very long endurance (over two hours).

Sports Athlete dances require an average duration of stamina, the final dances met
5 in a row each lasting 1.5 min. This means that a common duration dance constitutes 7.5
min.
Exercises [198, p. 23]




Running slow and medium pace 1000 - 1500m;
100m swimming, the iteration number 4 times with rest periods to 2min;
Skiing 30 - 40min.

Thematic plan for active and passive flexibility exercises.
Flexibility is a characteristic that reduced activity during drop significantly in
order to support this, the need for years of operation. Stretching exercises can be realized in
all training periods. Reduced flexibility may lead to injury [197, pp. 31–44].
There are two types of exercises that are executed on the muscle stretching [196,
pp. 73–74]:
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1. Ballistic exercises are swing arm and leg movements, body contortion, usually
executed with a large amplitude and speed. On certain muscle groups stretching is temporary,
it lasts as long as the sweep occurs or bending.
2. Static exercises - this is where the help of a very slow motion (body contortion
and extension) are conceived in a state, and it keeps the athlete from 5-30 sec to 60 sec.
During this time, the athlete can also strain stretched muscle groups periodically or
permanently).
Practicing standing position, lunge, sitting, lying down with a variety of leg and
arm positions. The exercise is done in pairs - with dance partners, distributing freely around
the dance floor. Partners help each other to achieve greater range of motion. Execution speed
is slow, no sharp and sudden movements. The exercise is repeated the number of
responsiveness and can include from 3 to 8-fold [196, pp. 73–74].
Thematic plan that offers balance exercises.
Balance - Coordination element can be as static as well as dynamic (standing ,
running ) as well as the use of equipment (skiing, skating, cycling) injuries [3].
Gymnastic exercises on a bench wide and narrow surface:
a.
b.
c.
d.

walking on tiptoes;
running to tiptoes;
walking with turning around;
basic walking, white crouching to jump-ups, jump to the pillar crouching,
basic posture;
e. "Swallow" posture.
Exercise repetitions from 2 to 6 times [197, pp. 31–44].
Special physical preparedness (SPP) is characterized by a level of physical
preparation, which directly determines the achievements chosen sport. IFC 's main tasks are to
develop the essential physical characteristics and movement skills to ensure optimal results
within the sport, increase the body's capacity to function, strengthen the organs and systems
that are directly related to the base- specific sport. SFS by using the General developing,
special, special preparatory, simulation exercises and competitions that promote technical
elements of the acquisition, development and refinement of physical properties [199, pp. 5–
25].
Thematic plan offers body stability exercises for the development of static and
dynamic conditions (turns in balanced state).
Exercises include [186]:
a. The Slow waltz switch places full grip, stopping after each beat. To
balance pause to tiptoe through the proper pair of lines;
b. Quickstep switch places with one- hand grip and closed positions;
c. 3rd Viennese waltz switch places slow pace.
Exercise repetitions 2-3 times [161, pp. 31–44].
Thematic plan offered gait exercises one by one and in pairs.
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Coordination is the essence of the human to perform (execute) simple and complex
movements. Different movement execution speed, accuracy, rhythm, economy, etc. are very
important for gait conditions making. Steering development of a number of levels - the stage
and forms the subject of the above factors.
Unlocking the coordination of movements, first of all this must be done in stable
conditions without time control, focusing only on the precision of movement. Once this is
mastered, one can start to complicate gait requirements [13].
Practicing a variety of dance elements chain-shaped and precise service to the
greatest possible speed or time limit changing environmental conditions (for example, visual
inspection, rapidly changing directions etc.) Singly and in pairs - exercise repetitions 4-6
times.
In this case, the coordination is to be able to reproduce the exercise or exercise in
the complex set of movements close as possible to the ideal model.
Sports dance plays a very important role in choreographic training in dance
resulting from the aggregation of different movements, giving them the emotional mood of a
person is drawn the world around us. Sport is based on the choreographic dance training in
dance quality of the content and form. The main dance of expression are harmonious body
movements and postures, and facial expressions Surgery, motion dynamics, tempo, rhythm,
variation of the diversity space, as well as drawing and dance composition. Dance
choreography exposed during certain musical regularities [162].
Thematic plan offered the correct contact establishment exercises.
Sports dance posture is very important. A properly designed posture facilitates
dancer technical skill enhancement.
The exercises:
a. Body length through stretching back muscles, semi-bent legs, arms upward
and outward. Slow pace of execution.
b. Hand hitching down behind, push hook hand diagonal back and down, and
every hand to his side, so that little by little fingers and hands release by
itself and begin to rise up through the side by side bar. Feet shoulder width
apart, semi-bent. Slow pace of execution.
c. Back and shoulder girdle stretch lying with his back to the partner back.
Slow pace of execution.
Exercise repetitions 3-6 times [120].
Thematic plan offered movement "purifying" and smoothness.
For pre-stage the students have mastered the elementary movement of all joints of
the body. For a dancer it is important to be able to accurately differentiate the movements of
the senses.
The exercises [61, p. 35]:
a. Dancing shaped connections of the mirror and accurate technical
performance 2-4 times, then regardless of the mirror to repeat it. Coach
assess how " pure " are executed movements.
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b. Coach or partner shows dance movements, which accurately repeated at
least 3-4 times.
Thematic plan offers sophisticated motion coordination multi-joint enforcement
capacity-building exercises. Coordination of the most intensively developed 11-12 years of
age, but the complex coordination of movement to begin teaching much earlier because they
enrich the experience of movement and helps to learn new skills [130].
The exercises:
a. Different cha - cha - cha complex movements paired connection switch
places;
b. Various samba complex movements compounds switch places pair;
c. Different jive complex movements paired connection switch places.
d. Exercise repetitions 3-6 times [159, p. 45].
3.5.2 Technical Training
The term "technical training" means the movement system (sports equipment)
knowledge level that promotes optimal outcomes of the chosen sport. Sports equipment
includes methods and performance that ensures every sport competitions efficient execution
of tasks.
Technical training preferred view as a whole, taking into account the fact that it is
closely related to the physical, mental and tactical sporting ability, but also the impact of
external environmental conditions under which the action is taken.
Technical training is important to determine the structure of the primary and
supporting activities.
The basic form of each type of sports equipment basics, without the acquisition
does not allow for the efficient operation of the competition, subject to any special provisions.
The basic training is a key task of every athlete who specializes in the sports.
Extra movements and activities - they are different movements and activities,
movement and individual parts that are specific to individual athletes and they are related to
athletes' individual characteristics. It is these extra movements and activities are an individual
technical manner, athlete style [199].
Thematic plan offered footwork exercises. Right foot action provides the necessary
direction of motion of the dance hall, as well as take-off and landing set figure steps.
The exercises:
a. To walk around the hall, one by one, making a step from heel slow waltz
with music, the weight on the front foot;
b. March back, one by one starting with the finger, slow waltz with music, the
weight on the front foot;
c. To walk around the hall to the front, making a step from the heel and back,
making a step from the finger pairs.
In carrying out these exercises, follow the rhythm and proper foot function.
Duration of exercise repetitions for 3-4 min [186].
Thematic plan of each experimental group exercises main parts were initially
included in the package of developed special exercises to improve body contact in standard
sport dances, as well as specific recommendations for implementation of the package.
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It is important to note that this set of exercises is recommended to be used for the
dancers for beginners to time to prevent body contact failures. The coach must understand that
body contact for proper development plays a decisive role even dance a successful sports
career launching and building.
Proper Posture and body alignment contact are essential to all dancers. Standard
Professional dancers know that good posture is one of the most important aspects of partner
dancing. Having good Posture makes dancers Appear more elegant and confident. Correct
body contact also improves overall balance and body control. Following our practical
recommendations the dance partners improve the body contact, which is a Standard dance
technical basis:
• Body weight forward, mostly on the balls of your feet (Between the arch and
toes);
• Distribute your body weight evenly between your feet;
• Stand with your feet shoulder - width apart;
• Try not to lock your knees;
• Stand straight, with shoulders-down and relaxed;
• Keep your head in line with your spine, eyes straight ahead;
• Hold your chin parallel to the floor;
• Keep your neck long and stretched upwards.
To improve driving pair, posture and hand lines, step length and dance I become
smooth and synchronized standard dances, first of all pay attention to the quality of the
partner bodies in contact. Therefore, standard methods of teaching dance are accompanied by
a special set of exercises body contact for proper development and improvement.
One by one exercises:
Exercise no.1:
Objective: To build a straight line, without bending at the waist.
Starting position (S.pos.) - Partner and partner stand with their backs to the wall.
Head, shoulders, body, hips, heels present in the wall. Hands down freely along the sides,
shoulders lowered, knees slightly bent, body relaxed, upright, feet together parallel (6th
position).
1-4 - dancers closer to the lower back (lumbar area) to the wall so that the whole
back full snugly against the wall. Simultaneously, the upper body and head stretching up
hands to travel laterally;
5-8 - S.pos. again.
The practical recommendation: executing this exercise 8 times, the next step is
making contact properly perform this exercise without touching the wall. In order to verify the
correct exercise performance due to arrive back to the wall, take a position without changing
the number "4" and adhere to the back wall. The back line should be straight without bending
lumbar spine (Picture 19). It is important to develop abdomen muscles and back muscles in
order to enter into would be easier to hold one of five Standard sport dances length (see
Strength exercises).
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Picture 19: Exercise for establishing a straight posture line for male and female dancer
These exercises help to easily feel the line into the right performance for novice
dancers. The difficulty stems from the moment when the waist brought closer to the wall to
form a straight line. But the performance of this exercise on a regular basis, the press, and
back muscles get used to this situation and can keep dancing all the time.
Exercise no.2 (Picture 20):
The challenge: to create a straight line into a swivelling range of the intersection of
the ribs.
S.pos. - Dancers should be standing facing a plain wall (at a distance of 10 cm from
the wall). View of the front, shoulders lowered, the body straight, knees slightly bent, hands
free along the sides, feet together parallel (6th position).
1-2 - (see the first exercise 1-4. Insights) touching the wall;
3-6 - transfer weight to the forefoot so that the thighs, hips and body to rib circle
junction snugly against the wall;
7-8 - S.pos. again.

Picture 20: Exercise for establishing a straight posture line with a slight curve bending
from the right abdomen part for male and female dancer
In this exercise, the dancers feel the correct position of the contact. Facilitate this task
the partners executed one by one on the wall rather than in pairs. In carrying out this exercise
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on a wall, the dancers are easier to keep your balance and feel the correct position of the
contact due to hold a pair of overall balance.
Exercises in pair
Exercise no.3:
Objective: To achieve an overall balance in pairs.
S.pos. - Partners stand facing each other (about 1 meter away from each other), body
erect, shoulders lowered, looking forward, hands down relieved, knees slightly bent, feet
together parallel (6th position).
1-2 - standing up and build back the straight lines, moving the hips slightly forward
on the top. At the same time stretching the upper body, neck and head up and shoulders down
(blades included) travel arm laterally;
3-6 - partner of the arrival of the partner's right hand, changing the position so close
to the dancers' feet remain about 10 cm in length. The two partners at the same time transfer
the weight to the forefoot so that the thighs hips and body to rib circle junction should be
together (it is necessary to remain in this position for as long as possible for both partners to
experience the overall balance, straight body lines and the contact) (Picture 21).
7-8 - S.pos. again.

Picture 21: Partners establishing a straight posture in a basic contact (with a slight
pressure) with each other without interconnecting hands in an arm frame
The practical recommendation: when partners feel stable stand and total body
contact partner balance is not eliminated, the body contact, followed by a handgrip.
This exercise performance during partner body contact is with a condition of not
holding hands. The biggest difficulty is that the weight on the forefoot to be transferred at the
same time by both partners. Otherwise there will not even reach the overall balance and
dancers will not be able to stand in this position. Therefore, perform this exercise at a slow
pace, the tic. Hand in this case is not pinched contact for partners to be able to create your
body the right lines.
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Exercise no.4:
The challenge: to hold objects between the dance partners stature.
Next step is to improve the contact body exercise paired motion. This means that the
couple stand in contact with the handgrip moves like a slow waltz rhythm of the music. These
initiative steps belong solely to the choice of a partner, but a partner just follow the partner's
direction (usually Basic).
There it is possible to see very well if the body contact was formed between the
partners or not. If contact is lost and shoulders straining, it means that the line into the wrong
partners and management is manual.
Practical Recommendation: To make it easier to coordinate the dancers dance moves
and synchronize the contact points, the best technique is to put the bodies of the two partners,
flat objects (such as dance music CD covers). One CD cover trainer placed between the
partners the right sides of ribs circle intersection area between the hip and other areas. Task
dancing partner to CD covers to remain in place and not fall. Keeping the objects helps to
establish dance into a straight line, which ensures proper retention of the contact pair. This
exercise is most effective in the training of children, as a small child hard to explain in words,
which is exactly how the contact and must stand. Keeping the subject to make a kid stand
straight posture and successfully facilitate the task of dancing contact.
Exercise no.5:
The challenge: to dance with a partner right and left hand grip partners.
The next exercise performs a slow pace. Partners in contact position. The party is a
difficult exercise, handgrip, where the dancers use only one hand - the right partner, but the
partner left. Second- hand sides are free. In this position a few basic steps to dance.
Practical recommendation: pay attention to the good partners flank. It must be in
contact with the partner's body (three contact points). If the partner side is "open", it means
that the partners hip line is parallel to the contact and the body can not be set up properly,
only with the help of partners' hands. Result dancers consume a lot of energy, so their
physiological workload increases, which also does not allow partners to move in a long time
synchronized.
In carrying out an exercise grip with one hand, make sure that the partners’ shoulders
should be parallel and straight into the line. This plays a very important role in forensic
psychological contact, in other words, the partners feel each other's slightest movement
(Picture 22).

Picture 22: The basic position of a Standard sport dancing couple with one-side
handgrip (male – right hand, female – left hand)
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Exercise no.6:
The challenge: to dance with a partner and the partner left the right hand grip.
This exercise in description is very similar to the previous, the only difference is that
now connecting hands that were previously free, i.e., the partner left, but the partner's right
hand.
This exercise is the most important of all, as contact partners should move as one
whole. Hand in this case can help partners to maintain contact, as in the fifth Exercise in the
hand grip is purely visual in nature (Picture 23).

Picture 23: The basic position of a Standard sport dancing couple with one-side
handgrip (male – left hand, female – right hand)
Dancers perform these exercises with music, holding the dancing partner. Basic steps
are coordinated by a male partner, while female should follows him. Arms and shoulders
should be relaxed.
Practical recommendation: the performance of the 4th, 5th and 6th exercise may not
continue on if the body contact is lost or even the partners experience a loss of a balance.
In this case, the couple is essential to stop the release of the body to stand and correct
posture, balance, feeling common to continue to dance on.
Exercise no.7:
The challenge: to stop after each figure balance.
This exercise can play a significant role for a couple only when a contact retaining is
mastered during the dancing of basic steps. In this exercise, the key is to find the right pair
of contacts, dancing in more complex steps and arrangements.
Pair task is as follows: Partners stand in contact with the handgrip and a certain set
Basic composition. For example, the slow waltz rhythm (with music) a few tries to dance
the set composition, but with the condition that at each stop on the figures of dancers
tiptoes into changing the lines and points of contact of bodies, but just lowering the arm.
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Practical recommendation: way partners can check the balance into line and body
contact. If a couple cannot stand each performed the figures, it is to try the same dance
compositions with smaller steps. When the couple feels solid dancing with small steps,
they gradually extended to a broad movement. This exercise can perform without constant
supervision coach. The dancers themselves must be in control of their posture and contact
points.
Later, when the couple reached such a high level of the last phase of performing, it is
necessary to proceed with this composition without hand assistance (Picture 24).

Picture 24: Performing the basic composition without an arm frame (no holding hands)
After performing such an exercise, filling dance in contact with the handgrip is
considerably easier and the couple is no longer a problem to perform a dancing sequence in
a closed contact. Hand serves only to bring into the open space and into the line extension
instead of driving.
Thematic plan offers orientation in space development exercises (reduced area, with
an increased number of pairs in the square). Dancers are very important to develop the
ability to navigate in space, because it ensures uninterrupted tunes all while dancing round
the dance area, without interfering with the movement of the other pairs.
The corresponding exercises [186]:
a.
b.
c.

The Quickstep dance performance in a reduced space. A gradual reduction of the
area while the couples are dancing with one another, trying to avoid a collision;
The Tango dance performance, with increasing the number of pairs, and couples
must not collide;
The performance of Slow Waltz, with obstacles in front of pairs, such as chairs.

All these exercises must be fulfilled without stopping. Exercise repetitions 2-4 times
[159, p. 45].
Thematic plan that is offered for swing and sway movement development exercises.
Swing movement providing direction and continuous motion performance with the
change of direction. Swinging - rhythmical, smooth motion of a body part Resembling a
pendulum.
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Swaying - fluidly and gradually shifting the center of gravity from one body part to
another [200, p. 81].
The corresponding exercises [77]:
a. The basic execution of Slow Waltz Basic, arms dancing together - movement
through the sides - back and forth ("swing") followed by arms;
b. Quickstep quarter of turn and Sasse enforcement arm dance track - movement
through the sides back and forth ("swing");
c. Viennese Waltz performance benefit cut, hand dancing up - movement through
the sides back and forth ("swing");
Duration of exercise repetitions for 3-4 min [135].
3.5.3

Psychological Preparation

Within the general psychological preparation of athletes there are different kinds of
influencing factors - education, training, psycho-diagnostics, psycho-treatment, psychological
education, psychological trainings, etc. Psychological preparation of the athlete's mental selfdevelopment process is vitally important, and the formation of the psychological conditions of
the system is necessary, in order to achieve optimal results in Sport. Athlete’s motivation,
mental processes, positions and characteristics of self-control and self-regulation ability is
necessary for the prior assessment to create a variety of modes of activity, the individual style
of the establishment, as well as gaining experience in solving various problems, connected
with career [199, pp. 5–25].
Thematic plan that is offered for willpower and intellectual property education
exercises.
Athlete should overcome the scope of adult systemic difficulties.
The exercises [186]:
a.
b.
c.
d.

A regular exercise program execution (such as "Marathon" - the dance program
thorough dancing 1-2 times in a row);
Systematic additional difficulties building (toned down the music a little slippery
floors etc.).
Knowledge of education and self-education learning (video demonstration and
discussion, competitions and training analysis);
General acquisition of knowledge, belief formation (specialized literature,
theoretical studies).

Thematic plan that is offered for idea-motor (mind and plan adjustment) training
exercises.
The most important part of the psychological preparation of the task is to improve the
movement of operating parameters and environmental kinematic and visual perception in
training and competitions.
The exercises [186]:
a.
b.

Mind-change execution in accordance with its technical performance;
Second Focus on specific elements of the action.
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c.

Prior to the dance workout before the competition.

Thematic plan that is offered for mental tension adjustment exercises.
The main challenge is tolerance (resistance) and of the emotional stress caused by the
competition.
The exercises [186]:
a.
b.
c.
d.

interfering factors (sudden light, noise, unexpected issues);
time and space limit (reduced switch places, large hall than daily);
change of partner dancing;
meet the challenges of fatigue.

Thematic plan offers pre-start state regulation exercises. Mental stress level mainly
depends on the athlete's psyche influencing factors: the type of event, the level of
preparedness, motivation, etc.
The exercises [186]:
a.
b.
c.

Self-suggestion (to be able to convince himself);
Attention switching (focus on your performance);
Rationally organized warm-up 15 - 20min (warming up all muscle groups and
joints, prepare the body for exercise or competition without overloading it).
3.5.4 Musical Preparation

Dancers are forming their musical skills and musical thinking throughout the training
processes, as well as rhythmic, creative activities and listening to music within their lifespan
and professional career. Thus, musical abilities are continuously being developed, including
musical hearing, musical memory, and sense of rhythm. However, there are certain ways how
to boost the musical perception and improvement of reactive musical thinking [9,47,117,201].
Thematic plan that is offered for developing rhythm exercises.
Musicality structure consists of interrelated set order and connection components: the
rate of development is based on an emotional response. Musical ear and sense of rhythm is
cognitive sensory musical ability.
Exercises [159, p. 45]:
a.
b.
c.

Musical expression presentation of tones Guidance Display on the move;
The melody, the melodic pattern hearing and Characterization: A flat, gradually
upward, downward phase, waveform, disruptive, continuous repetition of the
same sound, melody, drawing links to music image;
Auditory attention, concentration capacity building, listening to songs, musical
pieces.

Devote 5-8 minutes at the end of lessons.
Thematic plan offered emotionality development exercises. To be able to feel the mood
of the dance musical, compositions of the content and put these feelings viewers need
emotionality.
Exercises [159, p. 45]:
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a.
b.
c.

Dance tunes created by the emotional expression of sentiment movements (2-4
times);
Songs, musical public moods, nature, image perception, the representation of
movements, gestures, drawing (2-4 times);
Body tension release and muscle relaxation;

Thematic plan offered rate detection and timely implementation of motion exercises.
Ability to perceive rhythm and timely execute movements need to be a dance musical
highlights and [117].
Exercises [141, p. 45-46]:
a.
b.
c.

Starting dance to the sound of different signals, such as palm clapping (6-8 times);
Hear the rhythm of the first stroke and start dancing in time (6-8 times);
Dance in one stroke, one stroke stand and continue all along melodies (1-2 tones).

Thematic plan offers a pair of musical development exercises according to melody.
Sports dance experience significantly different types of tunes. Dance couple must be able to
dance not only rhythm, but also musically (according to the nature and style of the tunes) .
Exercises [159, p. 45]:
a.
b.
c.

Dance performance according to the nature of the musical (melody with a strong
rhythm and stress accent);
Dance performance according to the nature of the musical (in tune with an easy
rhythm, melodic);
Dance performance according to the nature of the musical (in tune with the
rhythm of a very light, smooth and waveform music).

Perform the aforementioned exercises through 1-2 melodies (2-4 min).
In conclusions it is important to note: the results revealed that the experimental
group, which followed our proposed exercises for body contact improvement during the 10month long training process, achieved significantly closer biomechanical and physiological
parameters to the body contact model than the subjects who were following a standard
training process (control group).
Furthermore, the international rankings showed a statistically significant improvement
in overall competitive performances (p < 0,05) of the experimental group after the 10-month
training period (refer to Figure 41).
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Figure 41: Comparison of the rankings of the tested ‘A’ class couples between the
Control and Experimental groups.
Figure 41 shows the WSDF competition ranking results [33] and their changes in the
Control and Experimental groups before, during and after pedagogical experiment. Each
candle shows the total number of WSDF ranking points before and after each internationallevel competition held in the specified month with corresponding deviations (white candles
represent the overall increase of the mean results within a group, while black candles
represent the decrease of the mean results, and the vertical lines represent the highest and
lowest results within a group). The Experimental group (Figure 41 on the right) significantly
outperformed the Control group (Figure 41 on the left) in terms of collected WSDF points
throughout and after the pedagogical experiment. It is evident that couples of Experimental
group, who were following the thematic plan that was specifically designed to achieve the
body contact model, were able to significantly improve their contact condition as well as to
maintain it, and consequently were achieving higher results, in comparison to the Control
group couples.
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DISCUSSION
The present investigation was aimed to create a partners’ body contact model in
Standard sport dances, as well as to develop and evaluate the practical recommendations for
achieving this model. This research is unique because it revealed new knowledge about the
relationship between the selected physiological and biomechanical parameters of the world
top-level dancers during competitions.
Research over the last two decades has examined the physical fitness status of
professional and lower level dancers [12,56,110,202,203], but there is still debate about how
physically prepared dancers should be. One study [110] assessed the effect of an integrated
endurance-training program for ballet dancers (n=16) across a ballet season and found
positive results. Some studies have suggested a discrepancy in the intensity level between
training, rehearsal, and performance [18],[17], and the idea of supplementary fitness training
have been debated, albeit untested longitudinally with highest-level dancers.
The presented results partially confirm previous findings in this sport [2,39,48] in
respect to the physiological characteristics of the dancers. My research is focusing specifically
on partners' body contact, because it is one of the bases of technique in standard dances.
Unlike the other investigations, my Doctoral study unveils the research on the highest class
Standard dancers, and therefore it was possible to describe the body contact characteristics of
the best dance athletes, which can be used as a model for improving the performance of lower
level athletes. This was not revealed in the previous works.
In my Doctoral thesis the pedagogical experiment was organised for a number of
lower class athletes, specifically 'A' class Standard sport dancers, which lasted for 43 weeks,
which was enough to validate the effectiveness of the body contact model.
Several novel findings were revealed during this doctoral research, such as knee and
hip alignment for the body contact improvement, and further the physiological parameters
during the dance performance. For example, a difference between the maximal oxygen
utilisation during the performance and a treadmill test was found. The highest-class dancers'
physiological engagement was lower due to partners' more synchronous movement in the
couple. This is probably due the higher level of qualification of the group was studied.
Furthermore, my study revealed that the dance athletes follow the trend of normal population
in terms of hand strength and body flexibility [174,177]. Body balance, measured as the
center of pressure postural sway was not previously investigated in this sport, and it appears
to be a key physical quality in the prediction of the position of the athletes in the world
ranking. Albeit previous studies evidenced that stress in Standard sport dancers is high and is
due mainly to social pressure [204], there are no previous studies investigating the recoverystress status of Standard dance athletes. In my study dancers showed high scores on the stress
scale of the Rest Q 76 recovery-stress questionnaire for athletes but also an overall good
recovery. These results emerges the link between body balance and Emotional Stress, Social
Stress and Sleep Quality in professional top-level Standard dance athletes. The results of
present investigation demonstrated that highest-level Standard dancers’ age and balance
emerges as a predictor place in Worlds Ranking list. On the female Standard dancers it
appeared to be correlation between body balance and Emotional Stress, Social Stress and
Sleep Quality. Further research is necessary to confirm these findings.
The applicability of laboratory tests and training regimes from sports was previously
found questionable [192], therefore it was necessary to gather relevant data and qualitative
observations, in terms of biomechanics, physiology and psychology, in order to develop
specific methods of promoting and assessing body contact model in Standard dances.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. First, the theoretical overview of dance sport emergence and development was crucial
for defining the correct body contact in partnered dance, in particular the Standard sport
dance. Each Standard sport dance style was described based on the historical evidence, in
order to unveil the preparation requirements in each dance and to analyse dance performance
development, dance posture and position in a couple. The literature review revealed that the
posture requirement is a closed position (five points of body contact between dancers) during
varied tempo (bars per minute) and rhythm (structure). With a set line of dance, this posture
provides a very elegant look as the couple floats across the dance floor, which is a basis for
overall evaluation of performance. The building characteristics for each dance stile were
revealed in the historical overview, which were necessary to understand the preparation
demands of each dance, and show the variability in performance requirements. Furthermore, a
complete set of requirements was presented for determining whether a coach and the
information he teaches, fits a concrete dance couple or not.
2. Second, this research analyzed the importance of the body contact position in Standard
sport dancers of different ages and skills. It was necessary to review and analyse the
performance of each couple for better understanding of the defined problem of the PhD
research, for achieving the aim of the research and for testing the hypothesis. The method of
expert estimation was used for this purpose. After preceding the expert estimation’s data of
three international competitions the mean results and concordance correlation coefficients
were calculated in each group of dancers. It can be concluded that the most typical mistakes
by Junior group dancers (overall concordance correlation coefficient (ρc) = 0.1999) are in
posture contact lines: in dancers’ leaning backward from the hip line and moving of the hips
backward. From the observations of the video of Youth group dancers ((ρc) = 0.2571) and
comparing them to Junior group dancers, it can be noted that the correct, relaxed arm lines
appear separately, but the main imperfection in Youth group was the dancers’ broken body
side line (in the sagittal plane). In the Adult group dancers ((ρc) = 0.4155) essential mistakes
of the posture and the arm lines were not observed. Only in the pairs of the lowest
qualification class ((ρc) = 0.2608) during the performance of the most difficult figures we
observed breaking of the posture line and tension of the shoulder girdle. Closest condition to
the ideal posture and body contact was observed only in the Highest class dancers ((ρc) =
0.9873).
3. Third, this research determined the biomechanics of partners’ knees and hips
alignment for the body contact improvement. Statistically significant differences in results for
biomechanical parameters of knee flexion/extension and hip alignment before the pedagogical
experiment in experimental group comparing to control group were not observed. Highest
class athletes in comparison to amateur athletes show a less pronounced flexion angle in the
right knee in Slow Waltz (t12, 0.042 = 2,18) and they flex the knee more deeply in Viennese
Waltz in comparison to the group of amateurs (minimum angle of right knee flexion (t12, 0.014 =
2,71) and minimum angle of left flex knee flexion, (t12, 0.004 = 3.27). These differences can be
due to strongest leg muscles. In the presented study, I concentrated on the knee flexion angles,
where different degrees of correlation were found with body height in all styles and
furthermore deep knee flexions were required by the movement (r = 0.53 in right knee in the
Slow Foxtrot, 0. 48 in left knee in Tango and 0.39 in right knee in Tango; 0.25 in right knee in
Slow Foxtrot; 0.20 in right knee in Viennese Waltz and 0.32 in left knee in Viennese Waltz p
< 0.05). As for male versus female differences in kinematics, none of the flexion knees angles
was found statistically different at the T test. These differences were linked inherently to the
techniques used in the different styles, to the body characteristics (height) and, where
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symmetrical motion of lower limbs is requested by the performance, to the guiding role of the
male athletes. Furthermore, hip alignment was significantly different between the Highest
class and A class athletes in Slow Foxtrot (t12, 0.002 = 3,60) and Viennese Waltz (t12, 0.016 =
2,63), having the top level athletes a lower angles between the hips of the two dancers, thus
showing a better alignment capacity (21.6 vs 26.6 in quickstep; 24,56 vs 29 in waltz; 25,1 vs
27 in tango; 14,2 vs 22,7 in slow foxtrot; 32,3 vs 43,1 in Viennese waltz). Moreover, hip
angle (alignment between the two dancers) showed a positive correlation with dancing
experience in Viennese Waltz (r = 0.41) and a weak correlation in Slow Waltz (r = 0.21, p <
0.05). Interestingly, hip angle alignment in Viennese Waltz is correlated with years of
experience in dancing in a couple. This is also explained by the body contact of the dancers
required by this style. Statistically significant (p<0.05) reduction in the maximal hip angles
between partners’ hips at the end of the pedagogical experiment of the experimental group
comparing to control group was observed in Slow Waltz, Tango, Vienese Waltz and
Quickstep, but not significant in Foxtrot. It means that our proposed practical
recommendations are effective in improving partners’ hips line in transversal plane
synchronization during dancing.
4. This work determined the partners’ physiological engagement in Standard sport
dances. Statistically significant differences in VO2max, anaerobic threshold, lactate and
maximum speed between Highest and A class athletes during the maximal running test (57,5
vs 58,5 ml/kg/min for VO2max; 39,6 vs 41,9 ml/kg/min for Anaerobic Threshold; 9,7 vs 9,3
mm/L for blood lactate; 16,3 and 15,7 km/h for max speed) were not found. No correlation
was found between the position in the world ranking of highest athletes and VO2max, and
lactate. The difference in physiology between these athlete groups was not significant during
the Standard dance competition simulation. It was not observed statistically significant
(p<0.05) reduction in mean and maximal heart rate of the experimental group during the
competition simulation after the pedagogical experiment. The dance sub maximal trainings
during 10 months caused slight decreases also in minute ventilation of the experimental
group. Statistically significant (p<0.05) reduction in VO2max at the end of the pedagogical
experiment of the experimental group comparing to the control group was observed during the
competition simulation. Statistically significant (p<0.05) reduction in mean blood lactate
concentration level on 3rd minute after the competition simulation of the experimental group
subjects comparing to control group after the pedagogical experiment was observed.
5. This work identified the mutual relationship between the partners’ physiological
engagement and the body contact condition in a couple. It was created and approbated the
worlds top-level dance couple body contact model based on physiological and biomechanical
data. Results proved that contact condition significantly influences physiological engagement
of the highest class standard dancers during competition. Strong correlations between
partners’ hips' angular velocities and some physiological parameters were found. Differently
from other investigations, our study was performed in Top-level Standard dancers, and
significant correlations between partners’ hips horizontal angular velocity and the Maximal
Oxygen Consumption and Ventilation per Minute only during some dance styles and not in
other dances were found. Moreover, the regression analysis showed the coefficients of
determination (R2) that revealed the predictability percentage of pulmonary physiological
parameters from the hips’ angular velocity in the certain dances. The explanation for this
finding could be that aerobic capacities influence more Slow Waltz, Tango and Foxtrot and
not the other styles. This could also explain why one couple perform better in one kind of
dance compared to others. Such information can be useful for developing sport dancing
training techniques and methodologies. Presented data can be helpful for understanding the
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body contact model in Standard dances and customizing physical training programs for
matching the couples and monitor their physical progresses. The presented results partially
confirm previous findings in this sport, [2,39] in respect to the physiological characteristics of
the dancers. Moreover, higher level of aerobic fitness in our subjects was found.
6. Finally, this work developed the special set of exercises intended for a body contact
improvement and physiological engagement optimization for A class Standard sport dancers
in the age group of 20-29 years. Practical recommendations on how to apply this set of
exercises and tested them for effectiveness were created. Presented data can be helpful for
understanding the body contact model and customizing physical training programs for
matching the couples and monitor their physical and technical progresses. It increases the
level of Standard sports dance performance and reduces the high-level athlete preparation
time.
7. Ultimately, the aim of the Doctoral research was achieved, because the partners’
body contact model was developed for Standard sport dances, as well as the practical
recommendations for achieving this model were developed and validated. Based on the A
class dance partners’ biomechanical and physiological parameters’ statistically significant
improvement after the pedagogical experiment, I can conclude that Standard sport dancing
couples, who follow the thematic plan specifically designed to achieve the body contact
model, improve their biomechanical characteristics of body contact position, and lower their
physiological engagement.
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ANNEXES
Annex 1
PROTOCOL FOR EXPERT ESTIMATION
Number of the couple
1
2
3
4
5
6

Expert estimation (0-3 points)
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Annex 2
THE THEMATIC PLAN FOR ADULT AGE GROUP OF ‘A’ CLASS DANCERS
Month
Week
Training session

February
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
. . . . . . . . . .

6.
11
.

March
7.
12 13 14
.
.
.

8.

9.

15 16 17
.
.
.

18
.

April
10.
11.
19 20 21 22
.
.
.
.

12.
13.
23 24 25 26
.
.
.
.

May
14.
15.
27 28 29 30
.
.
.
.

16.
31 32
.
.

Exercises

1. Physical preparation:
1. General:
X
X
X
1. Strength ex.
X
2. Speed ex.
X
X
3. Endurance ex.
4. Active and
X
X
passive stretching
exercises
X
X
5. Balance ex.
2. Special:
1. Body balance
improvement
exercises in a
X
X
X
X
X
static and
dynamic state
(balancing state
and turns)
2. Movement
coordination
X
X
X
X
X
exercises, one by
one and in pair
3. Choreographic:
1. Correct posture
X
X
X
X
X
enforcement
exercises
2.Movement
X
X
X
X
smoothness

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

improvement ex.
3. Advanced
multi-joint
movement
X
coordination skill
development and
improvement ex.
2. Technical preparation:
1. Footwork
X
X
exercises
2. Contact
establishment
X
X
and improvement
exercises
3. Orientation in
space during
dancing
performance (in
X
X
highly-limited
space with high
number of pairs
on the dance
floor)
4. Swing
X
movement ex.
3. Psychological preparation:
1. Willpower and
intellectual
X
properties
education
2. Ideomotoric
X
training exercises
3. Mental stress
X
regulation ex.
4. Pre-start state

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

regulation ex.
4. Musical preparation:
1.Rhytmical
X
exercises
2.Emotion
X
controlling
exercises
3.Rhithm
perception and
in-tact movement
fulfilment
exercises
4. Pair musical
improvement in
accordance to
melody exercises
Month
Week
17.
1 2
Training session
. .

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

June
18. 19. 20.
21.
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
. . . . . . . .

X
X

X

X

July
22.
23.
11 12 13 14
.
.
.
.

X
X

X

X

24.
25.
15 16 17 18
.
.
.
.

X
X

X

X

August
26.
27.
19 20 21 22
.
.
.
.

X

X

28.
29.
23 24 25 26
.
.
.
.

X

September
30.
31.
27 28 29 30
.
.
.
.

32.
31 32
.
.

Exercises

1. Physical preparation:
1. General:
1. Strength ex.
2. Speed ex.
3. Endurance ex.
4. Active and
passive stretching
exercises
5. Balance ex.
2. Special:
1. Body balance
improvement
exercises in a
static and

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

dynamic state
(balancing state
and turns)
2. Movement
coordination
X
exercises, one by
one and in pair
3. Choreographic:
1. Correct posture
X
enforcement
exercises
2.Movement
smoothness
X
improvement
exercises
3. Advanced
multi-joint
movement
X
coordination skill
development and
improvement
exercises
2. Technical preparation:
1. Footwork
X
exercises
2. Contact
establishment
X
X
and improvement
exercises.
3. Orientation in
space during
dancing
X
performance (in
highly-limited
space with high

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

number of pairs
on the dance
floor)
4. Swing
X
movement
exercises
3. Psychological preparation:
1. Willpower and
intellectual
X
properties
education
2. Ideomotoric
X
training exercises
3. Mental stress
X
regulation ex.
4. Pre-start state
regulation
4. Musical preparation:
1.Rhytmical
X
exercises
2.Emotion
X
controlling
exercises
3.Rhithm
perception and
X
in-tact movement
fulfilment
exercises
4. Pair musical
improvement in
X
accordance to
melody exercises

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Month

X

X

X

November

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X
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X

X

X

October

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

December

X

Week

1 2
. .
1. Physical preparation:
1. General:
1. Strength ex.
X
2. Speed ex.
X
3. Endurance ex.
4. Active and
passive
stretching
exercises
5. Balance ex.
2. Special:
1. Body balance
improvement
exercises in a
static and
X
dynamic state
(balancing state
and turns)
2. Movement
coordination
X
exercises, one by
one and in pair
3. Choreographic:
1. Correct posture
enforcement
X
exercises
2.Movement
smoothness
improvement ex.
3. Advanced
multi-joint
movement

Training session

Exercises

1.

2.
3
.

3.
4
.

5
.

4.
6
.

7
.

8
.

5.
9 10
.
.

X

6.
11
.

7.
12 13
.
.

8.
14
.

X

15
.

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

18
.

X
X

X

X

16 17
.
.

X
X

X

X

10.
11.
19 20 21
22.
.
.
.

X
X

X

9.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

coordination skill
development and
improvement
exercises
2. Technical preparation:
1. Footwork
X
X
X
X
exercises
2. Contact
establishment and
X
X
X
X
X
improvement
exercises.
3. Orientation in
space during
dancing
performance (in
highly-limited
X
X
X
space with high
number of pairs
on the dance
floor)
4. Swing
movement
X
X
X
exercises
3. Psychological preparation:
1. Willpower and
intellectual
X
X
X
properties
education
2. Ideomotoric
X
X
training exercises
3. Mental stress
regulation
X
X
exercises
4. Pre-start state
X
X
regulation

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

4. Musical preparation:
1.Rhytmical
X
X
X
exercises
2.Emotion
controlling
X
X
exercises
3.Rhithm
perception and
in-tact movement
X
X
fulfilment
exercises
4. Pair musical
improvement in
X
X
accordance to
melody exercises

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
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X

